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introduction

We have no LOVE OF SELF! Coming to Islam hating ourselves will only make us overly love other cultures more. Islam does not  

equal Arab - Allah made us nations and tribes, he made you Black! you have to deal with that and learn your roots.1

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 24th April 2011

I have always wondered why we should name an artist by her religious affiliation. Unless the artist is directly and 

outspokenly  using artistic  ways  to express religious views,  it  makes no sense to name an artist  "muslim"2 for 

instance. On the other hand, in the context of  a dreamed multicultural europe and global fears towards islam, 

anyone with a muslim background will be labelled through her religious affiliation and views, i.e., a muslim artist is 

supposed to be a vehicle of  expression of  faith. European audiences and official stories are increasingly attentive to 

what an artist with a muslim background has to say regarding her fellow brothers and sisters in islam, as well as her  

individual practise of  islam, the role of  women in society, freedom of  speech, secularism, the idea of  an european 

islam, and other flashy topics. Any person with a muslim background has the worlds eyes on her. I believe this is  

based on the (mis)concept(ion) that a person with a muslim background has religion as fundamental of  her life, 

culture, mentality, principles and behaviour. Furthermore, art and music in particular are used as tool for so often 

materialised revolutionary cries, independence wishes and (re)affirmations of  identities. Putting a double spotlight  

on a muslim artist seems logical. So, am I also slipping into enlarging an already magnifying glass by writing about 

muslim women artists like Poetic Pilgrimage? Do I contribute to an excessive othering of  Poetic Pilgrimage as 

black african diasporic muslim women artists in europe? 

1 This is a follow up comment to Poetic Pigrimage's statement about how as black women, they cannot assert their blackness within islam, 

which I analyse in chapter "black european islam".

2 Refer to chapter “method and material: decolonial approaches” to understand my use of  low and upper case, p.22-23. 
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research question

This thesis is a case study seeking to explore the strategies of  Empowerment in Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance as  

public  artistic  persona.  The  question  that  guides  me  is:  how  do  they  shape  their  Empowerment  with  their  

Performance? After becoming familiar with the material, I realised that one way of  answering this question is by 

looking into how they relate to

1) an intersectional idea of  Empowerment, namely how they relate to race and gender in their islamic art  

(religion/occupation/class) and

2) how Empowerment  is  directly  connected  with  Performance,  it  is  the  Performance  that  enables  their  

Empowerment:  artistic  Performance  that  shapes  their  ethnographic  Performance  of  muslimness, 

womanhood, black womanhood, muslim womanhood, women artistry, britishness, etc. So in this text, it is  

their Performance of  categories and themes that constitute strategies and processes or Empowerment. 

theoretical and analytical framework 

My focus of  Empowerment is on representation, which makes me define Empowerment as the act of  learning 

to Love yourself  and others in positive ways. This is inspired in the work of  Audre Lorde. And it is reflected in 

Poetic Pilgrimage's own stance, as revealed by the opening statement of  this thesis, We have no LOVE OF SELF, 

they  write.  Empowerment,  a  process  of  learning to Love oneself  and others  positively  is  closely  linked with 

creating an idea of  self  that is our own truth or like Audre Lorde puts it, defining ourselves for ourselves: 

[taken from a  principle  of  an  afrocentric  celebration  (Kwanzaa),  celebrated  on the  second  day  of  Kwanzaa]  

Kujichagulia -self-determination-the decision to define ourselves, name ourselves, and speak for ourselves, instead of  being defined and  

spoken for by others.  Lorde 1984/2007:43 

Central claim of  my thesis emanates exactly from Audre Lorde's ideas that this type of  Empowerment means that  

one acknowledges and embraces difference by 1) accepting one own's needs and issues, naming ourselves for  

ourselves and 2) having a dynamic intersectional idea of  power structures where different categories in different  
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contexts work dynamically to allow and produce spaces of  power and its absence. 3 She affirms recognition of  

difference as a step away from oppression. In her worldview that I share in general and here in particular, naming 

difference (of  race, gender, age, class, sexuality, etc) is not the root of  the oppressive nature of  our socialisation.  

The problem according to her lies in the denial of  difference and a tendency to blindness in recognising how our  

differences are misused to pit us against each other and so allowing us to (un)knowingly oppress each other with a 

high degree of  legitimacy on the basis of  who has the normative power in the situation. 4  Despite being almost 30 

years old, Sister Outsider (1984), that collection of  essays by Audre Lorde that has nurtured revolutions in feminist  

and black scholarship, Sister Outsider is timely actual. A slight essentialisation is something I notice in Audre Lorde's 

engagement  with  categories  and  difference.  My  focus  on  Performance  means  that  I  distance  myself  from 

constructs of  identity markers that are not sensitive to construction and deconstruction. My underlying approach is  

to reflect on how Poetic Pilgrimage are and have been constructed by deconstructing them, question them. Taking 

into account that I cannot not think intersectionally, all themes under scrutiny here deal with ways in which Poetic  

Pilgrimage expose, explore and create islam and the arts of  Performance to forge possibilities of  Empowerment, in 

a way that I attempt to research all categories intersected. In the first thematic chapter (black european islam), 

emphasis is put on race and in the second thematic chapter (modesty is the new cool), focus turns to gender,  

though understood in relation to each other and to other categories, such as nationality, class, occupation, ethnicity.  

I flirt with a post-structuralist approach to religion and understand islam as beyond entity and identity, as a reality in 

construction and manifest in people's experiences and practises but also in their beliefs and ideologies.

Analytically, I put emphasis on Performance. How they perform Empowerment, specifically how they perform 

themselves, how they perform those categories of  muslim/black/woman/artist both discursively (statements on 

facebook,  statements on interview,  lyrics  of  the songs)  and in Performance (on stage,  in  videoclips).  Here,  I  

contend that texts are performative, more so when I use abundantly of  new social media that aim at and imitate 

3 Lorde emphasizes the need to look in the face those traits of  oppressor we have learnt and appropriated: What women here is so enamored  
of  her own oppression that she cannot see her heelprint upon another woman's face?  Lorde 1984/2007:132 and  As Paulo Freire shows so well in The  
Pedagogy of  the Oppressed,  […] the true focus of  revolutionary change is never merely the oppressive situations which we seek to escape, but that piece of  the  
oppressor which is planted deep within each of  us, and which knows only the oppressors' tactics, the oppressors' relationships. Lorde 1984/2007:123 
4 She argues that [c]ertainly there are very real differences between us of  race, age and sex. But it is not those differences between us that are separating us. It is  
rather our refusal to recognize those differences, and to examine the distortions which result from our misnaming them and their effects upon human behavior and  
expectation (Lorde 1984/2007:115). I am less inclined to affirm a real, categorical and essential distinction between humans but I concur  
with her idea that we are different and should face those differences, rather than pretend they do not exist in any sense, at any point,  
especially when sisterhood is our project. 
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real life. Their Performances on stage and videoclips on a level of  embodiment, how they move but also how they  

sing are directly interconnected with discursive and aesthetic strategies of  naming ourselves for ourselves.  The term 

Performance in my text  is  used confusedly  to express the  imbrications  of  everyday life,  religious  and artistic 

Performance, as Poetic Pilgrimage are an act that intersects all of  those. Performing self  while being professional  

performers with a religious and political message performing both in religiously and/or secularly marked settings in 

conscious and unconscious manners in all types of  plattforms (virtual, irl, cafés, concert halls, streets) and time  

spaces complicates the schema that seeks to categorise difference between ritual, aesthetic and goffman performers

5. I align with Richard Schechner's Performance theory (1988) where he envisages this imbrications and calls for an 

intersected analysis  of  religious and artistic  Performance in his  study and practise of  theater and ritual.  Even 

though I agree with the comprehensive understanding of  Performance like Schechner proposes as streaming from 

production, rehearsals, event, audience reception to post-production6, the material and time available for this thesis 

did  not  allow  me  to  elaborate  on  such  a  macro  perspective.  Hence  I  focus  on  the  final  product  (on 

stage/videoclips), having Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance on facebook as public artistic persona as a framework  

for the event of  artistic Performance itself. Performing self, or everyday life Performance using artistic means is the  

trade  mark  of  hip  hop  culture,  which  Poetic  Pilgrimage  are  a  part  of.  Work  of  autobiographical  women's 

Performance in theater and dance is known for blurring the lines between professional Performance and goffman  

Performance as well.7 No professional liars in full like a vast line of  actors (Schechner 1988:274), musicians and 

dancers,  they  take  chances  to  embody  the  representation  of  black  muslim  women  artists  (combined  and 

separatedly),  creating  an  ideal  to  be  ideally  emulated.  Their  Performance  is  a  creation  of  self  that  aims  at 

5 Erwin Goffman produced a body of  work where  he  theorises  that  every day  life  is  framed and performed, though without  the  
awareness, rehearsal and expectations of  professional performers, be it a shaman or an actor. Cf. Schechner 1988:257. 
6 In his Performance theory, Schechner uses though functional categorical distinctions between drama, script, theatre and performance: [...] the  
drama is what the writer writes; the script is the interior map of  a particular production; the theater is the specific set of  gestures performed by the performers in  
any given performance; the performance is the whole event, including audience and performers (technicians, too, anyone who is there). Cf. Schechner 1988:85. 
His work envisions a constant tension between all performative parts and he aims at explicating the conflicts and divisions by turning away  
from character  development to  movements,  sounds,  iconographic  elements,  how and whose  bodies  move where.  Not everything is 
Performance for him, he distinguishes Performance from regular happenings by the  theatrical event guided by a script – something planned,  
designed for presentation, following a prescribed order. Ibidem:86
7 An example of  this type of  women's autobiographical Performance is “The Mule of  the world. The embodiment of  Mary Church 
Terrell”,  a  piece  about  a  one  woman  theatre  play  performed  by  Eileen  C.  Cherry  and  that  starts  from  Mary  Church  Terrell's  
autobiographical writings that the performer takes as her own, merging Performance of  self  and Performance of  other.  Cf. Cherry  
2003:66-83. Mary Church Terrell (1863-1954) was a daughter of  former slaves who notoriously became one of  the first african american  
women to obtain a college degree. She was involved in the movement for civil rights and suffrage and activism pro-women of  colour.  
Mule is a frequent and known metaphor for hybrid bodies, fruits of  diasporas, particularly and sadly so the racialised bodies of  people 
defined as mixed race, literally “crossed” inbetween races, as if  the line between us and animals was non-existent. 
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empowering self  and others. 

Both the separation between discourse and Performance and the division between professional performers and  

ethnographical/everyday life (goffman) performers seems to lie on conscious and unconscious levels of  awareness.  

This is not a vital discussion for me, which I do not take on because I attempt at focusing on creative doing per se  

and what kind of  implications this doing has.  Moreover, I find it virtually impossible to define consciousness, not 

the least because I would have to somehow reflect on false consciousness. In my opinion, both ”true” and "false” 

consciousness are very slippery and ethically dangerous concepts. Authors that define what true consciousness is 

claim  some  type  of  moral  superiority.  Talal  Asad  critiques  this  over-emphasis  on  consciousness  in  western 

scholarship  on  agency.  He  argues  that  these  conceptualisations  exclude  the  particular  context  of  

power/disempowerment of  the agent.8 Agency, action are not only dependent on consciousness about oppression 

and action upon it. I am aware that on the level of  activist grass roots work, it is important to have more clear ideas  

about true and false consciousness because of  the political implications of  such definitions, so in that arena it must 

be done contextually and after discussion and analysis of  particular situations with diverse actresses. However, this  

is  not the space for that. Yet, I note where/when Poetic Pilgrimage are taking outspoken decisions to present 

themselves in a certain manner and defend certain issues for the sake of  naming themselves for themselves, this  

labour of  Love of  self  that Empowerment is. After all, this is conscious art (conscious hip hop/roots reggae)9 they 

are  creating.   Other  than  that,  defining  levels  of  consciousness  in  their  Performance  is  for  me a  matter  of  

subjective assessment that I do not engage in here.

Empowerment and Performance, uses and theories

Both Empowerment  and Performance are  highly  contested,  popular  and disparate  concepts  used and abused 

8 Talal Asad argues that discipline is made central in analyses of  how civilizations are shaped. It is in the context of  Euro-America (sic) 
that the disciplined subject is set outside modernity and its freedom, while the presence of  discipline (cultivation of  sensibilities and rules  
of  conduct) in muslim life and islamic movements is regarded as it's very opposite, suppressive and constraint. […] if  political or religious  
authority imposes norms of  conduct and doctrine on the individual, and if  this imposition is accepted, then this must be a case of  “sincere but inauthentic belief.”  
Yet one difference is that the discipline for pious Muslims is connected to a strong sense and orientation of  divine presence. I suggest, therefore, that instead of  
approaching such behavior in terms of  belief  (in this case of  inauthentic belief  or “false consciousness”) one might enquire into how the bodily senses are cultivated  
or how they take shape in a world that can’t be humanly controlled, and hence into what politics these formations make possible or difficult (Asad 2008:18). My 
own analysis of  Empowerment relies heavily on notions of  challenging normative understandings of  blackness, muslimness, womanhood, 
artistry and the combination of  all. Nevertheless, I take into account the situational context of  Poetic Pilgrimage as black muslim women  
artists and my own focus on a particular time space in their perfomative lives (2011) when incurring in such analysis. Other time spaces  
and contexts would lead to other analyses and conclusions. 
9 I explicate the type of  conscious art Poetic Pilgrimage create in chapter “modesty is the new cool”.  
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within and outside academic fields.

Empowerment theory is commonly understood as having been introduced by brazilian philosopher Paulo Freire  

who  imagined  a  teologia  da  libertação  (liberation  theology) of  oppressed  people  through  education,  hence  an 

understanding of  education as a tool for revolutionary change (Hur 2006:523). Empowerment circulates around 

the idea that power structures canalize power to certain spots. Empowerment relates to changing power: gaining,  

expending, diminishing, and losing power (ibidem:542). Hur tries to frame Empowerment in a theoretical umbrella  

liable to be used across disparate fields, since the concept is used in, to mention a few examples studied by him, 

community  psychology,  health  studies,  political  science,  social  welfare,  education  and  women's  studies  and 

management.  It  certainly  is  a  central  concept  in  feminist,  black  and  diaspora  studies.  Hur's  search  for  a 

comprehensible appropriation of  the concept into a theory lead him to recognize some basic and universal aspects 

in  understanding  Empowerment.  He  explicates  Empowerment  as  multidimensional occuring  within  sociological,  

psychological,  economic,  political,  and  other  dimensions  (ibidem)  of  which  I  would  add,  the  spiritual  dimension  of  

Empowerment. Empowerment is a social process because it happens in relation to others, at  individual, group and 

community levels. He further contends that Empowerment is a process that is fluid, unpredictable and changeable  

over time and place. Empowerment is also an outcome that can be enhanced and evaluated (ibidem). 

In  my  perception,  measuring Empowerment  is  problematic  and  challenging  since  the  outcome,  that  ideal  of  

empowered  self/others  is  dependent  on subjective,  individual,  efemerous  and contextual  experiences.  We can  

instead  recognise  instances  of  Empowerment  in  the  processes  of  Empowerment,  and  even  then  caution  is  

required when such instances are turned into complete recipes for Empowerment to be introduced as methods for  

community change. Since this process is interconnective and dynamic, the process and the outcome rely on the  

interaction between several actresses, which should be antidote enough against universal formulations of  power 

relations and strategies of  Empowerment. This is where the importance of  Performance approaches comes in.

Performance theory has a tradition within Performance arts studies. In a narrow sense, Performance art is related  

to postmodern traditions in western culture, particularly from the 1960's and 1970's derived from concepts of  

visual art, in relation to the work of  Antonin Artaud, Dada, the Situationists, Fluxus, and elements of  installation  
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art and conceptual art. (Carlson 2004:103-105) Performance art tends to be defined as an antithesis to theatre,  

challenging orthodox art forms and cultural norms. The ideal had been an ephemeral and authentic experience for 

performer and audience in an event that could not be repeated, captured or purchased (ibidem). Here lies the 

strongest tensions between definitions and fields of  Performance art  and performing art.  Performing arts  are 

generally defined as the use of  body and voice to convey an aesthetic message, enact a script, in a structured and  

programmed event, and for mostly entertainment purposes. Nevertheless, other aspects of  Performance art such as 

content-based and focus on the Performance itself  can bridge the distance to performing art, in the case of  the  

artistic act at stake in this thesis, Poetic Pilgrimage. They do not merely act for entertainment (aesthetic mission)  

but have a distinct message to convey with the act of  Performance, they perform hip hop and spoken word and 

engage the audience, they perform in practically any place and time space, which also contributes to setting the  

notion of  performing art and Performance art closer together. I opted to define them as performing artists and 

their  work  within  performing  arts  since  their  art  involves  a  degree  of  structure,  is  repeated,  recorded  and  

consumed. Nevertheless, my overall goal of  emphasising performative elements of  their art sets their performing 

art close to a Performance art. 

These artistic developments were simultaneous and imbricated in tendencies in the field of  the study of  religion 

where Performance theory became popular around the 1960's with sociologists and anthropologists who sought  

an approach to religious action that went beyond ritual as an enactment of  symbols and texts (Bell 1998:205). A  

Performance  approach  generally  seeks  to  valorise  the  doing  itself  as  creative  constitutive  force  of  religious 

activities, and human action in general. In this scenario, the following Performance theories gained momentum.  

Victor Turner described ritual ethnographically as a processual form of  social drama, while J.L.Austin developed a 

linguistic  theory of  performance utterances  (Bell  1998:206). Erving Goffman produced work on Performance 

rooted on his analysis of  scenarios of  social interactions, concluding that everything is Performance. The work of  

Stanley  Tambiah  and  Clifford  Geertz  continued  in  this  general  direction.  Tambiah  explicitly  focused  on 

Performance as a way to rectify the devaluation of  action that occurs when it is contrasted with thought , while Geertz argued 

for the necessity of  ”blurred genres” of  interpretation in order to do justice to the ways in which a ritual may be like a game, a  

drama, or an ensemble of  texts (ibidem).  Here, Richard Schechner's writings on anthropology and theater  offered 
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provocative connections between ritual, experiments in performance art, and cross-cultural dimensions of  expressive physical movement  

[...] (ibidem). While Performance theory was not new in itself, it brought an innovative holistic framework based on 

the metaphors of  performance (as well as action and practice) and the ease with which this framework has been 

broadly accepted (ibidem:218). 

thesis outline 

Following a reflection on method and material, the first thematic chapter (black european islam) deals mainly with  

racial issues. In this chapter, I start by explaining why I use the term "black", and include this in a discussion of  

why talking about "black muslims" in europe is important and relevant. I use foremost afrocentric islam as defined 

by  Amina  Wadud  (1997)  to  discuss  Poetic  Pilgrimage's  racial  identifications  and  alliances  as  strategy  of  

Empowerment:  acknowledgement  of  racism  (=they  identify  that  they  are  marginalised/alienated  which  is  a 

recognised preliminary  stage  in  Empowerment  processes10)  and racial  identification  (=action  to  deal  with  the 

marginalisation and gain power11). Acknowledgement of  racism is for them both realizing that black africans in 

general but here particularly in muslim spaces are hypervisible as there is open racism against them; and invisible, as  

their struggles and needs are undermined and denied by over-emphasis of  some muslims and some muslim issues 

as universal standard in the ummah (palestine, arab spring, arabia centredness). I have defined racial identification 

with how they shape their artistic persona and work with afrocentric islam: forging positive mirrors and using 

african/diasporic ideas and aesthetics. They present themselves (among others) as these positive mirrors. I identify  

one of  this african/diasporic ideas as spiritual activism which Poetic Pilgrimage expose in statements and as an  

example and resource for my analysis, in the video of  the song ”Silence in Consent”. African/diasporic aesthetics,  

in the case of  the material I analyse (video of  the song ”Land Far Away”) are african caribbean and, in particular,  

jamaican. Amina Wadud theorises exactly this, that Empowerment through afrocentric islam (even though she does  

not use the term Empowerment but reflects vastly on power structures and transferences) is about acknowledging  

racism, forging positive mirrors and/by using african ideas and aesthetics. 

10 Cf. Hur 2006:528-529. 
11 Ibidem. 
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In the second chapter (modesty is the new cool), I turn to show how Poetic Pilgrimage shape Empowerment by  

naming their muslim womanhood on their own terms. For that, I discuss the concept of  modesty as it is developed 

in  literature  on muslim women in  general  and in  particular  how this  concept  of  modesty  can or  cannot  be  

reconciled with the status of  islam and muslim women in relation to performing arts and hip hop, and vice versa.  

Here I take on autobiographical analyses of  Amina Wadud (1997, 2001), Gwendolynn Zoharah Simmons (2000), 

on womanism defined by Carol B. Duncan (2006), islamic womanism as defined by Debra Majeed (2006), and the 

theories of  improvisation zones of  Anaya McMurray (2008) of  her writing about the position of  black muslim 

women in hip hop. I put these theories against the theories and ethnographic findings of  authors who write about  

muslim womanhood and modesty in the context of  leadership (Saba Mahmood 2005, Lila Abu-Lughod 2013,  

Sherine Hafez 2003) and performing arts (Miriam Gazzah 2007, 2008; Karin Van Nieuwkerk 1995, 1998, 2008) in 

predominantly middle eastern and arab/diasporic spaces and contexts. In this sense, Performance of  modesty as a 

strategy of  Empowerment extends itself  as it rejects a simple delimitation between the voices of  the researchers 

and the voices of  the researched (which I explain further in the chapter on method and material). Apart from 

statements on facebook and in interview to me, I take Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance in the analysis of  their 

embodiment of  modesty in their voices in the song ”Modern Day Marys” and in their bodies in the video of  the  

song ”Unlikely Emcees”. 

In the concluding discussion, I reflect on the limits and possibilties of  Empowerment and Performance and how 

their combined use is effective. I also discuss the possible effects of  uses of  this conceptualisation within islamic 

studies, the study of  religion and european civil society. 

In reply to my initian question, whether I might be othering Poetic Pilgrimage by exploring the marginal spot they 

come from as black+muslim+women+artists and their struggle for Empowerment, I will let Audre Lorde take the 

lead:

Those of  us who stand outside the circle of  this society's definition of  acceptable women; those of  us who have been forged in the  

crucibles of  difference -those of  us who are poor, who are lesbians, who are Black, who are older – know that  survival is not an  
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academic skill.  Lorde 1984/2007: 112 

Standing outside the circle of  this society's definition of  acceptable women, as I experience it, Poetic Pilgrimage 

cannot not come from a position of  other, as they are othered from the start. Yet, they can claim ownership of  

their marginal position as they do to empower themselves and whoever relates to their identification and message. 

In this sense, and as we will see, speaking from their black heart in islamic tongues is an option for them. The step  

from seeing the position/ing as black muslim women others as normative into seeing it as victimisation is an easy  

and an often thread one though. 

As for the categorisation as muslim or islamic artists, muslim or islamic art, muslim or islamic music, I do not make  

sharp and informed distinctions between those and rather use them interchangeably. I have not experienced these 

distinctions as being of  vital importance to Poetic Pilgrimage. In her theorisation of  islamic feminism, Miriam 

Cooke (2002) infuses muslim and islamic with different levels of  consciousness of  an  ascribed identity as muslim 

(born, cultural muslim) and the  achieved identity as islamist (fundamentalist ideologist fighting to create an islamic 

state),  while  islamic  in  her  perception  brigdes  muslim and islamist  identifications  for  being  a  conscious  self-

positioning and engagement in questioning islamic epistemology as an expansion of  faith, not a rejection of  it  

(Cooke 2002:145). My silence on categorical differentiation between muslim and islamic in this sense is explained  

by my attempt to exactly avoid incursions into feminism and the centrality of  consciousness within it by focusing 

on Performance of  Empowerment (and consequent Performance of  agency). 

why is this research important?

This thesis is written within the field of  the study of  religion and my particular endeavour with it is to produce 

critical studies of  religion.  

Most of  the studies on Empowerment have focused on outcomes, not the process of  Empowerment. Even those 

that research processes or paths to Empowerment, they have been more relevant to the outcome than to the 

process itself  (Hur 2006:524). Instead, I aim in this case study to focus primarily on the process of  Empowerment 
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by going through the diverse  strategies  of  Empowerment  performed by Poetic Pilgrimage as  a  public  artistic  

persona. 

Riem Spielhaus (2011) has noticed in her doctoral dissertation a lack of  research in the areas of  everyday practises  

of  islam  in  local  settings  as  neighbourhoods,  the  religiousness  among  young  muslims  in  europe  and islamic 

leadership. My text can contribute to more knowledge on religiousness of  young muslims in europe and concepts  

and practises of  islamic leadership. 

Also in the field of  religion, new soundscapes like hip hop festivals have not been investigated as contributing to  

the subtle changes in aesthetic tastes and new contexts for dissemination of  religion12 and my text can contribute to 

this gap in academic production. 

Lastly, and most important in my perspective, race is not a frequent category of  analysis normally applied in the 

studies of  religion and islamic studies in particular. As I further elaborate in chapter ”black european islam”, this 

gap perpetuates invisibility of  structures of  inequality, as well as forging the questions that religious scholars pursue  

on the back of  a dominant invisible normative eurocentrism. It is in this context that the relationship between hip 

hop (as a product of  young predominantly black and other people of  colour) and islam are still under embrionary  

examination and the creative participation of  (muslim) women in this artistic movement is even less attended to.  

Also, back people (of  the african diaspora, but africans too) and black women in particular are under-represented in 

studies of  islamic theology, ideology and practises, particularly in the fields of  leadership and authority. This is even 

more the case in european spaces. I hope that my text is accompanied and followed by many more and I intend to  

pursue further research in this field. 

12 From the panel Anthropology of  Sound New Millenium Part I presented at the middle east studies association (mesa) conference in 2011. 
Information retrieved from mesa's website. 
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method and material:

decolonial approaches 

A transmodern world has emerged, reconfiguring the past 500 hundred years of  coloniality and its aftermath, modernity, postmodernity  

and altermodernity. A remarkable feature of  this transformation is the creativity in/from the Non-Western world and its political  

consequences—independent thoughts and decolonial freedoms in all spheres of  life. Decoloniality of  knowledge and being, two concepts  

that  have  been  introduced  by  the  working  group  modernity-coloniality  since  1998  

(http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grupo_modernidad/colonialidad)  are  encountering  the  decoloniality  of  aesthetics  in  order  to  join  

different genealogies of  re-existence in artistic practices all over the world.

[Decoloniality] starts from the assumption that Western Civilization and more generally modernity, has made a signal contribution  

(as many other previous civilizations) to the history of  human kind but, at the same time, it has created the conditions for inequalities,  

imperial domination, racism, oppression and a permanent state of  war. These are some of  the signs revealing the work of  coloniality,  

the hidden agenda of  modernity.  Decoloniality  is  neither  about  denying  the contributions  of  the West and modernity  nor about  

submitting to its imperial bent. It means opening up the option of  delinking from the logic of  coloniality.

transnational decolonial institute, on their website under “Home:On Decoloniality”

This manifesto by the transnational decolonial institute is a good introduction into the methodological stance of  

this thesis which is framed by an urgency to decolonize knowledge and being. 

Decolonial transmodern aesthetics is intercultural, inter-epistemic, inter-political, inter-aesthetical and inter- spiritual but

always from perspectives of  the global south and the former-Eastern Europe 

Ibidem, under “Decolonial Aesthetics (I)”

A transnational  (heavily  diasporic)  collective  of  artists,  curators,  activists  and thinkers  acting  both within and 
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outside institutions attempt at recuperating those forms of  sensing and feeling the world that have being negated 

by coloniality. 

The embodied daily life experience in decolonial processes within the matrix of  modernity defeats the solitude and the search for  

order that permeates the fears of  postmodern and altermodern industrial societies (ibidem). 

The empathic self-reflexive turn in social sciences is not enough a step to decolonize our knowledge and practise. It 

has become a buzzword behind the long standing “enlightened” practise of  rationally describing the real, whereas  

practises of  strict division between researcher and researched persist, objectification of  the researched is intact in  

methods of  analysis  and writing,  and self-reflexive practises  often resume itself  to enumerating positionalities 

without reflection on its particular consequences in the analysis, choice of  methods and theoretical frameworks. 

In this sense, I affirm with Aisha S. Durham13 that no one is outside dynamics of  power. I concur with Audre 

Lorde in that, The Master's Tools Will Never Dismantle The Master's House (Lorde 1984/2007:110). So, if  the master's tools  

will never dismantle the master's house, we need other tools, other methods. 

I ask you to bear with me as I extensively quote from the project of  the transnational decolonial institute, that  

offers insight into my own decolonial choices of  method that seeks to radically depart from modernity/coloniality.  

Even though the focus in their statement is decolonial aesthetics and arts, I believe the state of  the art of  academic  

scholarship presents the same symptoms of  a language of  homogenisation, universality and invisibility of  the  

white-male-christian-western-european norm:

The  subjects  of  “coloniality”  (the  colonized)  are  voicing  their  concerns  on  the  devastating  consequences  of  modernity/coloniality,  

consequences that are perennially hidden by and embedded in notions such as ‘progress’, ‘development’ and ‘innovation’. As witnesses,  

components and thinkers of  this state of  affairs, our vision is to reach a trans-modernity, to move towards a future where coloniality  

will finally be eradicated, where we cease to engage in the normalized Euro-centered conceptions of  human existence and socio-political  

dynamics.  Decoloniality  and  decolonial  aesthetics  are  moving  in  the  direction  of  democratic  futures  beyond  Western  concepts  of  

democracy. In order to accomplish this, it is imperative to establish that human dignity is embedded in different forms of  identity and  

identification, this dignity is radically incompatible with homogenizing notions of  ‘culture’ and the ‘universality’ of  artistic discourses  

13 Durham sustains: I am wedded to the idea that human actors create the conditions from which we live; given that presumption, there can be no theorisation  
of  power that is not felt first. Cf. Durham 2007:2-3. 
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and practices so extensively theorized in modernity, postmodernity and now in altermodernity. In spite of  the contributions from Non-

hegemonic thinkers and art practitioners that have questioned these paradigms for decades, for altermodernity the complexity of  identity  

issues in the arts is still not considered relevant. What continues to count is the ‘universality’ of  art and artistic productions are profiled  

and analyzed solely with regards to their contributions to the modernist normative universe of  ‘aesthetics’ and ‘art’. That ‘universe’ and  

those norms were not originated in Zimbabwe, Bolivia or Serbia. Therefore the arguments of  altermodernity are based on a self-

explanatory,  invisible  and  pervasive  (white-male-Christian-Western)  European  identity.  This  silenced  Norm offers  the  epistemic  

foundation for altermodern critique of  identity issues while at the same time conceals  its own identity as a  (white-male-Christian-

Western)  construction.  Accordingly,  the Norm remains  as in  the  most  ‘productive’  moments  of  early  European colonialism and  

subsequently in modernity/coloniality, as well as in imperialism/interventionism, untouched, unquestioned…[sic]

Coloniality does not operate anymore on tobacco production or on the slave trade but on the control of  global finances, public opinion  

and  subjectivity  in  order  to  perpetuate  and  magnify  the  salvationist rhetoric  of  modernity.  For  the  decolonial  option,  identities,  

identification and de-linking are crucial because they assist constructed Others in unveiling the hegemonic legitimacy of  ‘knowledge’  

intrinsic to modernity, which denies agency and validation to the identities it constructed in the first place.  

transnational decolonial institute, on their website under “Decolonial Aesthetics (I)“

My intention to qualify for a space within qualitative social research urges me to assert  the importance to go  

beyond empathic approaches to the field, as well as self-reflexive nature of  social sciences to reaffirm instead 

science's inherent creation of  paradigms and ideologies to experience self  and the world. This is not new in itself.  

James Clifford has  noted this  construct  of  partial  truths and stories  in  Writing  culture:  the  poetics  and  politics  of  

ethnography  (Clifford  1988:7). Such  stories  and  ideologies  live  in  constant  battle  field  for  supremacy,  though 

decolonial strategies believe in real co-existence and intercultural relations which are created by communities in 

contrast  with multiculturalism which was  envisaged and enforced by states  (transnational  decolonial  institute's 

website under “Decolonial Aesthetics (I)”). The novelty here is that my complex non-/normative positionality, the 

identification […] crucial [to] assist the constructed Other, is more than a proforma, it is central to my research and writing. 

My vision is to center my perception, knowledge production and dissemination in theories that do not relate or talk  

to modernity, coloniality and eurocentrism. Though I acknowledge my current limitations, insomuch as I am a 
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product  of  that  world  and  am  still  deeply  rooted  in  eurocentric  scholarship  and  models  of  perception.  A 

primordial and fundamental barrier to radical decolonisation is the fact that I can only express myself  in languages  

imbued with colonialism (such as english, french, portuguese, spanish, german,...)

I relate to Liora Bresler's (2006) perspective in social research when she prioritises a tridimensional relationship  

between  field,  researcher  and  audience,  whereas  the  final  product  of  research  results  from the  collaborative 

dynamics between the three levels or what she calls, tri-directional dialogic and dialectic relationship (Bresler 2006:56). She 

believes that this collaboration is best achieved when the researcher applies empathic understanding, which implies 

practising aesthetic distance, a balanced distance to the field and object of  study, not too distanced as not to lose focus 

and not too close as not to blur the analysis (ibidem:60). My own analysis of  Poetic Pilgrimage's Empowerment 

through Performance owes much to the dialectical nature of  this three folded dialogical relationship, though I  

question  the  abilities  and  possibilities  of  the  researcher  to  produce  distance.  I  welcome  a  disconcerted 

disorientation when readers of  my text  find that  voices are confusing (even if  identified)  and I aim at  being 

radically consequent with my positionality. 

In the dark depth of  this approach, I explain now in this chapter, my relationship with the field, who are Poetic 

Pilgrimage, what is the field, my linguistic choices, my selection of  material, motherhood as a research condition  

that situate my choices in the field and my work with the material and what positionality is or where the voices are  

coming from. 

virtual friendships, close distance 

First things first, that opening scene. The classic opening scene of  ethnographic texts traditionally features the first 

encounter between researcher and field14. Malinowski's words around methods of  writing inspired a reflexive shift 

in ethnographic scholarship, as describing the hardships to get to the fieldwork location and the first sight of  the 

“indigenous”  he  intended  to  study15.  Working  in  a  digital  time  when  anything  seems  possible,  technological 

14 Cf. Raudvere 2002:51. 
15 In Ethnography, the distance is often enormous between the brute material of  information – as it is presented to the student in his own observations, in native  
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advances  revolutionised  first  encounters  and  communication.  I  have  embraced  facebook,  twitter,  youtube, 

mySpace, msn, skype, blogging and other internet based social networks as yet another way to keep constantly busy 

and connected. Fieldwork started virtually. Most of  my interaction with Poetic Pilgrimage has taken place literally  

in virtual worlds where the borders between researcher and researched are challenged yet again.  

I had heard of  how the field chooses you but only seriously reflected on this months after getting familiar with the 

field of  muslim women and performing arts and ending up writing about the one performing act I would not  

naturally look for: hip hop/spoken word duo Poetic Pilgrimage. I would like to think there is a sort of  attraction 

connecting me with the women and themes I am concerned with in this thesis. My mind set to find arabic speaking 

women who performed artistically either dancing, acting or singing shied me away from any other women artists  

within  muslim  contexts.  Browsing  mySpace,  I  was  delighted  with  Shadia  Mansour's  musical  intifada16 and  her 

vigorous intellectual rap, at times reminding me of  Natacha Atlas, who is considered an icon in islamic hip hop 

(Swedenburg 2001:57). In Shadia Mansour's mySpace profile, I discovered the inspiration behind the present study,  

the  duo Poetic  Pilgrimage;  adding them on facebook with  a  personal  message about  my intentions  with our  

facebook friendship and my project set the rhythm for our exchange and launched me into several months of  auto-

analysis, a true life crisis, in fact. Now hip hop has never been my thing and I have carefully avoided areas that  

might force me to enter a painful process of  intellectualising my own blackness. I explain further. 

who are Poetic Pilgrimage? 

Poetic Pilgrimage are a spoken word/hip hop act composed of  two british caribbean women born to jamaican  

parents in bristol and now based in london. They are Sukina Abdul Noor also known as Yashima Sukina Owen-

Douglas and Muneera Rashida, also known as Tanya Muneera Williams. Sukina and Muneera are a hip hop act 

since 2002 and converted to islam a few weeks before the london terrorist attack of  7 th July 2005. Muneera was 

statement, in the kaleidoscope of  tribal life – and the final authoritative presentation of  the results. The Ethnographer has to traverse this distance in the  
laborious years between the moment when he sets foot upon a native beach, and makes his first attempts to get into touch with the natives, and the time when he  
writes down the final version of  his results. A brief  outline of  an Ethnographer’s tribulations, as lived through by myself, may throw more light on the question,  
than any long abstract discussion could do. Cf.  Malinowski 1922:3-4. 
16 Musical intifada is Shadia Mansour's own expression to define her musical activism. The reference is to struggles for palestinian self-
determination. Cf. Donnison 2010. 
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named Tanya Williams at birth by her christian jamaican parents, while Sukina was named Yeshimebet Douglas by  

her rastafari jamaican family (Yeshimebet is historically the mother of  ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie). They first  

met during a high school music talent show and were interested in music from an early stage. Muneera worked  

briefly as a radio dj on a local station while Sukina performed and wrote music with a group called Brown Sugar.  

Sukina has a degree in english literature and caribbean studies and Muneera has a degree in visual arts. They first 

encountered  islam in  the  nuwaubian,  an organisation  that  was  then actively  against  islam.  They were  actively 

engaged in demonising islam, including in public debates (on the radio). Later on, they rebelled against all religions,  

society and became anti-establishment. They recall having studied a number of  philosophies and decided that they 

would form their own philosophy named  pilgrimage which would draw from the various philosophies they were 

studying,  hence their  artistic  name Poetic  Pilgrimage.  This  changed when Sukina started reading Malcolm X's 

autobiography for a course in black radicalism. Sukina became enchanted with the language of  islam preached by  

Malcolm X and convinced Muneera to pay some attention to the islamic message.17 

sharing apart

My closeness to Poetic Pilgrimage is then obvious.  We are both black african europeans,  young women, with 

academic degrees and are politically conscious and active towards forging a more just and equal society. The urge to 

connect with a home of  belonging has taken me and them to africa. My own search for a spiritual path has led me  

to consider a conversion to islam in my early twenties as I was attracted to a certain romantic orientalistic notion of  

sufi groups and rituals. This a priori closeness does not imply a full mutual agreement on what it means to be young, 

black, woman, muslim in europe. The messiness of  life and entangled nature of  history meant that identity politics  

that are so popular in present time and space have not always been my business. In fact, it is a challenge to confront 

each  others  experiences  when  our  closeness  is  supposed  (by  a  seductive  essentialistic  lens)  to  overrun  our 

differences. My closeness to them has been building up as we comment on each other's facebook pages, chat on 

facebook about both trivialities and of  the importance to know one own's origins, participate in discussions and 

group activities like a book club. This familiarity is a two way road and they investigate me as much as I investigate  

17 Some of  the information in this section was collected in a piece and interview to Poetic Pilgrimage by Michael Mumisa (Mumisa 2006). 
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them, posing questions and questioning my answers using the same theoretical tools and language. The virtue and 

foe of  facebook (and other social networks) is that it creates an illusion of  intimacy. When we finally met in malmö 

festivalen on 28th August 2011 for their spoken word/rap/poetry workshop, it felt like we already knew each other 

very well. They have expressed this with a  Oh this feels like family reunited, it's so nice to finally meet you in person after  

communicating on facebook for so long (workshop 28th August 2011). Closeness or familiarity can also prove to create a 

self-censorship spirit in my writing process, as I fear portraying them in ways they would disapprove of, being 

honest and respectful (including the balanced combination of  the two) is a constant guiding tool in my research as  

in  life.  At  the same time,  I  am concerned with not  creating a  romanticised image of  them as  pure sheros. 18 

Furthermore, in this case, Poetic Pilgrimage is simultaneously subject of  study and potential audience of  study. 

Muneera and Sukina hold degrees by british universities and I have a degree in history, we read the same authors,  

have similar research interests which means that we use similar theoretical language and conceptual tools in our  

discussions of  identity, gender, race and religion.19 

As upcoming artists, Poetic Pilgrimage have a very busy schedule and even though they are warm and welcoming,  

access to them is not always easy. I conducted one live interview that had a semi-formal aspect, as if  I were a  

critic/fan. My method was of  semi-formulated interview around themes I thought were relevant to my research 

interest in their work and persons (as I was yet to construct my research question in terms of  Empowerment  

through  Performance,  even  though  I  was  interested  in  black  muslim  agency),  like  “home”,  narratives  of  

conversion, musical preferences and “islam”. Both Muneera and Sukina are avid and excellent communicators, so I  

had to merely conduct the conversation as to keep the themes within my research goals. As public persons and  

even more, as convert muslim women, they are well aware of  how their words and behaviour is (ready to be) 

judged in the public arena. So closeness meets distance as the decisive performative moment of  the interview set us 

in a roleplay as researcher and researched, the goals of  the interview are revived and the consequences of  such 

exchange is put to test. A further aspect of  this performativity is a type of  hyper-consciouness during interviews is  

18 This has been called the anxiety of  the method (Devereux 1967) and the double responsibility towards participants and the academic  
audience (Raudvere 2002, Bresler 2006).
19 An excerpt from Sukina's supporting letter to a master degree in islamic studies illustrates our common grounds:  When I left Bristol I  
came to London to do a degree in English and Caribbean Studies – I focused heavily on Post-Colonial Discourse, Caribbean, African-American and Black  
British history, sociology and literature. I studied the genesis of  life in the Caribbean right through to the birth of  Pan Africanism and everything in between. I  
did my dissertation on the Caribbean Contribution to the Harlem Renaissance focusing on the efforts of  Marcus Garvey and traveled to Harlem for research and  
study. Statement posted by Muneera on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook profile on 18th September 2011. 
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that Poetic Pilgrimage frequently give interviews to journalists, islamic organisations/initiatives and social scientists

20. How dis/similar are the goals and questions of  these interventions in their work and persona? And how do 

these repeated interviews and probably similar questions shape an unconscious synchronised response towards the 

constructing of  a desired public image? And what are the consequences of  such a desired public image to my own 

analysis? I noticed in my interview how they repeat to each other in a quasi artistic performative moment Shall you  

answer to that this time? (interview 29th August 2011). I am interested in their Empowerment through Performance, 

i.e., how their artistic Performance embodies and creates Empowerment as they have a space to express and create 

their young black british muslim women's subjectivities and sensibilities. In that case, accessing their “public image” 

is a perfect resource to my analysis. Furthermore, I am not concerned here with finding one truth. As I mentioned 

above, I am sensitive to the creative power of  scholarly labour and this thesis is no exception to that. My case study 

of  Poetic Pilgrimage aspires to create partial and contextual stories about muslim women, islam and music, black  

converts to islam and (young) muslim visibility in Europe.

linguistic options

Speaking in social scientific tongues conditions and limits my analysis. As this text is a creation of  partial and 

contextual stories, I chose to drink from the poetic fountain of  critical thinkers like Audre Lorde (1984/2007) and 

bell hooks (2013), as well as existential anthropologist Michael Jackson (2009).  It is a poetic and critical  language 

that  I  am consciously  aiming  at.  And  what  better  than  poetry  to  write  about  musical  feelings  and  religious 

experiences? 

I have made some writing choices that reflect my own theoretical framing. Writing in english certainly directs how I 

convey my message and what idea of  this message is conveyed. The low/upper case business would be different 

were I writing in another language. I opted for low case in all adjectives of  identification21, such as black, white, 

muslim,  islamic,  european,  western,  african,  african american,  etc.  I  follow the  same logics  when it  comes to 

20 To my knowledge, they have been interviewed for scholarly pieces by Carl Morris (doctoral student in religious and theological studies  
writing on Performance and islam at cardiff  university), Jeanette Jouili (post-doc researcher writing on Performance and islam at cornell  
university, new york), Richard Reddie (independent researcher who has written about christianity and interviewed Poetic Pilgrimage for his  
book on black muslims in the uk)  and Rachel Sara Lewis (who wrote a doctoral dissertation in theology at oxford university on the 
influence of  black theology upon the conversion rates of  young muslims).
21 Also defined as adjectives of  identity and adjectives of  comparison. Cf. Breban 2004.
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toponyms, names of  religions and entities, including spiritual entities. This is my attempt to counter the obsession 

with identity politics and categorisation (while not negating them) that define what is to be commemorated as vital  

for human experience and its consequent essentialising mood, the objectification of  identities and categories. I  

agree  with  Rogers  Brubaker  and Richard  Jenkins  (in  Gazzah 2008:72)  insomuch as  identities  are  in  constant 

construction,  which implies  the  way we construct  the  understanding of  ourselves  and others  is  a  process of  

identification, rather than a stiff  and complete entity.  I am not ready to go all the way and names of  people and  

the personal subject, "I", remain capitalised. This norm extends itself  to names of  artistic groups, such as Poetic  

Pilgrimage,  titles  of  songs/albums,  as  well  as  time  markers  like  months  (which  reminds  us  how  action  is  

contextualised in a given time space). My central thesis on Empowerment through Performance of  a positive Love 

of  self  and others made  me capitalise these terms, those are the subjects I make central in my text. Quotes and  

references remain as in the original, which means that Poetic Pilgrimage's original written statements on facebook 

are unaltered as well. This particular decolonial appropriation of  language is reminiscent of  Audre Lorde's writing 

style, whereas her choice of  low and upper case reflects her own positioning and which message she wishes to  

communicate.  Example of  this  is  how she writes  “white” and “america” but capitalises  “Black” and “Africa” 

(Lorde 1984/2007). Or how she appropriates “dark” to convey positive metaphors (which I also emulated in my 

thesis) (ibidem). Those are clear examples of  a decolonial strategy with strong afrocentric notes: to be materially  

aware of  and shift hierarchies of  categorisation and validation. 

selecting the material

MySpace. Facebook. Email. Videos of  live Performances. Video clips. Songs. Lyrics. Twitter. Workshops. Concerts.  

Interview in person. Chat.... The heterogeneous nature of  the available material and means to collect this material 

blew my mind away. Piecing them together for this text was an adult puzzle for me. 

I have had access to few spoken word Performances by Poetic Pilgrimage, so I limit my material of  their musical  

Performances to  hip hop and reggae.  

Since my intention was to stay as close as possible to the performative nature of  Poetic Pilgrimage's work and how 

they create an artistic persona that empowers them as young black british muslim women artists, I started from 
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their official facebook profile and pages to select the material to use in this case study. I limit myself  to year 2011, 

which is  also the year I started to follow them on facebook and twitter  and got in touch with them, having  

exchanged emails, chatted on facebook, performed one irl interview and attended one workshop and one concert  

in August 2011. The irl interview and participation in their workshop and concert enabled me to also recognise  

major trends in their artistic work and persona and direct my research. I have virtually followed Poetic Pilgrimage 

since January 2011 and searched through their profiles as Poetic Pilgrimage, Tanya Muneera Williams and Yashima  

Sukina Douglas, as well as their official page on facebook, mySpace, twitter accounts and youtube channel. For  

practical reasons of  easy accessibility, I decided to take their facebook profile  as a main reference to this case study.  

Facebook offers a type of  social networking and interaction that made it easier for me to refer to their public 

artistic persona in construction. Their profile is public, so anyone can interact with it and Poetic Pilgrimage are  

active in reacting to feedback on their profile page to statements, pictures, videos, discussions; they update the 

official  group page less,  so their  main voice  on facebook is  their  joint  profile  as  Poetic  Pilgrimage and their 

individual profiles as Muneera and Sukina. Their individual personal profiles served the purpose to give me some 

awareness of  their different individual persons, even though I experience them as a rather cohese group, apart from 

the fact that they use it  interchangeably and/or simultaneously with their joint profile to advertise their work,  

suggest events, spread their message, post poems, music, videos, calls for action, reflections, etc. Poetic Pilgrimage's  

profile  is  mostly  updated by Sukina,  as  Muneera  prefers  twitting.  They individually  comment  on each other's  

individual profiles and both on Poetic Pilgrimage's profile and page under their individual profiles and collective  

profile  which adds  up to the  confusion of  the  two and creation of  one public  artistic  persona called Poetic 

Pilgrimage. Since this thesis is about Empowerment strategies and processes as unravelled by Poetic Pilgrimage's  

Performance, it suits me to analyse their public artistic collective persona, as constructed by them (and understood  

by me as their audience) to embody empowering and subjective examples of  black muslim women performing 

artists.

From their facebook page and irl interview, I selected the video Performances, songs and statements  that I use in  

my present text. Poetic Pilgrimage gave me a copy of  their CD “Star Women: The Mixtape” when we met for the  

irl interview, so I have had access to the songs in this way as well. The videos used for this thesis are both official  
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videoclips by Poetic Pilgrimage and their production house (global faction) and shot by audience members. My 

analysis is conditioned there by the gaze of  the person who produced such films, what kind of  access to the space, 

stage s/he had and which perspective s/he chose. Nevertheless, the fact that such videos were published on Poetic  

Pilgrimage's facebook page minimises the issue, as it shows that they approve of  what they see/hear in them as 

representing them well. After going through the many hours of  film and audio, as well as thousands of  words  

mused in their social media profiles, I detected some frequent themes that seemed dear to their identification as 

public artistic persona and young black muslim women artists. These themes are also those that sparked the biggest 

amount  and the  most  controversial  discussions  on their  facebook profiles/pages  and youtube.  These  themes  

coincide with possible strategies of  Empowerment as performed in their art. I am referring here to the themes I  

analyse in the subsequent chapters, namely “black european islam” and “modesty is the new cool.”

texts as Performance 

My method had a textual start. And text here is Performance. As explained above, I start from written texts as  

found on Poetic  Pilgrimage profiles  and pages  on new social  networks  on the  internet.  I  take  Larry  Lessig's  

assertion with caution, as I do not believe as he does that text is dead,  not even after the technological revolution of  

the internet, as he argues that video and sound is the new vernacular language22. He and others show as sign of  

these new times, the case of  multiple departments at universities in the usa offering the possibility to students to  

present their examination material through video. From possible method of  evaluation, video became the norm in 

some universities (Kaufman 2007).  Poetic  Pilgrimage use written and spoken words in ways that highlight the 

imminently performative and activist nature of  their message.  For poets that mostly perform their work and  

gamble with improvisation as them, the word is alive. In fact, Poetic Pilgrimage foremost intention with the use of  

power  of  the  word  is  to  spread  awareness  towards  injustice  and  discrimination  and  forge  strategies  of  

Empowerment to deal with the chaos and infuse feelings of  self-worth, sisterhood (taken in a broader sense) and  

activism to change the world. The text accompanying Poetic Pilgrimage's video Performances and in statements on  

social networks certainly shows to be complementary, reinforcing, illustrating and developing ideas and arguments.  

22 A study by Peter B. Kaufman of  video as part of  new research and action agendas. Cf. Kaufman 2007. 
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Word evokes here an inevitable connectedness between text, video and sound. This performative nature of  the  

written word is further shown by the study of  muslim women online forums conducted by Anna Piela, which 

results she presents in her book Muslim Women Online (2012). Piela argues that online activity in forums appears as 

an  easy,  increasingly  global  tool  for  muslim  women to  interact,  empower  themselves  and  claim  authoritative 

legitimation  of  their  islamic  knowledge,  their  interpretations,  and  it's  application  in  their  lives  (Piela  2012).  

Following her line of  reasoning, she takes a methodological decision to not correct the online statements of  the 

women she observes in those forums as to preserve the performative nature of  these online forums. I understand  

this  decision  as  a  sign  that  the  performative  aspect  of  online  written  texts  relates  to  the  momentum  of  

Performance which includes spontaneous reactions, mistakes and not as much time to reflect and reconstruct the  

story. Certainly, the anonymity offered by writing under an internet alias opens a myriad of  possibilities to rewrite 

stories, at the same time as it can ease the burden of  honesty. People also allow themselves to exactly 'say' what they 

would hardly say irl, when the distance between them and the world is at a mouse click. This also goes for public 

figures, even if  they practise more caution when communicating under their known artistic and personal names. I  

mean to argue here on the performativity of  the written word. Text here is Performance on at least two levels. Text  

is  Performance,  as it  compels people to “perform”, act;  and text is  Performance because it  is  people ,  if  not 

performing and acting, at least, enacting a Performance. 

Having said that,  video and sound definitely  occupy a central  stage in Poetic Pilgrimage's  public  persona and 

artwork,  as they are a spoken word/hip hop duo. Larry Lessig's  declaration that  video and sound is  the new  

vernacular  language  is  very  significant  in  the  case  of  proving  the  increasingly  democratisation  of  knowledge  

production and sharing of  information in general and in particular in islamic contexts which are the grounds in  

which this thesis moves on23. This trend is only strengthened by the estimation that half  of  videos on the internet  

today are user generated (Kaufman 2007). Poetic Pilgrimage are located in this context, as their extensive use of  

new social networks and new media to propagate their message proves. Like this, Empowerment as embodiment 

23 The reference to democratisation of  knowledge in islamic contexts is highlighted by Peter Mandaville, among others as a consequence 
of  the use of  new media. In this discussion, Charles Hirschkind offers words of  contention with his study of  sermon cassettes in Egypt.  
He concludes that the democratisation of  knowledge in islamic societies existed already for the past 30 years where cassettes have been  
used to spread religious messages and shape pious individuals but was not identified by social  science radars that focus in the new  
technological advances of  the digital media and internet. For more on this issue, check Mandaville 2007 and Hirschkind, 2006. 
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of  their elected young black muslim women artistic subjectivity gains performativity (efficacy) and authority in this 

new digital era. 

One word of  caution here must be added as the new digital era is not an universal Performance, underlining thesis  

of  much discourse on globalisation and new technologies. The use of  new technologies is massive in the western  

world, in richer countries and among younger generations. In this sense, Poetic Pilgrimage impact should be read in 

those variables of  possibility. Age, location and class intersecting here to shape the limits and possibilities of  their  

empowering message. 

One challenge with statements from facebook is that this is a rather interactive tool and the statements continue in 

the discussion box with comments, in which Poetic Pilgrimage often participate replying and adding explanations 

or viewpoints. How to respect the anonymity of  the readers of  Poetic Pilgrimage's profile while quoting their 

statements and response to comments on their page? I use mainly Poetic Pilgrimage statements and even though 

many of  them come in interaction with comments in their threads, their profile is public, which means that anyone  

can access their page, read and comment, unless their  block a specific profile.  In any case,  apart from Poetic  

Pilgrimage, I mention only a few names of  artists (like Anas Canon) and scholars (like Michael Mumisa) who 

interact with them on their facebook profile in contexts that are important for my research questions. 

motherhood as condition of  research

Mother and researcher, conditions of  research often ignored and hardly discussed

Perhaps one of  the reasons why motherhood is not discussed among scholars as a condition of  research is that this 

is  a  highly  personal,  emotionally  laden  issue  that  awakes  much  incertitude  and  confused  feelings.  It  is  not  

uncommon for researchers to chat during coffee breaks about how sleep deprivation is driving them crazy since the 

baby was born, or how this only gets worse when they have their menstruation; and how many times have I told  

the story about pure bliss as I am writing these lines and my baby daughter in my lap gives me one of  those looks  

that turn into a moment when we are in a bubble, and there is only me and her through our eyes, Love at its best.  
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The feminist consciousness adds up complexity to the mixed feelings of  motherhood stuck between bliss and  

curse.  Rebecca  Walker,  daughter  of  feminist  icon  Alice  Walker  complained  in  an  article  (Walker  2008)  that 

feminism robbed her of  the joys of  motherhood as she grew up believing that motherhood was women's biggest  

form of  slavery. I often have discussions with activist feminists who are convinced and try to convince me that  

women should fulfil their potential without needing to have babies. Why do we want to become mothers? Is it a 

social imposition or does the biological clock really tick? Are mothers not given appreciation for their roles in 

society and consequently, motherhood and small children are pushed into selected spaces/times instead of  being  

accommodated and shaping the  general  spaces  we move in?  Is  this  rush to self-fulfilment the  source of  the 

problem as a time off  and slowing down is seen as a waste of  time, instead of  a revolutionary force that can make  

you grow and completely reposition yourself?

I speak here of  women and mothers for three reasons. It is still women who are seen and who function as principal 

caretakers and educators, even though in some countries there are laws intending to break this structure by infusing 

some strategic impulse to seduce men to take an active part in the child's first year, for instance. The second reason  

is connected to the biological factor so often devalued, that it is women who have babies. Pregnancy is not a disease is a 

mantra repeated incessantly that works to shadow the 'natural' hardships involved in being pregnant and this type 

of  reasoning  is  extended  to  giving  birth,  post-partum  and  nursing.  Those  women  who  seem  to  recover 

miraculously overnight, get back in shape and look 'hot' and write a book within the baby's first year are pushed 

into the limelight as the standard which every woman should emulate at the expense of  being considered weak, a  

failure and auto-victimising themselves for any complaints. The third reason seems to be self-evident, which is that 

this text is above all about the dealings of  my own body as a woman and a mother myself. 

I am here reminded of  my reflections on whether Empowerment can be measured, through words or action; and  

of  the  consequences  of  lifting  one  project  high  with  one  unified  goal  and  therefore  sacrificing  multiple  

subjectivities.  Strong words of  Empowerment shout by voices of  feminist  icons like Alice Walker can inspire 

women worldwide to take their lives in their hands and escape from gender inequality and violence. On one hand,  

these words of  female solidarity can have little echo in the authors life while she maintains destructive relationships  
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of  power with men and women alike. In this case, Empowerment was words or consciousness of  one woman and 

actions  of  another.  On the  other  hand,  an  aggressive  feminist  rhetoric  preached  against  men  and  biological 

processes like having children has proved to be insufficient as it does not allow individual women to have their  

subjective desires fulfilled, being becoming a mother one of  them. 

As I recognise how individual women experience pregnancies and motherhood quite uniquely, I can see a pattern 

of  guilt among women.

 More importantly, I had also been very well-trained in the crucible known as graduate school to feel “shame” any time I

 wasn't prostrate in front of  the altar of  research.  Jamie Warner 2008:5-6

Guilt is an important concept here that can cause writer's blockage and together with extreme sleep deprivation  

and low energy due to intense breastfeeding prompt me to short intense periods of  writing, preceded and followed 

by long periods of  over-thinking since I seemed to be less able to let the text and the ideas rest, being too eager to  

put down in paper too many ideas at a time, when I had the opportunity. My guilt goes in two directions. I feel 

guilty  when I am dedicating my time to reading and writing when I should be playing with my daughter,  do 

housework to make our living idyllic or planning one thousand activities she absolutely must have as to develop 

normally which means not be considered “underdeveloped” in comparison to kids in her age. How ashamed am I 

to admit that too many times when I take extra time to play or go out with her, I take my books along for a walk,  

feeling equally guilty for not reserving this time to read and write, be productive and finish this thesis at least on  

time; or as we play hide and seek, I am still thinking about that sentence and therefore feeling that I am not fully  

there 100% all the time, as if  that was an incontestable sign of  good parenting.

   

As I am trying to overcome diverse feelings of  guilt,  becoming a mother has been like bathing in awareness 

towards women's life conditions worldwide. Looking closely at muslim women's lives, desires, wishes, ideas and 

artwork just occurred to me as I was pregnant and more prone to investigate women's lives and bodies on their  

own. Going through a female biological, social and cultural process such as becoming a mother, made me reflect  

on what it means to be a woman and how different women experience their femininity, and what the feminism 

movement has done for women's rights both by creating a space for repressed desires (middle class women who 
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want to have careers apart from or instead of  being mothers) and by restricting existing traditional desires (women 

who want to be mothers above all). Retrospectively looking at how I ended up interested in this field of  muslim  

women performing artists and picked a british african caribbean act to study tells something about how becoming a 

mother placed an enlarging glass towards myself  and made me re-evaluate my past, my childhood in particular.  

Growing up black in a majoritarian white environment, being part of  a religious minority in a majoritarian catholic 

country, and having done some professional incursions in an artistic tradition that owes most to a performing art in  

muslim contexts are some of  the common factors that I can identify with Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance and 

persona that could subconsciously explain my choice of  subject for this thesis.                                        

                                                              

Doing fieldwork with a nursing baby has proved to be challenging and exciting. Armed with child ear protection, 

we attended a hip hop concert. Taking notes was impossible. Waking up in my seat from reassuring my baby to a  

concert hall with strident chants made me conscious at first of  how I was missing details and certainly not as 

attentive as I would otherwise be. Instead, I enjoyed the vibe of  the music and went around the room holding my  

baby and dancing so she would not get bored and start to cry which allowed me to see the stage, the Performance  

and the audience from different perspectives, something I would not have so easily attempted on my own of  fear  

of  being a nuisance to the public and technicians in such a small theatre. Even though my child did not follow me 

to the 2 hour interview, a simple chat in the lobby of  the concert hall made me aware that interviews conducted  

under the auspices of  a baby craving for everyone's attention can certainly take off  the edges of  the seriousness of  

the encounter, allowing us to relax and smile with some hope for the future as we browse difficult issues of  

discrimination and hate. As I write these lines, I share the anxiety of  Sonia Huber as she noted that

Prior to my pregnancy, I had not even realised how the exploration of  this fundamental fact of  life is left out of  the sociological  

curriculum. There I was, a student of  human social behaviour but pregnancy and motherhood were considered taboo or too boring to  

talk about. Sonya Huber 2007:12  

As Huber, I too have searched for this “fundamental fact of  life” in scholarly literature. I have particularly looked  

for female researchers writing about how their experiences as mothers have impacted their fieldwork and research.  

Since I talk informally with many about this, I was astonished to find a quasi total silence in scholarly work about 
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pregnancy and motherhood as conditions of  research.

where are the voices coming from or what is positionality

The paradigm of  rationality and the consequent methods of  writing and communicating knowledge that expose it  

are a positioning. Forcing this paradigm as THE model of  construction of  knowledge is both virtue and foe of  

scientific  knowledge  production.  I  experience  this  hegemonic  discourse  on  proper  and  legitimate  knowledge 

production and distribution as the biggest dilemma in contemporaneous eurocentric sciences of  all kinds and social 

sciences in particular. One of  the obvious issues is how we relate ourselves in our field and text with positionality.  

Firstly,  everyone  comes  from a  position.  Everyone  performs  a  position,  both  as  a  conscious  choice  of  self-

definition  and  an  unconscious  dynamic  of  being  part  of  society  with  norms  and  structures  where  you  are 

positioned somewhere by others, by states, institutions, individuals, groups. Secondly, the position to enter a field,  

enter a subject, enter a body with the assumption of  distance, with the assumption and practice of  non-relatedness  

is a symptom of  privilege. Not to be touched by a reality that is being studied and researched is the privilege of  the 

dominant group. Not to be ripped open by a text that dissects a body is a privilege. The privilege to not to have to  

relate. Naming it “privilege” though does not mean that this is a virtue. This is in my opinion a handicap. And 

often an illusion. The handicap turns poisonous when it  is framed as the ideal mood of  a researcher and her 

relation to the researched. And why? Because this ideal is coupled with the power to define how the researched will 

be  talked  about  and  represented  and  challenged  and  changed  without  consciousness  on  how  the  researcher  

represents  herself,  what  her  expectations  are,  what  her  particular  worldview  and situation  is  that  shapes  her  

decisions to tell certain stories, and represent others in a certain way, in fact, to create “others” to start with and  

who these others regularly are in relation to the I, the first people. This story telling is dangerous since it has been 

the basis of  eurocentric positioning as morally superior entity to take power over the “other”. Researchers do not 

live in a philosophical bubble where power, privilege and exploitation is absent. Researchers cannot see from above  

as demi-gods that have the divine power of  coming out of  their bodies and into others and back into their bodies  

again to tell the story. The scientific community is at the centre of  the creation and establishment of  such power  

structures of  the wider society.  It has always been. This religious sentiment that sets academics as a quasi different  
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caste of  people is part of  a mythological culture, though it has been normalised and established as the canon within 

western societies at least and imposed through coloniality to the world. When the other is close home, like the  

othered individuals and communities in europe, the colonial problem is transferred here, this profusely hegemonic  

and aggressive control  of  these individuals  and communities  in  a  space where they are a numerical  minority.  

Academics are morally responsible for the fate of  these individuals and communities when scientific knowledge 

produced by them is funded and used by states to intervene in these othered bodies, in states that are heavily 

centralised and practising homogenisation of  the lives of  the inhabitants of  the spaces they control. This is the  

case of  most european states with degrees of  variation. In my opinion, methods of  analysis and communication of  

scientific knowledge are always an expression of  a positionality. Ultimately, we talk about a clash of  ideologies. Not 

necessarily only clear cut and openly outlined and organised national projects that coincide directly with scientific  

paradigms and allocating power to a dominant elite to control the realms of  knowledge production in an absolute  

sense, but the way in which individual researchers and communities of  researchers create cultures of  knowledge 

production -cultural knowledge- and which of  these cultural ideologies have the strongest authority and legitimacy.  

When communication  of  experience  is  always  about  ideology,  we  should  ask  ourselves  more  than what  this  

knowledge  is  about  but  what  is  this  knowledge  good  for,  who  is  it  benefiting,  what  is  its  purpose  beyond 

accumulation  of  random  albeit  intriguing  and  thought  provoking  bytes  of  information  in  the  stairs  of  the  

encyclopedic  tradition,  how this  knowledge  shapes  cohesion and division,  belonging  and exclusion,  to whom 

researchers plead real allegiance, the closed community of  researchers, the researched, the state, civil society? This  

is indeed a big responsibility. Claiming distance and abstraction while turning the gaze away from ourselves is an 

attempt to remain in that unchallenged position of  power to define and name. This is a structural problem with  

pathological scents that individual researchers both feel the pressure to comply with because their status and basic  

survival in the academy depends on it (who gets published, who gets tenure, who is read), but we are also educated  

from the educational cradle into thinking and practising it as almost the only possible way to relate to knowledge  

production and communication. The consequence of  this is the creation of  stories that are in many cases sharply  

sectioned from the crude and fleshy funk of  life. And this results among other things in the clinical, uncontrolled, 

frenetic  interventions  in  the  bodies  of  those  researched who are  not  seen as  real  bodies  but  abstraction  for  
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construction of  theories and policies. To require the othered to think and write and talk about ourselves as if  we 

are  indeed  others  creates  a  pathological  schizophrenic  condition  on othered  researchers  that  are  pushed into  

positioning ourselves outside and inside the field while pretending that the research does not affect us in any way,  

especially  not on a personal level.  We are forced to treat  delicate issues of  identification,  relationship,  power,  

exploitation as mere philosophical chats that one can abandon and set to rest when the session of  discussion ends, 

or the book is closed. We learn to juggle the expectations. And this is possibly our strongest value. We are trained 

into juggling radical difference, positioning and power from cradle and this continues in the academic labour. So in  

my text, the borders between researcher/research and researched are ideally blurred, not only they are practically  

difficult to establish as I am a part of  the researched but also because I believe that we always partake in power of  

naming and representing, and I position myself  in research as constructing knowledge, this text is my production 

of  a story that is depended on my resources, my situation, my position, who I read, what is happening in my life  

and in  the  world  around me,  who  I  come in  contact  with,  both  in  scholarly  pieces  and other  readings  and  

discussions, as much as which place in life Poetic Pilgrimage were at the moment of  Performance, where they 

perform, what they perform, who they come in contact with, how I interact with them, etc. Furthermore, many of  

the  scholars  I  use  crash  the  paradigm  of  distanced  scholarship  by  actively  reflecting  on  their  position  as 

researched/researcher (Debra Majeed, Carol B. Duncan), by not objectifying the researched in the way they write  

about them (Amina Wadud, Anaya McMurray), most of  them also use their personal experiences to create theory  

and politics (Audre Lorde, bell hooks, Sara Ahmed). So in this text you will find an abundance of  “me”, “I”, “our”. 

I critically engage with my positionality in this text. And I hold to the idea that the flow of  life and its experience,  

Performance and expression cannot be confined to categories of  peoples especially true maybe when those peoples 

belong to all categories at the same time: researcher/researched, elite/minority, dominant/marginalised, eurocentric 

privileged  world/poor  global  south,  etc.  Although  I  always  make  reference  to  the  exact  wording  of  Poetic  

Pilgrimage  and  the  scholars  I  write  about,  what  and  where  I  find  Poetic  Pilgrimage's  artistic  Performances,  

ultimately it is my understanding of  such that counts, how I piece together the understanding of  them. My attempt  

at capturing that is by introducing creative mess into the text: diverse voices to discuss the topics, like for instance,  

in chapter “modesty is the new cool”, I discuss their strategies of  Empowerment in relation to how they perform  
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modesty. This I achieve by embedding their Performance in the context of  discussions on proper womanhood by 

scholars/agents  of  muslim women studies  and africana  studies;  and  both  combined.  Also,  in  the  analysis  of  

aesthetic performative aspects of  Poetic Pilgrimage and their possible psychological effects, you will encounter me 

as audience experimenting with ideas of  kinesthesia and synesthesia, the possible sensations created by the specific  

art in analysis, as experienced by me. Ultimately, everyone is a creative audience. 

The assertion that truth is contextual, relative and filled with contradictions made by most social scientists today  

does not seem to apply to themselves and the products of  knowledge they create. I experience this in the urge for  

categorising the real, the universalisation of  models, categories and discussions, the search for more direct answers 

than questions, and above all the obsession with harmony in the presentation of  those products of  knowledge, the 

taboo of  showing contradictions and fragilities, and exposing different phases of  the research chaos which includes  

misshaped  fieldwork,  chaotic  reading,  multiple  attempts  at  writing,  frequent  shifts  of  thinking,  constant  

developments with discussions.

 Positioning is both position you come from and the position you are going to: which position you have and how  

you relate to it. So it is a dynamic process. As I do not take positions for granted, I see little value also in the 

veneration of  distanced positioning emanating from the paradigm of  pure rationality and objectivity, both because 

that is a demonstration of  power and sense of  entitlement of  elites who are not object of  research, and because it  

ends up as an unethical aggressive usurpation of  space in this thing called living together. In simpler words, when  

whiteness wants to assert his privilege to define reality, he cries “this is fact”. Scientific communities are afraid of  

losing legitimacy if  strings to the obvious subjective and personal are radically engaged. Even some in the natural 

sciences affirm the need to include the subjective and the personal.24  The dangers of  not doing so are though 

much more serious: being cut from the needs of  humans and their consequent ongoing oppression. 500 years of  

coloniality  have  proven how drastic  the  consequences  of  such positioning is  for  a  large  part  of  the  world's  

population. Ubuntu. I am because you are. If  I suffer, you will eventually suffer too. 

24 The premise of  this essay is that a fuller discussion of  our topic, including its subjective and emotional aspects, can  enrich our science, and our well-being. Cf. 

Alon 2009:726. 
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black european islam 

This first thematic chapter deals mainly with racial issues. I start by explaining why I use the term "black", and 

include this  in  a discussion of  why talking about "black muslims" in europe is  important  and relevant.  I  use  

afrocentric islam as defined by Amina Wadud to discuss Poetic Pilgrimage's racial identifications and alliances as 

strategy of  Empowerment: acknowledgement of  racism (=they identify that they are marginalised/alienated which 

is a recognised preliminary stage in Empowerment processes25) and racial identification (=action to deal with the 

marginalisation and gain power26). Acknowledgement of  racism is for them both realising that black africans in 

general but here particularly in muslim spaces are hypervisible as there is open racism against them; and invisible, as  

their struggles and needs are undermined and denied by over-emphasis of  some muslims and some muslim issues 

as  universal  standard  in  the  ummah  (like  palestine,  arab  spring,  arabia  centredness).  I  have  defined  racial  

identification with how they shape their artistic persona and work with afrocentric islam: forging positive mirrors 

and using african/diasporic aesthetics and ideas. They present themselves (among others) as these positive mirrors.  

I identify one of  this african/diasporic ideas as spiritual activism which Poetic Pilgrimage expose in statements and  

in the video of  the song ”Silence in Consent”. African/diasporic aesthetics, in the case of  the material I analyse  

(video of  the song ”Land Far Away”) are african caribbean and, in particular, jamaican. Amina Wadud theorises  

exactly this, that Empowerment through afrocentric islam (even though she does not use the term Empowerment  

but reflects vastly on power structures and transferences) is about acknowledging racism, forging positive mirrors 

and/by using african ideas and aesthetics. 

why 'black'?

I start this text by explaining my reasons for discussing race in a climate of  rhetorical positionings that define 

europe as a post-racial and multicultural space and discursive arguments that claim the ummah as an universal and 

25 Cf. Hur 2006:528-529. 
26 Ibidem. 
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colourblind community. 

What shall you call me and Poetic Pilgrimage? Black? Person of  colour? Coloured? African? Mestiza? Mulata? Half-

cast? Non-white? Second generation? Minority women? I would be lying to myself  and to you if  I fell into the 

popular widespread manner (both in mainstream and academic discourse27)  of  stating  that  race is  no longer 

relevant. According to who is looking and judging and when and where this is done, I and Poetic Pilgrimage will be 

put in one, two, all of  the above categories or other.  

Discussions on race in europe are often avoided as the problem with race is displaced to historical events (slave  

trade, modernity), post-colonial spaces (former colonies) and contemporary far enough places (united states and 

south africa).28. Race is no longer welcomed in scientific terminology in europe as an essential biological category. 

This apparent paradigm shift was inspired by the horrors committed in 1930's europe against minorities in the 

name of  racial biological theories. The jewish holocaust was then marked as the most infamous of  those horrors.  

So, word goes that since race is not a valid scientific concept and we live in multicultural (mixed) societies, writing  

on race is irrelevant at best, offensive at worst. This fear of  objectifying racial categories and reviving old ghosts is  

often pressed forward as the main reason for race being widely absent from contemporaneous scholarly literature 

in europe.  Even the acknowledgement of  the power of  discourse to create reality made evident in Lila Abu-

Lughod's thesis that culture has replaced race29; even recognising the increasingly intercultural surface of  european 

societies, avoiding an informed and serious analysis of  race in social research in general and religious studies in 

particular will only contribute to the invisibility of  powerful racial dynamics, being racism one of  them. For race is  

not completely absent from discourse and practise, including within academia. It surfaces under the banner of  

culture and religion. Subjects  are both racialised as scholars set to follow the politics  of  isolation by studying 
27 Paul Gilroy sets his mission in writing race by the lack of  discussions on race :  Chapter 2 was prompted by the absence of  a concern with “race”  
or ethnicity from most contemporary writings about modernity (Gilroy 1993:ix). Despite 20 years inbetween his black atlantic and my thesis, and the 
emergence of  theories that set our contemporary times as “postmodern” or “late modern”, I believe we are still living deeply embedded in  
paradigms inherited from modernity,  though with a twist  of  erasure and silencing “race”  while  performatively  talking  about  it  and  
reinforcing  it constantly. 
28 A study by Marta Araújo and Sílvia Rodrigues Maeso (2012) reveals the game of  silencing (and rendering invisible) of  race, racism and  
slavery as a national project in Portugal, which they relate to similar processes studied across Europe. 
29 Lila Abu-Lughod argues that, [i]n the twentieth century, cultural difference, not race, has been the basic subject of  Orientalist scholarship devoted now to  
interpreting the "culture" phenomena (primarily religion and language to which basic differences in development, economic performance, government, character, and  
so forth are attributed. . Cf. Abu-Lughod 1991:470. 
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minorities' religious and national affiliations or cultural identifications. Subjects are racialised in the exhausted and  

exhausting dichotomy us  vs.  them. Even the practise of  white elites of  majoritarian white societies  selected to 

study  the problems (lack of  integration, segregation, social conflict, etc) seemingly issued of  mainly non-white, 

non-christian,  non-european30 communities  is  symptomatic  of  a  racialisation  gone  mainstream (and  invisible) 

through institutional practises. Culture and religion have been racialised. Simultaneously as race goes unnamed, 

racism persists. If  we are to understand the structural forms through which racism persists, it is vital and urgent 

that we name race and pursue its meanings, definitions and uses in interconnection with other categories such as  

gender, religion, nationality, class and age.

  

In the context of  a critique of  the performativity of  anti-racism, Sara Ahmed writes that we cannot do away with race  

if  racism isn't done away  (Ahmed 2004). To make the discussion clearer, I understand racism as defined by Audre 

Lorde:  Racism  [is] the belief  in the inherent superiority of  one race over all others and thereby the right to dominance  (Lorde 

1984/2007:115). Albeit unavoidable, I further affirm the vicious superficiality of  the very concept of  'race', a social  

construct that assigns moral qualities to phenotypical and aesthetic characteristics by which the superiority and 

inferiority of  peoples are judged.

belonging as black 

But is it just a need to erase racism that discussions on race should be placed? 

This tune [Stephen Marley, “Old Slaves”]  sends a shiver down my spine into my soul.  Stunning ,  reads a post from 3rd 

December 2011 on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook profile. “Old Slaves” by the son of  legendary reggae legend Bob 

Marley (Marley 2011) appeals to a very physical experience of  the memory of  slavery. Poetic Pilgrimage express  

here an evident connection to a collective experience of  trauma that helped shape a loose sense of  identification 

among people of  the african diaspora. 

30 Studies indicate that non-white, non-christian and non-european communities are subject to a higher degree of  discrimination and  
intervention in european societies.  The Report Intolerance, Prejudice and Discrimination. An European Report evaluates this:  The present study  
concentrates on European attitudes towards migrants, black people, Jews, Muslims, women and homosexuals. It is against these and other 
groups that group-focused enmity is directed and it is they who are most often the victims of  deliberate discrimination and structural disadvantage. Moreover, these  
groups are specifically targeted by right-wing populist propaganda and extremist violence […] (Zick 2011:19). 
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One of  the consequences of  racial ideology and the horrific black holocaust of  500 years 31 of  transatlantic slave 

trade,  colonialism,  de-colonialism  and  new  racism32 is  the  creation  of  ideas  of  a  “black  race”.  Collective 

identification through memory of  historical  and present collective  trauma and the individual  experience of  it  

forged a loose sense of  belonging to a black community. It is widely supported that race is a social construct, like 

every other identification process that shapes the labels of  our identities. A consistent and constant vehicle of  this  

trauma is representational politics. Writing in his book White on Black: Images of  Africa and Blacks in Western Popular  

Culture,  Jan  Nederveen  Pieterse  reminds  us  that  social  representations  create  social  realities  and  have  thus  

enormous social consequences.33 Expectations and role assignments in society shape the representations of  groups 

and individuals self-esteem and self-awareness (ibidem). It is in the dark spot of  this understanding of  race that I  

use the term here, as a social construct emanating from racial ideology that through different racial processes  

contribute to shaping communities of  belonging.

This  loose  sense of  belonging as  “black” gave way to different  levels  of  what has been referred to as  black 

solidarity (see for instance, Collins 2006:19-20, 132). Black solidarity is a central doctrine of  afrocentric cultural  

politics: the idea that black people need to breech their differences and stay united in a common struggle for black  

Empowerment through self-determination which ultimately enables their survival. Patricia Hill Collins (2006), bell  

hooks (1989), Audre Lorde (1984/2007) among others speak out against the simplification of  “black” that tends to  

mean “black heterosexual man”. 'Other' subjectivities are erased and sacrificed in the service of  the 'black race'  

(issue that I will discuss further in chapter “modesty is the new cool”). A graphic illustration of  racial solidarity  

spurts out of  Maya Angelou's autobiographical novel I know Why the Caged Bird Sings.34 The particular episode that 

interests me here rivals with so many others to make the reading of  this book such an emotional roller-coaster: a  

boxing match between a black man and a white man turns into a cosmic battle where the whole black race is at  

31 The first enslaved africans to arrive in europe were captured and taken to lagos in portugal in 1444, as narrated in Crónica de Gomes  
Eanes de Zurara (15th century) in Henriques 2009. 
32 "New racism" is a concept used in sociology to express the type of  colourblind racism that flourishes in our contemporary societies, a  
concept emanating from the context of  the post-civil rights era/hip hop generation in the usa. Cf. Patricia Hill Collins 2006. 
33 Cf.  Pieterse 1992:11. 
34 Angelou 2009:136.  
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stake. A defeat is the proof  that every black person is inherently a loser, incapable, insufficient. A victory chants  

And Still I Rise35 inflaming every black soul to believe in the good essence of  blackness, in a bright future for the  

black  race,  a  hope  for  justice.  The  election  of  Obama  as  the  first  black  president  in  the  usa  had  similar  

apotheosizing resonance within black people across the globe 36, a feeling of  Empowerment (“yes, we can”) I have 

experienced myself  and that inhabits the contours of  some of  my own encounters with failure and success.

black african diasporas, the black atlantic

Problematising race in europe in relation to constructions of  ideas of  blackness cannot avoid the seminal thesis of  

british critical cultural and race scholars Stuart Hall (1996) and Paul Gilroy (1993) that shape the grounds to the  

theory of  the Black Atlantic. Here I come closer to my understanding of  'black' in this text. Paul Gilroy's definition 

of  black refers primarily to the african diaspora centred in the idea of  collective memory and existence shaped by  

the terrors of  slavery (Gilroy 1993:ix-x,73)37. It is important not to uncritically transfer north american notions and 

struggles on race and blackness to glocal (global local) settings. At the same time, I cannot ignore these notions and  

struggles  given  the  pivotal  role  of  the  black  consciousness  movement  in  the  united  states  for  international 

formulations of  black Empowerment. Nonetheless, my use of  black here is inspired by Hall and Gilroy who are 

british and working in the uk. Gilroy theorised the black atlantic, seeing continuities and similarities across europe, 

the americas and the caribbean.

 On a level of  representation of  africans in europe (and the atlantic),  the decontextualisation of  their specific  

african ethnic national bounds has drop them in an overarching and simplistic category called 'black'. They are not  

identified as mandinga, wolof, yoruba. They are represented in 'black'. Gilroy's black atlantic does not presume the 

homogeneity of  sentiments of  belonging among black people of  the african diaspora across the atlantic. Critical  

cultural and critical race studies, which Gilroy and Stuart helped shape up attempts at de-essentialise the african  

35 This is a poem by Maya Angelou that has been interpreted by many artists. Cf. Angelou 1986. 

36 The dream of  racial paradise or post-racial world lasted shortly, as black african american filmmaker Justin Simmien reflects in an article 
about his upcoming movie “Dear white People”:  some folks are still waking up from the fantasy that having a black president means America has  
somehow become “Post-Racial'”. Simmien 2012. 
37 Chapter 2 argues that racial slavery was integral to western civilization and looks in integrity at the master/mistress/slave relationship which is foundational  
to both black critiques and affirmations of  modernity. It argues that the literary and philosophical modernism of  the black Atlantic have their origins in a well  
developed sense of  the complicity of  racialised reason and white supremacist terror. Cf. Gilroy 1993:ix-x. 
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diasporic identity, from  being to  becoming.  A recent study by Theophilus Ejorh38 of  the african irish community 

confirms this trend by showing that definitions of  belonging to an african diasporic community are forged on local  

levels and by local allegiances, adjustment to local conditions, specific self-identification and context of  the original 

country of  identification. Ejorh's study focus though on african migrants born and raised in africa and who still  

have a primordial attachment to their african home (Ejorh 2012:4). These african migrants fight constructions of  

their african belonging in terms of  blackness, they do not want to give reason to the general simplistic assumption  

that africa is one homogeneous big country and not a multifaceted continent, they resist being defined as 'black'  

and prefer their specific ethnic national identity (Ejorh 2012:13). In my opinion, the assumption that 'black' and 

'african' should not be equated, as it undermines the dynamics of  identity negotiation (and construction of  identity  

historically, situationally), clouds realities of  power relations. A racial assumption in african identity is still a major  

stereotype in europe, held by the majoritarian society, but also by minority groups, including african. This fact  

indeed essentialises african identities and is a major factor for racism against black people. Assuming black and 

african belong together has been vindicated though by black people as a strategy of  Empowerment, finding a 

practical solution to ongoing (self)annihilation. The situation of  children of  african migrants, born and raised in  

europe contrast greatly with that of  their parents. If  you are born and raised into a “go back to africa” atmosphere,  

your self-identity  and self-esteem  are  shaped with a heavy component of  alienation.  These children's needs are 

different.  We  are  born  into  a  white  supremacist  environment  and  one  tool  to  deal  with  the  devastating  

consequences  of  it,  is  black  Empowerment.  'Black'  has  an  ongoing  and contested  living  history  and as  Ted 

Swedenburg notes in his study of  islamic hip hop in the uk, some anti-racism activists of  south asian background 

speak against trivialising 'black' in Asian (Swedenburg 2001:61). In the uk, black has been reclaimed in the 1970's by 

asians and african caribbeans as a political strategy of  solidarity. Sara Ahmed defines herself  as a black feminist,  

despite the fact that according to strict racial ideology still in institutional and popular use in the uk, she is mixed  

white/indian (Ahmed 2004).  This means that it is not unproblematic to argue that belonging to a black community 

is directly dependent from connections to an african diaspora and vice-versa. I support that 'black' can be a state of  

mind, beyond a drop of  blood39. However, we should not discard the importance of  the dynamics created by the 

38 Ejorh 2012. 
39 This is reminiscent of  the famous words by revolutionary south african fighter Steve Biko: Being black is not a matter of  pigmentation - being  
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“one drop” rule and of  racial representations of  black people with african background in the unequal relations of  

power in europe regarding common and idiosyncratic behaviour of  mainstream and marginal voices, as well as the 

relations  between  (self)identified  people  of  colour.  My  position  is  thus  informed  by  personal  experience  of  

'blackness', Poetic Pilgrimage's emic perspective and leading scholars in critical and racial studies in the uk. My 

personal experience is not to be totally nuanced or disregarded, as my very spontaneous reaction to the word 

“black” is immediate connection to africa and the african diaspora. Surely this has shaped my way of  experiencing 

and interpreting Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance of  blackness in the context of  their path of  Empowerment as  

young black british muslim women artists. 

nothing essentially black 

Stuart Hall's words of  caution remind me of  my own fear of  essentialising racial categories. How can I write about  

race when I abhor race? Is writing race an elegy to race? Not if  I contextualise my argument. In “What is this  

'black' in black popular culture?”40, he discusses the moment (the moment when he was writing in the late 1980's) 

in critical and racial studies as a totally post-essentialist one, even regarding some authors assertion of  the need of  

some essentialism,41. Hall, on the contrary, argues that,

The moment the signifier ‘black’ is torn from its historical, cultural, and political embedding and lodged in a biologically constituted  

racial category, we valorize, by inversion, the very ground of  the racism we are trying to deconstruct. In addition, as always happens  

when we naturalize historical categories (think about gender and sexuality), we fix that signifier outside of  history, outside of  change,  

outside of  political intervention. And once it is fixed, we are tempted to use ‘black’ as sufficient in itself  to guarantee the progressive  

character of  the politics we fight under the banner—as if  we don’t have any other politics to argue about except whether something’s  

black or not. 42

I constantly remind myself  of  Hall's advice as I do not intend here to define the essence of  “black” but rather 

black is a reflection of  a mental attitude. Cf. Biko 1978:48. 
40 Cf. Hall 1996:475.
41  Such as bell hooks' question, where would we be without a touch of  essentialism? or Gayatri Spivak's strategic essentialism, as mentioned by Stuart 
Hall in Ibidem. 
42 Ibidem. 
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explain  how  Poetic  Pilgrimage  appropriate  their  identification  as  'black',  i.e.,  how  they  colour  a  subjective  

understanding of  becoming black in their specific context as women who converted to islam and create music in  

urban environments in the uk as descendants of  caribbeans which answers directly the main quest of  this thesis:  

how this constitutes their own path or strategy of  Empowerment. This interpretation of  black in african caribbean 

scents informs my understanding of  ethnicity in their case as their caribbean attachment, hence my use of  ethnic-

racial in this thesis. 

Poetic Pilgrimage are far from interpreting 'black' in essentialistic tones either. Black solidarity does not cloud their  

awareness that belonging to a black community is a contested and subjective endeavour of  identification. In fact,  

they express this perfectly with a small anecdote posted on their facebook profile in a comment thread on 2 nd 

October 2011:

It's so funny because growing up I always felt too light, too mixed and not black enough. I didn't really acknowledge my Asian heritage  

(I haven't even delved into my white roots yet) till alot later. And even now when I travel to Africa for example I see myself  the same  

as the blackest African people whereas many see me as being of  the 'middle classed mixed race' category. It's mad 43

Poetic Pilgrimage speak here through the voice of  Sukina; she refers to her mixed racial background. I relate this  

directly to my idea exposed earlier in this chapter that “black” can be a state of  mind beyond or because of  the 

“one drop” rule: individuals with a mixed racial background and despite their physical appearance and distance 

from stereotypical racial versions of  black people might identify as black and with a black community. 

is 'black muslim' an oxymoron? 

But for all this rich history [black muslim presence in the uk since the Tudor era], very little has been written about Britain's  

Black Muslim presence per se. For instance, one cannot compare this history to those of  Black Christians and the Black Majority  

Churches, which have been subject to a number of  examinations over the last sixty years.  Reddie 2009:7

43 This was posted as a comment to their own statement posted on their facebook profile on 2nd December 2011: Watching a documentary called  
'Make Me white' about the obsession of  white skin and whiteners in the Asian community. Interesting and very sad. So many communities have these issues including African,  
Caribbean and Arab women. Where do we learn these things? 
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Richard Reddie exposes the overall silence on black muslim history in the uk in a context where black culture is an 

evident and acknowledged part of  british society, gone from margins to mainstream44. He points out in the above 

statement that christian expressions of  black spirituality are given prime place of  investigation.  His book is a rare 

scholarly  work  about  black  muslims  in  the  uk,  as  his  research  focus  on  black  converts  to  islam,  a  growing 

phenomenon in this european country, and not on any african denominated muslim communities, like for instance,  

somalis (Reddie 2009:7). 

According  to  him,  many,  especially  sunni  muslims,  including  muslims  he  interviewed for  his  book see  'black  

muslim' as an oxymoron on theological grounds because [i]n theory, at least, Islam does not recognise 'race': consequently  

people  are  simply  Muslims  or  non-Muslims  (ibidem:10).  While  I  disagree with his  idea of  blackness as  an inherent 

biological characteristic as created by god (ibidem), I second his main argument to study black muslims which is  

that difference often gains negative connotations which gives way to discrimination. He further points out that  

black britons are finding spiritual answers in islam in a society that is unequal and reluctant to difference (ibidem).

'Black' and 'african' are deeply loaded and highly contested categories. To assert 'black'  and 'african' within islam is  

highly controversial, as I will show in this chapter. 

An emergent black european islam becomes obvious when studying black muslims in the uk45. Not only there is a 

growing  number  of  black  people  seeking  solace  in  islam  but  also  dynamics  of  racial  discrimination  and 

(self-)identification are visible in muslim communities in Europe. The signs that prompted me to consider racial  

identification  as  a  strategy  of  Empowerment  for  Poetic  Pilgrimage  came  primarily  from their  statements  in 

44 The Black British experience, of  education, race-relations, health, community and gender attitudes as well as religion, gives rise to a Black culture which has  
transformed Britain since the arrival of  the SS Empire Windrush, with the first substantial group of  West Indians migrants to Britain, in 1948. Initially  
ignored, and then marginalized, Black culture is now embraced and has moved into the mainstream where it has been adapted and redefined, but also diluted, to  
suit particular needs. Cf. Reddie 2009:11. 
45 I am aware that the term black islam has been used before by french scholars (Islam noir) in a colonial effort to appropriate and control 
africa:  In addition to its intellectual ramifications, French colonial racism manifested itself  in specific policies implemented in the colonies. These policies arose out  
of, and in dialogue with, other forms of  colonial racism, such as representational, academic, and political racisms. Nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century  
conceptions of  religion interpreted African Islam as essentially racialized. Reaffirming the largely artificial division of  North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa,  
colonial administrators and academics conceived of  Islam south of  the Sahara as Islam noir (Black Islam). My use of  “black islam” is not an attempt to 
renovate this tradition of  french scholarship in defining subsaharian african islamic practices and ideologies in opposition to the by them 
defined “african arab islam”. I am here concerned with an “islam” envisioned in diaspora spheres; albeit naturally with aspired and real  
connections to africa without directly imposing this concept on the diverse islamic traditions in africa. Cf. “Religion and Racialization in  
French Colonial Africa”. 
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interview to me and on their facebook profile. It draw my attention to similar dynamics in their music. As I search  

through the strategies of  Empowerment of  Poetic Pilgrimage, it becomes clear to me that one of  their ways to 

Love themselves and others positively is by 

1) acknowledging the existence of  racism against black africans within the ummah. Black africans are both a)  

hypervisible  and  hence  object  of  racialisation  into  marginality  and  b)  invisible  when  their  particular 

histories, cultures, needs and struggles are ignored or silenced actively and passively in the name of  a “true”  

*islam* and a “true” *muslim* that is expected to set universal standards for the ummah;

2) embracing their ethnic and racial belongings, even in the face of  hostile reactions in muslim communities. 

I recognised these strategies of  Empowerment in  the credo of  afrocentric islam, as theorised by Amina Wadud.  

Now  I  intend  to  activate  these  strategies  of  Empowerment  by  studying  Poetic  Pilgrimage's  flirtations  with  

afrocentric islam in the making/Performance of  their artistry (artistic persona and artwork). 

afrocentric islam as a strategy of  Empowerment 

Afrocentrism46 has been a central strategy in black cultural politics in the united states. It might be simplistic and  

materialist  but  in  the  face  of  nihilism,  afrocentric  strategies  seem  like  the  easiest  approaches  to  black  

Empowerment (Collins 2006:85). On british soil, afrocentrism has flourished with the arrival of  SS Windrush from 

jamaica to the uk in 1948, signalised as the beginnings of  the caribbean mass migration and establishment in the  

uk.  Marcus  Garvey,  a  pioneer  of  afrocentrism and pan africanism was  himself  a  jamaican.  The geographical  

closeness to the usa where the black power movement unfolded in the 1960's and the new jamaican religion of  

rastafarianism contributed to the birth of  a black consciousness among caribbeans. Ska, reggae music and later hip  

hop have played pivotal roles in the expansion of  afrocentric and panafrican ideology to solace of  disaffected 

46 Afrocentrism has been used and theorised particularly in the usa, while pan africanism has been theorised and used mostly in africa 
and the caribbean. Canonical texts are often the same, Marcus Garvey played a distinctive role in both movements. Afrocentrism and pan 
africanism are also used interchangeably and/or in combination by many authors, like master theorist of  afrocentricity and pan africanism Molefi  
Kete Asante (Asante 2009).  Pan africanism is an ideology of  african nationalism that played significant role in the independence and post-
independence struggles of  african nations with pivotal figures such as Kwame Nkrumah of  ghana, Abdoulaye Wade of  senegal, Muammar Gaddafi  
of  lybia, among many others. This can take afrocentric shapes, like centring the struggle in terms of  foremost validating africa, and africans as the 
principals (often, sole) agents of  their history and future (Cf. Asante 2009). I will prefer here afrocentrism, since I focus my analysis of  Poetic 
Pilgrimage's Performance of  Empowerment in this chapter on the writings of  african american scholar Amina Wadud and her definitions of  
afrocentric islam. 
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young black british individuals in the 1960's and 1970's onwards (Reddie 2009:72,196).

Marcus  Garvey,  one  of  the  most  inspirational  black  philosophers  of  the  modern  era,  has  left  a  legacy  in  

afrocentrism with the idea that africa is black people's true home. This precursor of  black Empowerment with his  

efforts with unia47, brought afrocentrism to life as a strategy to infuse dignity and pride in black people. The main  

afrocentric credo preaches black unity, black self-esteem, black solidarity, africa as homeland for all black people  

(ethiopianism and back-to-africa initiative) and a pride for all things african.

I will draw here from Amina Wadud's theory of  afrocentrism infused with an islamic paradigm to interpret Poetic  

Pilgrimage's use of  afrocentric islam as a strategy of  Empowerment. I keep close to my idea that Empowerment is  

to learn to Love oneself  and others in positive ways. I made this theorisation coincide with Poetic Pilgrimage's own 

strategies of  Empowerment that I mentioned here earlier (pp.5,11):

I) Acknowledging racism, and 

II) Forging positive mirrors for enhanced self-esteem with a) role models, b) ideas like spiritual activism and c)  

aesthetics like (those of) rastafarianism. 

 I. acknowledging racism 

This  video  about  the  Racism towards  black people  in  the  Arab world  broke my  heart.  We can't  ignore  these  things. 48 Poetic 

Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 18th November 2011

Being on the margins of  the margins was the very characteristic that inspired my strategies for survival within the institution [teaching 

islam in a nontraditional department, i.e., theology and religion].  Wadud 1997:137

Survival is as much at the centre of  afrocentrism as any other philosophy of  black Empowerment. The words of  

47 “universal negro improvement association” 

48 On 2nd October 2011, Poetic Pilgrimage posted a video about colourism and whitening ideals and practices. They commented on it:  
Watching a documentary called 'Make Me white' about the obsession of  white skin and whiteners in the Asian community. Interesting and very sad. So many  
communities have these issues including african, caribbean and Arab women. Where do we learn these things?
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Amina Wadud here echo Audre Lorde's seminal phrase survival is not an academic skill (Lorde 1984/2007:112). Wadud 

realised that her children needed a strategy of  Empowerment to survive in a society where the white christian male  

is presented as default human, in a society where injustice and inequality flourishes in particular for those who do  

not fit the “mythical norm”49. Similarly, Poetic Pilgrimage address the seemingly controversial subject that racism 

exists in islamic contexts. Most works on Empowerment admit after observation of  processes of  Empowerment  

that one of  the first steps to Empowerment is to acknowledge a situation of  marginalisation and disEmpowerment  

or alienation (Hur 2006:528-529). The very slogan made famous by the black power movement in the usa shouts 

Knowledge is Power. Poetic Pilgrimage can be seen wearing t-shirts with this slogan on stage and sharing it through  

visual work in the videos of  their songs (for instance, “Silence is Consent”). For Amina Wadud, working from the 

margins was an acknowledgement of  her marginalisation and a source for her Empowerment. Knowledge of  her  

marginalisation means power/Empowerment. In this statement, Poetic Pilgrimage  expose racism against black 

people in the arab world and specifically express the need not to ignore it. This statement inspired a heated and 

intellectual debate (in 45 comments) of  islamic sources and cultural practises across the muslim world in general  

and the arab world in particular. Poetic Pilgrimage participated vastly in the discussion and gave particular credit to 

explanations of  african and islamic history, and critical black islamic studies offered by british scholar Michael 

Mumisa.  From the discussion of  this post it is clear that racism surges as a problem within islamic contexts and is  

often explained by disvirtue of  “true” islam by local cultural practises and interpretations. Poetic Pilgrimage react  

positively to a comment to their above statement that emphasises islamic scriptural condemnation of  racism:

 [a commentator had written:]  (statements on racism is seen in the hadith). According to the hadith by Imam Bukhari, the  

Prophet Muhammad peace & blessing be upon him'' said in his last sermon:

“All mankind is from Adam and Eve, an Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab nor a non-Arab has any superiority over an  

Arab; also a white has no superiority over a black nor a black has any superiority over a white - except by piety and good action” [to 

what Poetic Pilgrimage reacted:] Wouldn't the world be a beautiful place if  we ALL lived by this. (See note 50)

What comes out of  this statement is a belief  in the intrinsic anti-racist nature of  islamic doctrine. The rhetorical  

49 Cf. Lorde 1984/2007:116. 
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use  of  this  passage  from  this  hadith  points  to  signs  even  in  islamic  sacred  scriptures  to  argue  for  a  racial  

consciousness within islam. It further alludes at the fact that racism was also a real social issue in islamic contexts at  

the time of  the writing and compilation of  this particular hadith50. It's strategic use to avoid racial divisions on 

Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook discussions exposes the existence of  racism in contemporary spaces where islam has a  

predominant cultural and religious presence – in this case, the arab world. A follow up to this statement is the long  

and profusely scholarly comment by  Michael Mumisa. He argues that ahadith like the one in example here are vain  

rhetoric with no performativity used by muslims in the style of  white people's argument I am not a racist! I have black  

friends.  His remarks are of  great importance to my point that race matters in islam and is not misplaced in a 

discussion about Empowerment; Poetic Pilgrimage expressed closeness to Michael Mumisa and identified him as 

their spiritual guide in interview to me, and his comments on this occasion were warmly appreciated by them, as  

they expressed in comment later on the same thread. Michael Mumisa suggests that 

Some of  the Black communities in Arabia (including Iraq) have been there since the pre-Islamic period. They also played a significant  

role in the history and development of  Islam and its sciences.

From here,  he goes on in what I  would describe  as  the beginning of  an hagiography of  black presence and 

significance in early islamic theology and jurisprudence. The detailed examples of  a forgotten history of  islam 

include Imam Jalal al-Din Suyuti (b.1445-d.1505) who wrote a book entitled Raf u sha n al-Hubshan ʾ ʾ or Elevating the  

status of  the Blacks/Ethiopians. Mumisa writes that the author argues that 

the very language of  the Qur'an (Qur'anic Arabic) was strongly influenced by African languages prevalent in Arabia at the time of  

revelation. He provides evidence from specific verses and words in the Qur’an to support his position.

Mumisa mentions one earlier source, Abu Uthman Amr ibn Bahr al-Jahiz (778-868 AD), 

well known simply as al-Jahiz, who was himself  of  African heritage LIVING IN IRAQ, whose texts and theories on race and  

racial difference became the basis of  Al-Suyuti’s book. [...]His ideas on race, racial difference, and racism were expressed in his other  

controversially titled treatise: Risalat mufakharat al-sudan ala al-bidan, or “A Treatise on The Boast of  black People over white.”ʿ

And finally, Mumisa points out to

Imam Ibn Al-Jawzi’s Tanwir al-Ghabash fi Fada'il al-Sudan wa-al-Habash (The Lightening of  the Darkness: On the Merits of  the  

50 See Al-Bukhari, Hadith 1623, 1626, 6361 
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blacks and the Ethiopians), written in the late 12th century CE, was another important response to and an attack on racist ideologies  

by enumerating the noble status of  Africans and Blacks in early Islam.

Michael Mumisa's scholarly comment on the original post by Poetic Pilgrimage about racism against black people  

in the arab world shows again that race matters in islamic spaces, that at least some black people are sensitive to and 

aware of  racism in contemporary and historical islam, and that in historical islam categories of  'black' and 'african' 51 

were juxtaposed, black signifying primarily the one coming from africa.  

the transsaharian slave trade, afrocentrism and the elephant in the islamic room

Among afrocentrists, racism and islam share a stage of  a highly conflictual debate surrounding the centrality of  the  

role of  arabs in the enslavement of  african people. Many vilify islam and place it at the side of  christianity as  

throughout  history  peoples  enforcing  both traditions  on africa  have contributed to the  effacement  of  african 

religious and cultural traditions52. Others disagree while sustaining that the involvement of  arabs in the slave trade 

was minor, even just auxiliary to white christian euro-american slave trade (need of  ivory) and did not reflect the  

majority of  arab muslims who, according to them treated africans as equals as soon as they converted.  These also 

argue that islam, as christianity, has been a door to modernity and literacy among otherwise obsolete and dying  

african societies (Salahuddin 1997). These arguments are symptomatic of  an attitude among many muslims of  

defending their faith, while negative sides of  practises, episodes of  violence in the name of  islam and islamic 

imperialism are downplayed and/or declared inherently unislamic.  This attitude is,  in no measure, exclusive to 

muslims. I am indebted to Amina Wadud's discussion of  counter-productive sides to islamic practise and doctrine  

(Wadud 1992, 2006) as carrying as much agency in a space where multiple practises and interpretations coexist,  

while regarding her own holistic approach of  interpretation (ijtihad for gender justice) as the best to humankind, 

something she writes she is trying to achieve with her work (Wadud 2006:116,149). I recognise though that from 

51 In the case of  this particular quote, it is ethiopia and ethiopians at stake, hence, inhabitants or descendants of  a kingdom in africa.  
Though, in Mumisa's comment on this particular thread, he refers to naming black and africans interchangeably in the original islamic  
texts he quotes. 
52 Before continuing, it must be stated (and I will hope to demonstrate this in this chapter) that most Afrocentric scholars traditionally respect and appreciate  
Islam for its positive impact on the African people. But a small handful of  Afrocentric scholars (such as Molefi Asante, William Chancellor, and Dr. Tosef  Ben  
Joachannan(sic) have bitterly maligned the religion of  Islam and labeled it as something 'outside' of  the African experience. And what is strange is that despite  
their small number, their works are somehow receiving more circulation than the majority of  Afrocentric scholars who understand the importance of  Islam  
amongst the African family of  peoples. Cf. Salahuddin 1997. 
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the point of  view of  a practising believer met with diverse challenges to her faith and life, a search for authenticity  

is a vital survival tool. Contradicting violence and discrimination by shouting ”unislamic” or “unauthentic” is the 

easiest road to protect her own faith and identity in a context of  sensationalised negative publicity of  islam in  

mainstream media and political warfare (counter-terrorism), as well as keep her own sanity in the face of  these  

attacks to her deepest beliefs, family and community, and make viable an agenda to promote her own idea of  islam. 

The ideas of  philosophers considered the founding fathers of  afrocentrism have been largely reinterpreted and/or 

taken out of  context to promote or vilify islam53. And this argumentative fire is concomitant with positions of  

contemporary leading african pan africanist scholars who accuse afrocentrists in the usa of  ignoring muslim africa 

and enforcing their own african american paradigm of  black consciousness to contemporary but also historical  

africa54.

Nonetheless, it has been observed that the idea that islam is devoid of  racism is one of  the major reasons why  

black people in the west are attracted to islam55. Malcolm X's transition to sunni islam after performing hajj is also 

connected  with  what  he  observed  there,  according  to  him,  the  lack  of  racial  differentiation  and  what  he  

experienced as an universal brotherhood based on the islamic faith. It should be noted that a vast number of  black 

converts to islam are first attracted to this faith after reading Malcolm X's autobiography. 56 This is the case of  

Poetic Pilgrimage. The current leader of  nation of  islam, an african american muslim group, Louis Farrakhan tells a 

totally different story based on his experiences in hajj which differ radically from Malcolm X's account. He reports  

incidents where he saw obvious racism: a ghetto in mecca inhabited by black people contrasting greatly with white 

arab people circumventing the kaaba;  and nubian women sitting on the floor picking up the charitable pieces of  

bread that arab boys would throw at them57. Richard Reddie's assertion that islam has theoretically no concept of  

53 [O]ne of  the fathers of  Pan africanism, Edward Wilmot Blyden [..] argued that, because of  its history, islam was not subject to the racism and anti-black  
ideology found in christianity. Reddie, 2009: 187. His major work, Christianity, Islam and the Negro Race (1887) promoted the idea that practicing Islam  
was more unifying and fulfilling for Africans than Christianity. He argues that the latter was introduced later, mostly by European colonizers. He believed it had  
a demoralizing effect, although he continued to be a Christian. He thought Islam was more authentically African. His book was controversial in Great Britain,  
both for its subject and because many people at first did not believe that a black African had written it. In later printings, Blyden included his photograph as the  
frontispiece. Cf. Blyden 1992. 
54 Prominent muslim scholars such as Ali Mazrui and Sherman Jackson denounced this afrocentric trend as black orientalism.  Mazrui 1999 
and  Jackson 1995. 
55 Richard Reddie quotes Steven Tsouk as coming to that conclusion after studying the nation of  islam in the usa. Reddie 2009: 187. 
56 Cf  ibidem. 
57 I first went there [Mecca] in 1977. There was a ghetto there in Mecca and Blacks were in that ghetto in Mecca, the Holy City. And I saw little Arab boys  
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race58 as we have seen in the beginning of  this chapter, ignores interpretations of  islam that are bound to practises  

in diverse communities where racism is present. Poetic Pilgrimage are sensitive to this and speak out on racism 

within islamic communities.

II. forging positive mirrors for enhanced self-esteem

My first introduction of  my definition of  Empowerment as learning to Love yourself  and others in positive ways 

was met with scepticism by my supervisor (Susanne Olsson) and at a (easr) conference, by commentators who 

suspected of  the idealistic nature of  this approach. Is it possible to learn such skill? Empowerment lies on a myriad 

of  possibilities. And different levels cut through the strategies, be it on an economic and political level, on the sphere  

of  personal  and  interpersonal  or  collective  struggle  for  equality  and  justice;  an  intellectual  and/or  spiritual  

approach.  A  school  within  Empowerment  (Hur  2006:525)  argues  for  working  primarily  on  economic 

Empowerment of  marginalised individuals before any other advancement, i.e. give them the tools to strive, like 

education and professional skills to enable them to fit in the society and fight for their rights on political platforms 

later. I suspect of  such strategies for two reasons. First, acquiring the skills to strive within the system reproduces 

the system uncritically and perpetuates inequalities. Second, this strategy of  Empowerment is linked to the liberal  

conception of  agency which focus on individual  responsibility.  The meritocratic myth in neoliberal  thought is  

pushed forward nowadays to tell individuals that they can achieve whatever they want/wish, if  they just work hard 

enough. The reality of  new racism is that no matter how much lip service economic opportunities black people  

have managed to achieve in the usa [and in europe], racism persists. (hooks 2013:21,23). In spite of  degrees from 

top universities and proven professional successes, racism towards black people (and others) continues. 59  Black 

right around the Ka'Ba, white Arabs throwing bread to Nubian women like they were feeding the pigeons, throwing the bread in the air, and these black women  
had to run and scrape for that bread. I know what I saw and I talked about it to them – I don't wait to get behind their backs, I talk straight to them, so you  
can't tell me nothing about Islam removing racism, not that Islam. It ain't happening, brother. It can happen, but it hasn't happened . In Spike Lee, By Any 
Means Necessary: the Trials and Tribulations of  the Making of  Malcolm X, Vintage, p.57, as quoted ibidem:187-188. 
58 Ibidem:10. 
59 In her latest book, bell hooks writes that class privilege and economic gain among black people in the usa have not contributed to  
better physical health or psychological wellbeing, while black people in positions of  economic and social power are ongoing exposed to  
racist abuse. In her words: Even though assuming the values of  white supremacy provides a veneer of  self-acceptance and may prepare all people of  color to  
achieve better material success in existing social structures, psychic harm is the daily toxic hazard that is not confronted, and when denied it, undermines physical  
and psychological well-being. She elaborates on studies that confirm that black people die more of  serious illnesses like heart disease, cancer 
and diabetes and the correlation of  such illnesses with stress factors related to exposure to racism. She continues then by arguing that [t]he 
pursuit of  liberal individualism sanctioned by imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy has allowed all collective calls for black self-determination to be co-
opted by the hunger to participated as pseudo equals in existing dominator culture.[...]The reality that individual black folks have made tremendous economic gains  
does not correlate to constructive psychic convergences where decolonizing the mind lays a groundwork for healthy self-actualization. In hooks 2013:21-25. 
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people are expected to fail and are mirrored through an inferiorising glass. Black people are expected to swallow  

the ideas that it is their fault that they fail to adjust to an unjust system. Working on learning to Love yourself  and 

others positively is vital, if  black people are to survive the system, within or without it. Self-esteem is a precious 

aspect of  our identity that shapes the way we live. You have to work on your self-esteem for survival, for the 

system will inevitably fail you and reject you. Amina Wadud muses on our need and capacity to create and enhance  

self-esteem in our children by forging positive mirrors, afrocentrism thus,

[...] involves an ongoing process that begins with surrounding our children with images, ideas, dialogue, artifacts and practical elements  

from our african and african-american past and present. It is a concerned effort to provide them with mirrors for self-affirmation and  

cultural identity. Without some semblance of  positive reinforcement and self-enhancing mirroring from one's immediate environment,  

various dysfunctional responses can develop and become deeply rooted and volatile; these include frustration, despondency, low self-esteem,  

despair, anger and violence.  […]  Afrocentrism includes more than the minor artifacts. It also incorporates the cultural events that  

include black thought. It is a concerted effort to demonstrate the presence of  black people in activities other than those handed down to  

us by our slave masters and now portrayed for us through commercials.  Wadud 1997: 137

In her construction of  afrocentric islam, both material and intellectual processes share the stage in shaping a black  

consciousness of  a Love for all things african, showing a variety of  artifacts, events, personalities, images, ideas,  

cultural events of  the african and african american realities. My intention is to argue on how Poetic Pilgrimage's  

Performance of  Empowerment embodies this afrocentric islamic reasoning of  creating and/ or exposing oneself  

and others to positive mirrors on three levels, positive mirrors are: role models, ideas and aesthetics:

a)  Role  models.  Poetic  Pilgrimage  take  their  achievements,  experiences  and  decisions  as  constituting  positive 

mirrors in their community and for future generations. They are confident that they are role models to generations 

of  black people, muslims, women, artists,  british. They also give the example of  other black african/diasporic 

leaders who have influenced their journey and serve as perfect examples of  how one can intersect islam with 

blackness, africanity and afrocentrism. This will be explicit in their statements on facebook and interview to me. 
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b) Ideas. Central ideal of  afrocentric islam as exposed by Amina Wadud is  spiritual activism framed with islamic 

theological rhetoric, hence socio-political activism as a specific islamic religious commandment and a compulsory  

action if  you are black and/or muslim. Poetic Pilgrimage take on this call and assume islam as inherently activist. I 

will  analyse  this  aspect  by  taking  on  some  of  their  related  statements  on  facebook,  my  experience  in  their  

workshop, interview to me, and the video of  the song “Silence is Content”. 

c)  Aesthetics.  In  the  above  definition  of  afrocentrism,  Wadud  gives  special  value  to  the  materiality  of  this  

enterprise. Practising afrocentric islam implies showcasing artifacts and cultural events of  the african and african  

diasporic realities. Embracing their ethnic-racial identifications in african caribbean tones with a curious integration  

between islam and rastafarianism becomes obvious in the analysis of  Poetic Pilgrimage's video of  the song “Land 

Far Away”.   

a) positive mirrors as role models 

Poetic Pilgrimage envision themselves as positive mirrors:

As a black female from inner city Bristol raised solely by a wonderful mother – me getting my education from a private school and  

choosing to pursue a degree, a masters degree and eventually a PhD means that I have already broken a stereotype and can not be added  

to governmental statistics about the low achievement of  inner city black people from single-parent backgrounds. That’s one up for the  

nation right? In addition my achievements will not only bring pride to my family but will also inspire my younger relatives and siblings  

to see that they can achieve whatever they wish, another contribution to the uplift of  the nation. Furthermore as a married woman with  

plans to start my own family someday soon, my children will be born from a woman with aspirations and an education – providing  

them with a foundation of  self  esteem and an example that many of  our youth today lack. This in turn will lead them to be high  

achievers and contributors to your idea of  a nation, if  God wills.60 

Here in Sukina's voice, Poetic Pilgrimage privileges education and achievement as a denial of  the low expectations 

60 Sukina's supporting letter in an application for a master's degree in islamic studies, posted by Muneera on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook profile on 18 th 

September 2011. She was asked to explain how her taking a master would help build our nation. She discoursed in a critical manner on the meanings of  this  
nation. 
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mirrored on them a black female from inner city Bristol raised solely by a wonderful mother , i.e., someone starting from a 

marginalised position. Education and achievement within the system as stated in her text is apparently the sole  

ground for  building  self-esteem and 'positive  mirror'  in  her  community,  her  family,  her  prospective  children.  

Education is vital. But what type of  education? In the same text, she replies to this question,

The first thing that was of  cause for interest to me was the weight you placed on my potential masters degree as a tool for change as  

opposed to enquiring about the work that I am already doing as an artists and as an educator in schools working to build and empower  

people full stop, which is what I do and strive for. When I left Bristol I came to London to do a degree in English and Caribbean  

Studies  – I focused  heavily  on Post-Colonial  Discourse,  Caribbean,  African-American and Black British  history,  sociology  and  

literature. I studied the genesis of  life in the Caribbean right through to the birth of  Pan Africanism and everything in between. I did  

my dissertation on the Caribbean Contribution to the Harlem Renaissance focusing on the efforts of  Marcus Garvey and traveled to  

Harlem for research and study. I studied the concept of  my nation academically and graduated with a 2:1 Honours Degree. Less than  

building my nation that course build me as a British born second generation Jamaican and gave me the confidence and springboard to  

launch myself  into the world in any direction I saw fit.

It is interesting to note how Sukina explains what kind of  education she took and why it was important: that it was  

a heavily post-colonial and afrocentric education that gave her the confidence and self-esteem to launch herself  

into the world in any direction she saw fit. An education of  such afrocentric inclination that gave her self-esteem to  

do what she wanted in life was in itself  a source of  'positive mirrors' on which she could build a positive image of  

herself  and her  community.  Sukina  wrote  her  dissertation  about  the  jamaican-born  founder  of  afrocentrism, 

Marcus Garvey himself. Certainly, his pioneering ideas of  looking at africa as home deeply influenced Sukina (and 

Muneera) in their formulation of  their identification as black in the african diaspora. Curiously, Marcus Garvey  

followed the trend among affluent africans who moved to london to study. Pursuing an education cemented his 

path as  a  radical  critical  thinker  who inaugurated a whole field  of  studies and philosophy of  Empowerment, 

afrocentrism.  Comes to mind the idea of  education as defined by Amina Wadud in her theorisation of  afrocentric 

islam: I saw that learning was about social change and development of  a higher consciousness, not just the acquisition of  random bytes  
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of  information  (Wadud 1997:135).  In  theories  of  Empowerment,  education  takes  a  central  place  in  the  means 

towards achievement a more egalitarian society. Black feminist/womanist and cultural critic bell hooks inspired in  

Paulo Freire's  theology and philosophy of  liberation,  positions  education as a  tool  for  radical  change.  In her 

dissection of  north american popular culture, she brings to spotlight the politics of  representation that infuse  

deteriorated negative images of  black people, images which they assimilate and come to believe as truthful 61. bell 

hooks moved from a position at harvard where a majoritarian white privileged youth did not relate to her teachings, 

to a college in brooklyn, new york, where her educational methods for revolutionary change could hit directly the  

hearts  of  marginalised  young people  thirsty  for  tools  to  deal  with  a  society  that  sets  them aside  as  inferior,  

troublemakers, criminals, underachievers62. An approach often accused of  normative and essentialistic, hooks has 

reflected deeply on the effects  of  representation to our self-esteem and self-image.  Creating an alternative of  

positive mirrors to counter the constant and ongoing weapon of  mass destruction that racism is63, is thus vital for 

survival.  Poetic  Pilgrimage  are  role  models  or  positive  mirrors  not  only  because  they  underwent  conscious  

education but also because they are using this consciousness and awareness to empower others, as suggested by 

Sukina's affirmation of  the importance of  her own ongoing work as an artist and educator in schools to empower  

young people. Poetic Pilgrimage organise poetry and rap workshops in diverse environments for young people all 

over the world but mostly in london. On one occasion, they went to morocco to do a poetry/rap workshop with 

school girls64.

 Their positioning as positive mirrors as role models comes finally in another mask, the one of  representatives of  

muslims in europe. Note that Sukina writes that her education did not build the nation but built her as a  british  

second generation jamaican. I would suggest that building a nation starts at home, inside, as each one of  us creates the  

tools for a balanced self-esteem and positive affirmation of  self  in the community we belong to.  Home is London, 

they tell me on interview when I suggest we discuss “home” freely. This opinion is concomitant with their stance  

regarding the place of  islam in public sphere in europe, and the responsibility of  muslims to live islam in ways that  

61 Cf. bell hooks' series of  talks “Cultural Criticism and Transformation” uploaded on youtube. 
62 Ibidem.
63 The song by the act Faithless entitled “Mass Destruction” (No Roots album, 31st May 2004) rightfully goes:  racism is a weapon of  mass  
destruction. 
64 They posted about their trip to morocco to conduct workshops in schools on their facebook profile on 14th June 2011. 
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are aware of  the general society they are in. Here the second action of  Empowerment is activated: learning to Love 

not only ourselves but others in positive ways. In several occasions, Poetic Pilgrimage advice against the danger of  

self-marginalisation of  muslims in the western society, namely how converts are pushed to leave their background 

and identity completely at the door of  the mosque and then leave looking and talking like a person from the middle  

east and end up alienating their families and neighbours. One example of  this is their comment:

Its so true sis - and Arabic culture is rich and beautiful but we are not better Muslims of  we dress like bedouins. in General Muslims  

in the UK need to learn how to mean something in our society, we need to stop trying to be someone else and be present here, right now  

instead of  trying to be someone else and Absolutely sis, its something that exists everywhere but there are alternatives. In the UK if  

you take your shahadah you are immediately advised to go to particular mosques who have a 'Saudi' style of  Islam, by time people leave  

they look like black Arabs just off  the plane from Jeddah! There is no in between  Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 20th 

April 2011 

In this case, their commitment to maintaining their british african caribbean jamaican roots within islam constitutes 

a positive mirror, as they become role models for other western and british muslims who can assert their muslim 

and western characters without the conflict Poetic Pilgrimage identify here.

They refer to others who are positive mirrors as role models and who were their inspiration to be what they are and 

create their own image of  muslimness on their own terms without erasing their specific ethnic-racial identifications:

My desire to have an in depth understanding of  the Islam shouldn’t take away any thing from me as a Black person in Islam, the same  

way it didn’t take any thing away from Malcolm X, Mansa Musa, Dr Betty Shabazz, and people like Amadou Bamba, Uthman  

Dan Fodio, Muhammed Ahmed of  Sudan to name a few who fought colonialism to the bitter end. All of  whom were devout muslims  

and passionate about Africa. Furthermore 33% if  not more of  the enslaved Africans that were taken to the Americas and the  

Caribbean were in fact Muslim and many slave revolts that took place were initiated as a result of  Muslim enslaved Africans. African  

and Muslim with no compromise to either. 65

65 Sukina's supporting letter in an application for a master's degree in islamic studies, posted by Muneera on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook 
profile on 18th September 2011. She was asked to explain how her taking a master would help “build our nation” She discoursed in a 
critical manner on the meanings of  'nation'.
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By referring to historical black african/diasporic communities and dynamics, they not only grant authority for them 

to  define  “muslim”  but  also  place  themselves  in  the  pathways  of  such  revered  and  pivotal  moments  and  

personalities of  black (and islamic) history. 

b) positive mirrors as ideas: spiritual activism

The two components of  learning to Love yourself  and others in positive ways come together here again. Caring for 

the community you are historically bound to is both an action of  Love to yourself  and to others. This coincides  

with the third principle of  kwanzaa also used by Audre Lorde in her musings on the transformation of  silence into 

language and action:  Ujima or collective work and responsibility  (Lorde 1984/2007:43). I would like to argue here that 

ideally  and in  a  framework  of  Empowerment,  religion  cannot  subsist  without  activism for  social  justice  and  

political action cannot exist without a spiritual religious component. This hypothesis emanates directly from my 

experience of  the strategies of  Empowerment explored by Poetic Pilgrimage and later coloured by the afrocentric 

islam theorised  by  Amina  Wadud.  One of  the  most  poignant  contributions  of  afrocentric  islam is  “spiritual 

activism”: achieving social justice and equality with reference to an islamic paradigm66.

During the long sojourn in the diaspora, attempts to rip black people of  their 'spirit'  have been repeated and 

ongoing (Wadud 1997:143). Amina Wadud sustains that without the spirit, we are empty shells and have no courage 

to endure  oppression and set  ourselves  free  from it  (ibidem).  Indeed,  and paraphrasing  Richard Reddie,  [t]he  

struggles of  our ancestors in Africa and the Caribbean were forged in relationship with a belief  in the benevolent power of  the Creator  

(Reddie 2009:81). Some kind of  spiritual belief  and religious practise empowered black people to survive in the 

face of  extreme conditions. Poetic Pilgrimage themselves are descendants of  a generation of  african caribbeans 

who landed in the uk  and were faced with the “no irish, blacks or dogs” 67 informal norm. The historical fact that 

as  african  caribbeans,  the  church  has  been  entrenched  since  caribbean  enslavement (Reddie  2009:83)  is  of  strategical 

relevance here. This institutional involvement of  the christian church in the enslavement of  black bodies and spirits 

by attempting to erase their cultural and religious memories has been a cause for many black people to create black  

66 I feel disinclined to teach without including some elements of  my concern over social justice in the process, which I specifically relate to the Islamic paradigm.  Cf. Wadud 
1997:142
67 Cf. Reddie 2009:57. 
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christian churches68 or to abandon christianity altogether by converting to islam, as well as other denominations 

such as rastafarianism and voodoo religions, or embracing atheism. 

Poetic Pilgrimage told me in interview:

After reading Malcolm X's autobiography, we understood how Malcolm X felt there was something missing in his life that his political  

activism didn't fill, his need for a spiritual connection. He found that in his relation to Allah, and so did we. Interview 29th August 

2011

Religion is a source of  Empowerment for them, as it was for others before them. Civil rights activist Malcolm X 

inspired many black people with his struggle for equality and black self-determination and he choose a muslim way  

to fulfill that battle. Wadud sustains that black people were deprived of  authority over their bodies and souls and  

their  struggles  of  self-determination  were  directed  into  regaining  this  authority  and  achieving  social  justice.  

Adopting islam for Amina Wadud and for many other black people, such as Malcolm X and Poetic Pilgrimage 

seems to have been a way of  liberating themselves from white authority also enforced in christian ideology present  

even in mainstream discourse and take the authority back over their lives and seek an idea of  universal justice as  

presented in the qur'an, the main sacred scripture in islam. Wadud argues that this fundamental aspect of  black 

activism for social justice and equality that exposes different notions of  authority and justice is the main difference 

between  african  american  islam  and  migrant islam  (which  she  explicates  as  "immigrant  islam",  or the  islam 

practised within south asian and arab communities) and frequent case for conflicts between their practitioners. So, 

not only islam provides the grounds to a spiritual connection/strength in fierce political battles for social justice but 

also provides an activating platform for the decolonisation of  the minds of  black africans of  the diaspora. 

In this scenario, Poetic Pilgrimage launch a jihad for justice:

I feel that black converts should travel to the usa to see how people 'Live islam' without erasing their identity.  So many converts leave  

their legacy at the door and adopt other peoples  cultures  in thinking it's  Islam and don't  care about the problems in their own  

68 Richard Reddie explains this aspect in Black Muslims in Britain. The black majority churches, with strong pentecostal tendencies are the fastest growing 
christian churches in the uk. They emerged when african caribbeans were met by blatant racism as they sought spiritual solace and social networks in  
church upon their arrival to the uk in 1948 and following decades. Reddie points out that not only racism but lack of  understanding of  the specific  
cultural and spiritual needs of  black people in the churches in the uk  lead some to create black churches. Cf. Reddie 2009:86-89. 
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communities instead they sit in a Mosque with a Thobe on chewing Miswaak becoming irrelevant. Islam is about Activism and won't  

change here until we do.  Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 20th April 2011 (my underlining)

 

This post was one of  the most controversial on their facebook page in 2011 and inspired a heated debate in 117 

comments. Poetic Pilgrimage highlight a need for action among black converts to islam in the uk in comparison to  

black converts in the usa. They address the urgent character of  this action, as in their view, many black converts  

leave  their  black  cultural  legacy  at  the  door  and adopt  other  people's  cultures.  This  causes  them to  become 

irrelevant while not attending to the problems in their communities (like lack of  access to resources, psychological  

trauma, drug abuse, teenage pregnancy, racist treatment at school and consequent high rate of  school drop out, low 

socio-economic status, unemployment, dead end low paid jobs, health issues related to race/racism, police brutality  

and  institutional  control,  etc).   In  this  statement  and  the  discussion  that  followed,  it  became  evident  that  

Empowerment or learning to Love yourself  and others in positive ways is both about struggles of  representation  

in aesthetic choices (cultural habits in dresscodes, food culture etc) and about caring for the particular challenges 

their communities face. Not only this statement indicates that the intersection between islam and blackness means 

exactly that, intersection and not mutual annihilation, but it also argues that there are living examples of  how to be  

a black muslim can be possible and is done without annihilation of  one identification, as is the case of  african 

american muslims. I would like to draw my emphasis to another related aspect that spurs out of  this statement, 

namely that according to Poetic Pilgrimage the reproachable behaviour of  black converts to islam lie on these 

convert's very concept of  islam: a rather passive notion that lays foot on purely ritualistic/materialistic observation 

of  faith, sit in a mosque in a thobe chewing mishwaq, the embodiment of  the pious muslim referring to cultural  

habits of  the middle east and arab world (though in african spaces, mishwaq is of  rather common use). Apart from 

denying the arabia-centredness of  muslim communities  on a global reading and in particular  in the west  and 

reinforcing the need to make space for particular ethnic-racial identifications within islam as for instance black 

african69,  they make central  the claim that islam is about activism. This  claim is concomitant with my use of  

69 This is a recurrent claim by Poetic Pilgrimage and in many occasions in their facebook discussions and in the discussion in this thread 
in particular, they reassert it and are made to defend their position. This makes me think that this is a very controversial position to have 
within islamic contexts. One more example of  their denial of  arabia-centredness was a follow up comment to the statement at stake here: 
[…] I'm not taking anything away from your experience, but you have to ask yourself, what happened to us historically to make us the lowest in society that we  
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“spiritual activism” here as an idea/positive mirror  in afrocentric islam. It is curious that the idea developed by  

Saba  Mahmood  (2005)  and  Sherine  Hafez  (2003)  that  muslim  women  activists  in  Cairo  seek  and  find 

Empowerment merely through observation of  religious duties  with no political intentions, even if  their social  

activism carries political consequences, is challenged here. What Poetic Pilgrimage seem to be saying is that islam is  

primarily about activism (social and political), it is inherent to the nature of  islam or the islamic message, so in that  

case, to deny one's ethnic-racial identity by adopting someone else's cultural embodiment of  muslimness and to  

forget in that journey to islam about the issues that their original community faces is unislamic. The black churches  

faced similar criticism from black british youth in the 1980's and 1990's. Their failure to address the issues of  

racism and other social challenges in ways that would empower the alienated young blacks in the uk made them  

open to embrace rastafarianism. According to Richard Reddie, islam represents nowadays in the black community  

and in the british society at large, the counter-cultural reaction that rastafarianism brought along as it traveled from 

jamaica with a liberating message to the black man, a message to inspire the black man to stand up and fight for his  

rights.70

This duty towards action to social  justice can be found in Amina Wadud's explication of  afrocentric  islam as 

spiritual  activism,  as  I  have  explained.  Fighting  for  social  justice  becomes  a  religious  predicament  rooted  in 

theological grounds. Wadud affirms islam's intrinsic activist nature by arguing that  islam is linked with social action  

against injustice (Wadud 1997:42). And she continues,

[t]he Islamic code of  justice requires the true believer to use any means necessary or possible to get rid of  injustice and oppression.  

Fourteen centuries ago, the Prophet Muhammad said, 'If  you see a wrong, you should stop it with your hand, if  you cannot, then you  

should speak out against it, if  not that, then at least condemn it in your heart, that being the weakest form of  faith.  Wadud 1997:42 

The issues faced by black communities are tightly linked to positions of  forced marginality. Achieving equality is  

one of  the final goals of  Empowerment. Wadud further proposes that it is easy to achieve equality based on the 

islamic teaching that anyone, no matter from which background can achieve taqwa (she defines it as moral excellence) 

and hence human dignity: Islam provides that position of  strength because the criteria for judging the worth of  an individual are  

need to rob, steal and kill to make ourselves feel better - We have no LOVE OF SELF! Coming to islam hating ourselves will only make us overly Love other  
cultures more. islam does not equal Arab - Allah made us nations and tribes, he made you black! you have to deal with that and learn your roots. (Facebook 
profile, 24th April 2011). This aspect will be more throughfully attended to in chapter “modesty is the new cool”. 
70  Get up/Stand up/stand up for your rights/get up/stand up/don't give up the fight. Verse from reggae tune “Get Up, Stand Up” (Burnin' album,  
released April 1973) by The Wailers. 
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fixed  on  two  factors  -   faith  and  good  deeds. (Wadud  1997:143). In  Wadud's  argumentation,  islam  enables  african 

americans to face discrimination from a position of  strength and this is  seemingly why there is an increasing  

number of  converts to islam among them. Spiritual activism as central to afrocentric islam in Wadud's terms defies 

the white male christian ideal of  passivity and blind tolerance in the face of  taunting injustice: 

Religion in America is often characterized by passivity and tolerance, even against glaring injustice. The Christian soldier stands firm  

and proud in the face of  taunting racists, barking dogs and exploding fire hoses, a martyr to the cause of  goodness, made virtuous by  

nonviolent resistance. Juxtaposed to this is spiritual activism as expressed by the most famous convert in America, El-Hajj Malik El-

Shabbaz (Malcolm X): 'I do not advocate violence, nor do I stand on the sidelines and watch innocent women, children and old people  

being beaten while I overcome their oppressors with my capacity to love.   Wadud 1997:142 

 I see here a direct relation to Poetic Pilgrimage's understanding of  islam as activism. In their case, they keep the  

discussion within the roads of  islamic “villages”: passivity is embodied in the symbolism of  the image of  a black  

convert wearing a thobe and chewing mishwaq sitting in a mosque doing nothing while violence and oppression 

ravages the black community around them. 

what type of  activism? 

[As a] Black Woman in Islam I feel as though I am not supposed to talk about my blackness, my plight or my people. When I do  

people say that we're acting like the 'Nation of  Islam" If  we talk to much about Africa / Caribbean, people say we're Nationalist  

but it's OK to be pro-Palestine, pro-Egypt, pro-Arab but if  you're pro-Africa theres a problem.

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 24th April 2011

Unsurprisingly, this statement inspired a vivid argument at many voices.  Besides associating black with africa and  

the african diaspora,  Poetic Pilgrimage entered the following discussions by arguing that arab nationalism was  

accepted as a natural and only choice for muslim activism, while the plight of  black people, african and african 

caribbeans was ignored and diminished and pejoratively described as  black nationalism  and/or same as nation of  

islam. Their critique of  over-emphasis of  arabic and middle eastern habits as default islamic standard defies a  

rhetoric on universal post-cultural post-racial transglobal ummah. They do not necessarily relate to every form of  
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black islam though. The association in accusatory terms of  a black muslim with the nation of  islam when she  

defends causes related to black people incurs in a tendency to simplify black practises of  islam. Such remarks rest  

on the illusion that all black muslims are members of  the nation of  islam 71 and they expose also a racist idea, this 

denigrating pattern when assuming that this type of  black islam, nation of  islam, should be so different from  

mainstream islam that it could not count as truly islamic72.  In fact,  Poetic Pilgrimage share concerns of  social 

justice and black self-determination but differ greatly from the nation of  islam. Even a superficial look at nation of  

islam  will  show strong  discrepancies  between  their  practises  and  even  beliefs  and  those  defended  by  Poetic 

Pilgrimage73. Furthermore, Poetic Pilgrimage are both political and spiritual like Malcom X, their main inspiration  

for conversion, unlike the nation of  islam which is officially apolitical.  Malcolm X created two muslim groups after  

leaving the nation of  islam in a riffle and associated himself  with orthodox sunni islam: the religious “muslim 

mosque inc” and the secular “organization of  afro-american unity” to pursue his political agenda (Reddie 2009:46).  

Also Poetic Pilgrimage express the need for reflection and individual  choice when deciding on which cultural 

islamic practices to adopt, even those in established black african circles: 

As we associated with Tariqa Tijaniyya here in London, we sometimes felt displaced, certain practises that are common in West Africa  

were not for us. We don't like giving money during the rituals of  dhikr. We came in the room and there was a clear distinction, all  

women were wearing exuberant West African garments and we were dressed with streetstyle, jeans and sneakers..So we come in with  

our own style. Poetic Pilgrimage, interview 29th August 2011

Other  similar  and  related  rhetorical  strategies  to  avoid  discussing  racial  identification  while  simultaneously 

identifying race as experienced by Poetic Pilgrimage is the use of  palestine as the central piece of  muslim activism 

and marginalisation of  other causes across the muslim world. They comment to accusations on this thread that  

understand islam as a genderless post-racial post-cultural entity with 

What EXACTLY don't you understand? It's very clear as Black Muslims we are expected to be Pro which means for causes such as  

71 With regard to the diversity of  Islam in America, everyone who is black and a Muslim is not a follower of  Louis Farrakhan or part of  the Nation of  Islam  
movement. (Wadud 1997:141)
72 However distinct, the Nation of  Islam does not teach a brand of  Islam so radically distinct from mainstream Islam that it is impossible to consider it among  
other variants of  Islam that have existed through Muslim history. (Wadud 1997:141)
73 For example, Poetic Pilgrimage believe only in god and the prophet Muhammad in contrast with the nation of  islam's worship of  Fard 
Muhammad, the charismatic founder of  the organisation.
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Palestine, Egypt but if  you talk about your own country its seens as a problem, do you understand?? [...] if  I as a Black convert to  

Islam have an issue with the way in which the Muslim community devalues my plight as a Black woman in favour of  Arabic causes, I  

have the right to express that. Anyone who knows us knows that we've done more fund-raising for Palestine than any other 'people' so  

to take offence to my comment would be sensitivity on their point. I have a right to express myself  on my page in all it's truth! At no  

point did I disrespect any Arab, what I'm saying is 'What about me!' what about Congo, Somalia, Mozambique, Chad or the  

Caribbean. Why is our cause unimportant to the Muslim gaze?

Poetic Pilgrimage do not intend to stump on the tradition that establishes palestine (and more recently the arab 

spring) as central piece of  muslim activism (as well as left wing activism at large, of  which they are also a part). As  

they refer in this statement, they campaign for palestine in numerous events and initiatives 74.  Nonetheless, they 

show a commitment with black struggles in their participation in black history month in the uk, and other activities  

organised by “soas [school of  oriental  and african studies]  spiritual  dialogue” (which has predominantly black 

british muslims),  their  creation and active  leadership of  the  muslim cultural  religious  space  “rumi cave” with  

initiatives like a monthly event to welcome and guide new muslims. In this space, they have on numerous occasions 

invited spiritual leaders from tariqa tijaniyya, like sheikh  Mahi Cisse from senegal and sheikh Abdul Muhammad 

Latif  from the usa.  

Other activist initiatives they take part in are interventions among the political establishment as their concert on 9 th 

December 2011 representing "restless beings" at the european leadership conference which took place at the house 

of  lords and was organised by “universal peace federation”. They give numerous interviews on current political  

issues, like the one they gave for bbc about prime minister David Cameron's speech on multiculturalism (posted on  

their facebook profile on 22nd March 2011). They also run the “fatima tubman foundation” that aims at providing 

solace to people living in dire situations; on several occasions they have campaigned and were practically involved  

in gathering,  cooking and distributing food among people living on the streets of  london. Black people are a 

vulnerable group with an unfortunate high presence on the streets of  london. Several editions of  Malcolm X tour 

have counted with their presence and Performance. They have also performed in initiatives directed to women 

74 For instance, on 29th October 2011, they performed in trafalgar square in solidarity with the revolutionary struggle of  yemeni women 
with a poem inspired in yemeni nobel laureate Tawwakul Karman. Also, their video of  the song “Silence is Consent” is dedicated to all the 
revolutionaries of  the arab spring. The theme of  the oppression of  palestine is frequent in their lyrics (“Silence is Consent”, 
“Beautiful”,etc). 
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artists of  colour like B.I.T.C.H.E.S. These are some examples of  what kind of  activism they engage in, apart from 

fighting pro palestine and the arab spring. 

spiritual activism towards an inclusive notion of  justice

The spiritual activism practised by them is concomitant with Audre Lorde conceptualisation of  Empowerment that 

aims at inclusive universal notions of  social justice. Learning to Love yourself  positively by naming yourself  and 

your causes should not close you in a bubble where you will not see or care about your sister's oppression. In this  

case, Poetic Pilgrimage show signs that they are interested in this type of  universal inclusive sense of  justice that  

both Audre Lorde defended in her work and Amina Wadud argued for in spiritual activism. Intersectional ideas that 

oppression and Empowerment ought to be taken into the dynamic context of  diverse identifications and situations  

where they happen and the islamic predicament of  fighting against injustice every time it occurs are mirrored in 

Poetic Pilgrimage's actions. While attending their workshop in “malmö festivalen” on 28 th August 2011, a situation 

came up that illustrates this. The audience of  the workshop was composed of  young people up to 30. While talking 

about difference and the need to respect difference, some of  the participants defended homophobic views, that  

they hated gay people.  Some other participants came out as gay in that moment and challenged them. Poetic 

Pilgrimage handled the situation by saying if  you will be here having this type of  attitude [homophobic views], this is not  

the right workshop for you, we expect people to respect each other. I experience this as a Performance of  spiritual activism, 

acting when injustice is being done, inclusive and intersectional idea of  social justice and an example of  learning to 

Love yourself  and others in positive ways by accepting and respecting difference, difference that does not nullify 

your own naming, your own loving of  yourself. Loving yourself  in positive ways entails then to accept difference  

and not annihilate others or oppress others on the grounds of  this difference, create a space of  possibilities for  

universal Empowerment, Empowerment of  everyone, not just the particular group and community one identifies 

with. 

I  have  discussed  spiritual  activism  as  an  idea  of  afrocentric  islam.  It  can  also  be  experienced  in  the  more  

performative and aesthetic moments of  Poetic Pilgrimage's art. This is evident for instance in the video of  the  

song “Silence is Consent” where discursively we find similar themes in the lyrics and visual effects, such as counter-
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arabia-centredness,  intersection with black liberation thought,  action and personalities,  discussion of  particular 

black african struggles, and denouncing the corruption of  muslim leaders with a particular emphasis on saudis and 

arab emiratis. Other performative aspects like the hip hop and african aesthetics in clothing, dominant colours of  

the video and sound are also to be taken into account here signalising the framing of  this spiritual activism. 

c) positive mirrors as aesthetics: islam and rastafarianism and how material and intellectual are no 

dualities 

In the studies of  religion,  a  shift  towards studying material  and performative  aspects  of  religious groups has 

reached a mature place where the focus on living practises became common (Bell 1999:205, Raudvere 2002:25).  

What people do and how this builds their understanding of  religion, in contrast with the traditional european  

“enlightenment” tradition of  studying belief  systems and envision major ideas as the centre of  all religious life.  

Here, I find it quasi-providential to add a different racialised perspectivation of  religion to the discussion. In the  

previous outlined definition of  afrocentric islam by Amina Wadud (p.51), she expresses a trend in black activism 

which can be advanced as representative of  black life. Note that Wadud privileges material or performative aspects 

in the mission of  afrocentrism towards the Empowerment of  black people: surrounding our children with images, ideas,  

dialogue, artifacts and practical elements from our African and African-American past and present.  The ideological work of  

attending to products of  black thought, the intellectual labour of  the black community is innumerate second, even  

if  it is a vital element of  afrocentrism. Indeed, for black survival and struggle for black Empowerment, our bodies  

were/are canvases for representation75 and music was our language in contrast with the white intellectual tradition that 

relies heavily on a logocentric world, works of  writing being the marker through which high culture is evaluated 76. 

Stuart Hall expresses this dichotomy brilliantly when philosophising on the meanings of  'black' in black popular 

culture: 

In its expressivity, its musicality, its orality, in its rich, deep and varied attention to speech, in its inflections towards the vernacular and  

75 Hall 1996:472-475.
76 Ibidem:475. 
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the local, in its rich production of  counter-narratives, and above all, in its metaphorical use of  the musical vocabulary, black popular  

culture has enabled the surfacing, inside the mixed and contradictory modes even of  some mainstream popular culture, of  elements of  a  

discourse that is different—other forms of  life, other traditions of  representation [...]. First, I ask you to note how, within the black  

repertoire, style—which mainstream cultural critics often believe to be the mere husk, the wrapping, the sugar-coating on the pill—has  

become  itself  the subject of  what is going on. Second, mark how, displaced from a logocentric world—where the direct mastery of  

cultural modes meant the mastery of  writing, and hence, both of  the criticism of  writing (logocentric criticism) and the deconstruction of  

writing—the people of  the black diaspora have, in opposition to all of  that, found the deep form, the deep structure of  their cultural  

life in music. Third, think of  how these cultures have used the body —as if  it was, and it often was, the only cultural capital we had.  

We have worked on ourselves as the canvases of  representation.  Hall 1996:472-475

Stuart Hall wrote the above words in the late 1980's and referring to both contemporary black popular culture, as 

well as the context of  the history of  resources available in the black diaspora for black people to (re)create 77 their 

culture. His writings confirm the notion of  the  black atlantic explicated earlier (p.39-40) and he has produced a 

steady body of  work specifically concerning british realities of  black culture78. I would like to argue here that this 

afrocentric  islam  I  use  in  this  text  comprises  a  strong  component  of  materiality  in association  with 

ideology/intellectuality. The Performance of  Poetic Pilgrimage is after all, the Performance of  two black women 

educated  in  leading  british  academic  institutions.  Their  journey  into  and  within  islam  is  both  an  extremely 

intellectual  affair  as  it  is  a  material  business.  In  this  light  and  in  an  attempt  to  avoid  the  dichotomy 

material/intellectual, I would like to analyse Poetic Pilgrimage's video clip “Land Far Away” in search of  both the  

artifacts and the ideas that shape their afrocentric islam as a Performance of  Empowerment. My analytical interest 

here is still on Performance as a creative force and I stress the aesthetic components of  this Performance while not  

avoiding analyses on intellectual/ideological aspects where the connections are strong and obvious. Empowerment, 

this labour of  Love (or learning to Love oneself  and others in positive ways) aims at and/or ends up sketching 

77 “Recreate” if  one takes into account the fact that black people have been mostly struggling for survival in the context of  constant  
attempts of  annihilation they face in a society that does not want them to survive. Audre Lorde writes that for to survive in the mouth of  this  
dragon we call america, we have had to learn this first and vital lesson – that we were never meant to survive. Not as human beings.  Lorde 1984/2007:42. 
Hence, they recreate themselves and their communities in a quasi-cosmic historical battle for self-determination. And they create a new 
culture in the process because they are new and different themselves, inhabiting new and different spaces. 
78 Hall 1978, 1996, 1997, 2001. 
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positive mirrors for enhanced self-esteem which are in analysis in this section of  this chapter.

a “Land Far Away” and afrocentric islamic aesthetics

Style is the leit motif  in black popular culture (Hall 1987:475). Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance is no exception. A 

sweet and swinging reggae sound transports me to a room of  warm looks, languish moves and peaceful thoughts.  

There is a Land far far away/ Where there's no light; there's only day /Look into the book of  life and you will see/ That there is a  

land, far far away. Right after what it  comes to be the refrain of  the song “Land Far Away”, Poetic Pilgrimage 

continue by firing words of  denunciation of  the evils of  the world. It is significant that this is Poetic Pilgrimage's  

first official videoclip. It seems to be a symbolic choice to produce a videoclip of  their rendition of  the famous  

reggae tune “Land Far Away”, first sung by The Abyssinians in 1969 with the title “Satta Massagana”. And their 

rendition sets a symbolic soundtrack to this black european islam I have been here calling into existence as a  

strategy of  Empowerment. Their flirtation with an afrocentric islam is a sign of  affirmation of  their understanding 

and practise of  islam in europe. I experience this in: their chosen rastafari song and reggae style, in the aesthetic 

choices (the dominant colours, the picture) the lyrics (reconstructed with some omissions and many additions), the  

tone and music style, the setting of  the video and its historical significance for black people in the uk , the fact that  

the video shows only black people, and in the apparent performative style. Poetic Pilgrimage construct the theme 

and aesthetics of  this song with black islamic touches. This official video of  their version of  “Land Far Away” is in  

syntony with the heavy weight it seems to have in their work to keep their idea of  belonging to a black community 

while engaging with islamic terms of  conduct, as defined by the community they choose to belong to and their  

interpretation of  islamic scriptural sources.

 The very fact that they chose to produce an official video of  this song raises the relevance of  creating an image of  

themselves  as  black  muslim  women  artists,  where  their  identified  artistic  and  ethnic-racial  background  is  

constructed  encompassing  their  new  acquired  muslim  identity.  This  is  in  my  opinion  a  possible  process  of  

Empowerment as they take the control of  their desired image to themselves. Both a question of  embodiment and 

agency, in this video they embody the image of  black african caribbean muslim women artists and affirm their  

freedom and right to a subjective individual interpretation of  what that may be.
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Continuing on an afrocentric note, the dominant aesthetic experience of  the video comes close to an interpretation 

of  african caribbean and islamic sensibilities. A cloudy picture frames the ambiance where exclusively black people 

walk the streets of  shepherds bush in london, inhabiting restaurants, cafés and stores. Shepherds bush is a location  

known for its historical importance to black people in the uk, as many established themselves there after arrival in  

the 1940's. A cast entirely made of  black people relates directly to the afrocentric idea of  creating positive mirrors  

for enhanced self-esteem, as highlighting the example and contributions of  people from this particular racial/ised 

group, an ethnic-racial community, as here african caribbeans in the uk. Poetic Pilgrimage walk in a store where 

shelves display african hair products and cosmetics and the camera focus for a moment a shelf  with books on black 

consciousness  with  titles  like  Journey  toward  freedom or  World's  Great  Men  of  Color79.  jamaican  flags  are  visible 

throughout the video, specifying  the ethnic-racial tone. The setting of  this black consciousness has jamaican roots.

 Vibrant warm tonalities, predominantly yellow, red, brown, green, orange as well as geometric and flowery patterns 

colour the clothes of  Poetic Pilgrimage and other participants in the video, as well as the décor of  the spaces where 

the Performance takes place. An apparent work with the lighting created the illusion of  extremely strong light, as if  

the sun would shine at all times, inside the coffee place too. This might relate to the verse where there is no night, there  

is  only  day and  the  reference  to  this  dreamland,  an  ahistorical  place.  I  connect  those  colours  also  to  african  

atmospheres (including also some african diasporic spaces like jamaica) where africa colludes with the idea of  

strong sunlight, warm red/brown earth, sometimes thick vegetation and vibrant and intense colours in the nature, 

animals,  foods and people's  attire. They fashion long kenyan-style pearl necklaces and west  african sufi rosary 

beads. West african type of  cloths pop up as a detail here and there in clothes, in a table cloth and in Muneera's  

head cover. Urbanity signals this afrocentric islamic aesthetics. The dominant clothing fashion could be associated 

with street wear (Poetic Pilgrimage wear adidas stripped jackets and wide t-shirts), urban afro (men wear kufiyas  

and turbans,  a  woman's  hair  is  adorned with braids)  and rastafari  (several  men swing dreadlocks  and fashion 

military jackets which are originally to be found in reggae/rastafari aesthetics (Reddie 2009:74). The hybrid style is  

also visible in how Sukina salute her peers, upon arrival to the space where they are playing chess, singing and  

playing drums. She salutes them with a simple hip hop greeting of  clapping hands and banging fists.  A time of  

79 Cf. Bernard 1967 and Rogers 1996. 
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dedication to musical socialising and apparent leisure, inside the space Sukina enters, we can see people around a  

square table playing chess, playing drums and singing together. Chess is considered a game of  intelligence and 

strategy, not only entertainment. I have referred earlier to Stuart Hall's assertions that black bodies are canvases of  

representation.  In the absence of  other material resources, the body would have to do. In my perception, Poetic  

Pilgrimage consciously and unconsciously create an ideal of  black with their aesthetic choices. A timely reminder  

of  their participation in black life in the uk, african caribbean style. According to Richard Reddie, attire and style  

have been dominant accents of  black british life80. Photographs of  the 492 black women and men disembarking 

from the Windrush are evidence to this: black women with their bright and flamboyant headwear that was more at home  

in a Caribbean church than a converted troopship like Windrush (Reddie 2009:58), black men in fedoras, generously cut suits  

and shiny shoes contrasted with a Britain plagued with post-war rationalisation  (Reddie 2009:58). The concept that black 

bodies are canvases of  representation and music is their cultural currency contextualises and gives sense to how  

Poetic Pilgrimage set authoritative legitimacy on their role as artistic performers/performing artists (which will be  

lengthy  discussed  in  the  next  chapter  “modesty  is  the  new  cool”)  and  their  use  of  their  Performance  for 

Empowerment as young women, black and muslim artists in the uk. Issues of  attire become afrocentrised, as they  

come from a community used with certain aesthetic codes which include particular types of  headwear for women. 

This theorisation colours my own understanding of  their individual interpretation of  islamic dress (and modesty),  

which will be discussed further in the next chapter. Caribbean tones are visible and they are not shy to explicitly  

relate  their  Performance  to  their  jamaican  background,  as  visible  here  and not  the  least  in  how they  always  

introduce themselves on stage, as jamaican or british with jamaican roots (as it is the case in their presentation at  

malmö festivalen that I attended or a concert in austria which will be object of  analysis in chapter “modesty is the  

new cool”). 

Muneera and Sukina stop their stroll of  the streets to ask in a food stand whether their patis is halal and are met  

with the satisfactory answer, “strictly halal” by the men in the food stand with a clear patois accent. Patois is the  

english dialect spoken in jamaica and transmitted and preserved in the jamaican diaspora. The globalisation of  

reggae music production has also contributed for patois to migrate beyond the caribbean. Here, an islamic rule of  

80 Richard Reddie quotes Ekow Eshun who wrote, Black people have placed an emphasis on dress since they first settled here in numbers after the Second  
World War.  Cf. Reddie 2009:58
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conduct referring to food restrictions with the arabic word “halal” is pronounced with a patois accent.  On a level 

of  performative linguistics, the afrocentric touch to some verses come then in a black (patois) grammatical take: to  

seek his light, not to seek no evil. Not to seek no evil is a formulation of  negative common in patois and ebonics (african 

american english).  This  linguistic  twist  is  present also in the verse  I  fear  not  of  man.  Style allocates the islamic 

message to a certain community. On a comment on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook profile about cultural traditions  

and islamic rules of  conduct, they expressed how most african caribbean restaurants and food places have halal  

food and how this makes it easy to find food compatible with islamic rules without having forcibly to always eat 

pakistani or arab food81. Here in the video, it seems this idea is renewed as they show how african caribbean spaces  

are suitable for islamic audiences. This also indicates that black people are visible and legitimate contenders in 

islam.. It further contributes to the increasing visibility of  particular islamic practises of  black subjects, like here the 

adjustment to islamic food regulations while keeping gastronomic traditions. This element of  adaptation of  islamic 

mores to local cultural habits is by no means a new trend, it is an ongoing dynamic, ever since the advent of  islam  

in arabia and its expansion across the world. In my thesis, I will certainly attempt to go further than explanations of  

acculturation of  “true” or original religious models to ideas of  performative creation or creative Performance of  

islamic mores as people travel with their ideas and practises across spaces or even as ideas and practises travel  

across people, spaces and time.  

afrocentric islam: islam and rastafarianism mingle 

The description of  the video by the production house (global faction) in their youtube channel refers to it as a  

remake of  a famous reggae song track by the Abyssinians and Poetic Pilgrimage add their unique flavour and sound to it whilst paying  

homage to their jamaican roots. The lyrics are slightly altered in their rendering of  Land Far Away. Islamic themes,  

imagery and concepts reinterpret the aesthetic Performance of  this reggae tune famous in rastafari circles, and by  

doing so, recreate it.  I would argue that the unique flavour the production house claims Poetic Pilgrimage add to the 

tune is partly made possible with introducing some elements of  their newly acquired islamic faith. This aspect is  

evident in the context of  the theme of  the song, what dreamy place is this land far away and where is it, which is  

both visible in the lyrics and in the visual work of  the video.  

what is this “Land Far Away”?

81 On 20th April 2011, Poetic Pilgrimage express this opinion on a thread on their facebook profile page about islam and cultural 
difference and lived black islam in the usa: [...] I hear you bro and agree that the Sunnah gives us eternal guidance but I feel that many of  us have a  
misunderstanding of  the Sunnah and how to live it, adopting elements of  it and ignoring others. There is no 'Sunna' or 'islamic' food for example, except that it  
be halal and we have examples of  what The Prophet ate, however many converts associate Asian or Arabic food as being islamic when I know for a fact most  
Caribbean and African restaurants serve halal meat and have done so for years.[...]
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“Satta Massagana” (or “Land Far Away”) was released in 1969 by the Abyssinians, a jamaican group composed by  

Donald  Manning,  Bernard  Collins  and  Linford  Manning.  This  reggae  tune  became  an  anthem  recognised 

worldwide, launching the Abyssinians into international recognition. It is the most famous reggae song. This song  

is described by them as a Rastafarian hymn speaking of  Ethiopia and a major example of  the afrocentric lyrics of  the 

Abyssinians 82. 

Apart  from touching  ideas  of  social  activism  that  we  have  seen  before  that  reinforce  my  point  that  Poetic 

Pilgrimage work with spiritual activism within an afrocentric islamic frame83, I would like to focus here on what 

land far away this is. 

A suggestion that  this  land  far  away is  a  dream land,  not  a  land of  this  earth,  the  unfocused frame of  the 

photography (extreme light) in the background and the incense burning throughout the video also reminds me of  

the 'ganja' (marijuana) atmosphere in rastafari gatherings, where smoking marijuana is part of  the official religious  

rituals (Reddie 2009:72).  As I cannot be sure this was the aim of  the chosen picture, it definitely connects on a  

subconscious level (audience reception=my reception) with their rastafari influences.  This Land Far Away appears 

as an afterlife paradise. This land far away is also a divine space and it's divine nature is built on verses like And the  

angels prostrate/ Coz they're living in his grace/ My soul is naked /Moving close to the divine/ In the land far away/ In the land far  

away/In the land far away and  [...]will be amazed/ By the beauty of  god’s face/ Paradise unseen [...]

This land far away is an islamic space too. Spiritual  entities speak Arabic: god is  allah and  the angels  say salam, 

demonstrating the islamic framing of  their version of  the song. They show not limiting themselves to godtalk by  

translating god into allah and also by using salaam, the salutation in arabic considered also a muslim greeting and  

used by many converts to shape closeness to the new religious identity (Reddie 2009:194). Another marker of  islam 

is the islamic framework of  the placement of  this land far away in an afterlife paradise level. Islam appears as the 

key to a successful entry in the door of  paradise in the reference to the daily five prayers which is considered as one  

82 Taken from the Abyssinians' official page, under “Biography”. 
83 Elements of  this spiritual activism are in the following verses of  the song (“Land Far Away”): I am seeking that land far away/You know that  
place where there’s laughter, joy and play/No corrupted systems with the innocent victims/No more senseless killings/And the blood is spilling/And the rulers  
doing nothing but establishing pain/Selling souls and civilians to secure their reign/those who speak up the truth are deemed insane/You know their spirit is  
satanic/They wanna take over this planet. Here they reiterate accusations against corrupt leaders who silence those that speak truth about the 
evils of  the world. In the face of  such hardship for innocent and honest people, they reaffirm the need to speak up the truth though. In a 
spiritual activist vibe, they sing He made us equal as people. To seek his life, not to seek no evil/And after this light there will be no sequel/So praise the  
Lord/What’re you’re waiting for. Poetic Pilgrimage sing that we are all made equal by god, so divisions are senseless and praising god (focusing 
on a spiritual endeavour) should be primary human activity. 
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of  the pillars of  islam or a ritual that is part of  the religious obligations for muslims. They also climb the seven heavens  

while they are praying, a metaphor from qur'anic verses that can refer to the seven layered realms of  the unknown 

universe inhabited by angels and prophets84. And lastly, they affirm everyone's goal in seeking the divine essence to 

reunite with the one that gave us life, the belief  that we come from god and return to god. 

This islamic rastafari afterlife paradise is an idyllic land where everyone is equal85 and there is no harm or trouble, in 

stark contrast with this earthly life plagued by satanic spirit, war, oppression, avarice and exploitation86. The removal 

from this evil society is a recurrent theme in rastafari religion, where evil society is named babylon87 and focus is set on 

seeking refuge in the salvation offered by the black redeemer, or Haile Selassie. The topic of  the black redeemer is 

though loudly absent from Poetic Pilgrimage's version of  “Land Far Away” since they  stress the evils of  this life 

and the meaningless character of  striving to succeed in this life, as  this life is but a dream. And because of  that, 

focusing on the afterlife paradise and worshipping god shall be, according to them, the main goal of  humans. They  

seek solace in this afterlife paradise, as the historical black people have: And after this life there will be no sequel/So praise  

the Lord/ What’re you’re waiting for.  This focus on an afterlife paradise is not an exclusive of  black people's spiritual  

search for Empowerment.  But it has certainly been a central and consistent strategy among them. 

creative conflicts

The major omission in Poetic Pilgrimage's version is symptomatic of  a dispute of  theological proportions between 

the teachings of  rastafarianism and islam. They skip the verse “King of  Kings”, the second verse of  the song 

“Satta Massagana” that refers to the black redeemer as a divine envoy: 

The King of  Kings and the Lord of  Lords/Sit upon His throne and He rules us all/Look into the book of  life, and you will  

84 Seven heavens appears in the qur'an in Surat Nūĥ 71:15-16, for instance: See you not how Allah has created the seven heavens one above another, and  
made the moon a light in their midst, and made the Sun a Lamp?. Version: Sahih International. Cf. rubric “seven heavens” in Al-Burhan fi Tafsir al-
Qur'an. V. 5. p.415. 
85 Present in the verses:  He made us equal as people/To seek his light, not to seek no evil/And after this life there will be no sequel/So praise the  
Lord /What’re you’re waiting for. 
86 In this land far away there is no harm or trouble: I am seeking that land far away/You know that place where there’s laughter, joy and play/A land  
far away where troubles fade away/Allah took the pain away/(refrain) There is a land, far away/Where there is no night, there is only day/Looking through the  
book of  life/And you’ll see/That there is a land far far away; in comparison with this earthly world: No corrupted systems with the innocent victims/No 
more senseless killings/And the blood is spilling/And the rulers doing nothing but establishing pain/Selling souls and civilians to secure their reign/You know  
their spirit is satanic/They wanna take over this planet/Consciously impatient/They sacrifice what’s sacred/And making idols to replace it/There’s no pain, no  
bullets/No acid rain, no Abu Ghraib, no slums like in Bombay [...]
87 They congratulate a friend who moves to africa: Ahhhh love, I'm well happy for you! Don't come back to Babylon stay where you are ♥. Poetic 
Pilgrimage, facebook profile 14th September 2011. 
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see/That He rules us all/That He rules us all. 

The suggested conflict between rastafari and islamic theology is resolved in the hybrid creation of  afrocentric  

islamic music by Poetic Pilgrimage with this song “Land Far Away”, in this case, they keep close to the idea of  

divine authority as defined within islam.  The title “King of  Kings” was used by the emperors of  ethiopia. The 

historical kingdom of  ethiopia enjoys a special position as a symbolic space in afrocentric theories ( ethiopianism). 

It appears often as the symbol of  the original and pre-contact africa, embodying a golden age of  the black race. 

The rastafari religion goes beyond praising ethiopia as sacred space to claim it's late emperor Haile Selassie II (of  

his civil name, Ras Tafari) as the “King of  Kings” and “Lord of  Lords”, as one can listen in the song “Satta  

Massagana”. Upon the coronation of  Haile Selassie in the 1930's in ethiopia, the news hit jamaica and the legend  

flew that he was the awaited “black redeemer”, conferring him a divine status (Reddie 2009:90). Contrary to his  

own allegiances to orthodox ethiopian christian doctrine, he became object of  adoration in rastafari religion, which 

is also its central dogma (Reddie 2009:92). Lending a near sacred status to a human being is generally contrary to 

most interpretations of  islam. As narrated in Sahih Muslim, Abu Hurairah reported prophet Muhammad say: 

Verily, the worst title is 'King of  Kings'; there is no King that has absolute power except Allah 88. Islamic scholars explain the 

prohibition of  the use of  “King of  Kings” to refer to a human being with the intention of  keeping the highest  

praise and adoration to god alone and “King of  Kings” risks to set god and humans at the same level.   The 

interesting  twist  in  Poetic  Pilgrimage's  version  of  “Land  Far  Away”  is  that  they  avoid  afrocentric  rastafari  

appropriation of  ethiopian imagery, the emperor referred to as divine, since they skip the verse where “King of  

Kings” appears. Seemingly sensitive to islamic understandings of  negation of  the sacred nature of  humans, Poetic 

Pilgrimage take afrocentrism and its rastafari aesthetics present in this song closer to islamic terms. In this song,  

they show that they appropriate their black musical and ethnic-racial traditions with this famous rastafari hymn 

while reinterpreting its meaning in islamic ways. Afrocentric islam at its best. 

Declining certain elements of  rastafarianism does not equate with total negation of  it. As argued before, style is the  

leit motif  of  black culture  (Hall 1987:475) and Poetic Pilgrimage are no exception to that. This tune “Land far 

Away” is a reggae tune, the style is reggae, the aesthetics are situated in reggae and rastafarianism.  In fact, reggae  

88 Sahih Muslim, “Kitab al-Adab” (25:5338-5339).
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and rastafarianism became so closed tied together in the 1970's as the epithome of  afrocentric struggles that they  

became symbiotic (Reddie 2009:72; 94-95). Indeed,  the majority of  Jamaica's leading singers embrac[ed] Rasta beliefs and  

[laid] down  its  central  tenets  on  their  records. (Reddie  2009:72).  Bob Marley  is  the  most  famous example  of  such 

conversions. Reggae music played thus a pivotal role in spreading the rastafari gospel. The very development of  

reggae greatly owns to the emergence of  the black consciousness movement in the usa in the 1960's and 1970's. 

And 

[i]n many respects the emergence of  Rastafari as a socio-religious force in the late 1970's was in keeping with an era that championed  

Black pride, self-help and self-determination. It was very much a religion offering solace to the poor or 'the sufferers', Jamaica's black  

population. The gospel of  Rastafari was spread by reggae and in Britain it found disciples among disaffected Black youths who were  

struggling with issues of  race and identity. (Reddie 2009:72)

In short, reggae and rastafarianism collude to a pot of  black Empowerment strategies. Songs like “It's a black 

man's time” and “Message to a black man” or “Arise black man” gave black british youth a sense of  pride and  

dignity of  being black in a time when black people were called coloured in polite environments and much worse elsewhere. (Reddie 

2009:73). These children of  caribbeans established in the uk following the SS Windrush arrival were treated as  

inferior and troublemakers both in mainstream society and in churches. The black churches had not being able to  

provide comfort to their social ailments, rather blaming the youth for the problems they faced (Reddie 2009:89) 89. A 

parallel tendency among black british youth recurs in searching for positive mirrors and a home in africa or the  

african diaspora with which they positively identify themselves, in a society that remains unequal and unfair on their  

backs. Poetic Pilgrimage's own version of  this rastafari tune “Land Far Away” confirms their pride in all things  

african (or in this case, african diasporic) as the afrocentric mantra goes, that positive Love of  themselves that  

makes them remember their ethnic-racial background as black african caribbeans or second generation jamaicans, using 

their own words (interview 29th August 2011). Adopting rastafarianism and reggae were facets of  a counter-cultural 

trend among black youth in the uk of  the 1970's because it despised western values as oppressive and racist, and a  

trend that was aimed at empowering individuals from this group while establishing africa as black people's true  

89 And this in times of  racial wars, like the notting hill and nottingham riots of  1958 and racist killing of  Kelso Cochrane the following 
year (Reddie 2009:65-66). More recently, the London riots of  2011 inspired by a racial police attack, recent reports in the occasion of  the 
commemoration of  the 20 years over the racist police murder of  Stephen Lawrence and the media interpretations of  the woolwich attack 
show unsolved racial tensions in the uk. Cf. Newspaper Independent 22nd April 2013 and OpenDemocracy 22nd April 2013. 
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home and a black man, Haile Selassie, as their leader and saviour. (Reddie 2009:73). Furthermore, this doctrine was a  

rehash of  ideas promulgated by Marcus Garvey  [champion of  afrocentrism],  whose slogan, 'Africa for the Africans', was a  

clarion call for Blacks in the West to return to their ancestral home to recolonize and redevelop the continent. Reddie 2009: 92 

Even though Reddie (and other authors like Ted Swedenburg 2001 and Mattias Gardell 1996) position hip hop as  

the  trumpet  of  islam  (which  it  is  to  some  extent)  as  reggae  would  be  the  trumpet  of  rastafarianism;  and  

rastafarianism as the counter-cultural movement of  disaffected black youth in the 1970's, as islam it is today, the  

influential work of  muslim reggae artists (Prince Buster and more recently, Mekka) and the influence of  reggae  

with its rastafari tendencies in black muslim artists should not be forgotten. I have been arguing for this connection  

here  by  showing  how both  on  material  and  ideological/intellectual  levels,  Poetic  Pilgrimage  come close  to  a  

reggae/rastafari tune. An aspect like this is symptomatic of  the specificity of  black muslims in the uk. Living islam  

as a black muslim in the uk has also obvious roots in african caribbean culture and aesthetics. Furthermore, black  

british  muslim artists  do  not  merely  adopt  ideas  of  race  prevalent  in  the  usa.  Their  formulation  of  a  black 

consciousness has british roots. The african caribbean elements in the musical Performance of  Poetic Pilgrimage  

shown here, the reggae swing, rastafari aesthetics, islamic option to the black spirit and afrocentric theme of  “Land  

Far Away” are proof  of  this british black caribbean creation of  islamic music.  The very participation of  Poetic 

Pilgrimage in a facebook group of  its name, “Islamaica”, confirms the idea that there are particular dynamics of  

being a muslim of  jamaican background, and a black muslim in the uk. The description of  the group reads, from the  

Diaspora to the Deen Islamaica aims to raise awareness about the historical context of  Islam in Jamaica as well as highlighting the rise  

in children of  the diaspora embracing Islam here in the UK. 90

concluding remarks 

On a concluding note, the negative stereotypes and vilification of  muslims in mainstream discourse in the uk today 

mirrors the suspicion and fear of  black people  at  the  time of  the arrival  of  SS Windrush in 1948 with 492  

caribbeans:  It  was argued [in parliament and in the media]  that Britain was not prepared to  cope with unchecked Black  

migration and that Black faces would overrun the country within the space of  a decade. (Reddie 2009:57). Sounds familiar? 

Curiously, the supposed muslim invasion and destruction of  western societies makes islam a rather unattractive 

90 Taken from the description of  the facebook page “Islamaica”.
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choice for black people who have been historically and contemporaneously exposed to this type of  racist thinking 

and treatment. The urgent need for Empowerment countering the main societal and cultural environment where 

their  oppression  takes  place  might  be  one  of  the  reasons  why  black  people  would  risk  becoming  further  

marginalised in their communities (both white british and black british which are still majoritarian christian). 

In this chapter, I have contended with the idea that  muslims and muslim converts in particular are expected to 

conform with certain cultural forms of  islam which are pushed as the default muslim standard, failure/denial of  

adjustment to these models threatens resulting in a state of  eternal non-belonging, multiple alienation. I have also 

shown that one way they deal with it is by embracing afrocentric islamic strategies which include recognising the 

existence of  racism within islamic spaces, solidarity to black causes, engaging with while (re)creating black african  

diasporic role models, ideals and aesthetics. This is both a source of  Empowerment of  self  and cause to extra  

racist treatment in muslim communities they encounter.  A side effect of  this analysis is to show how race matters  

within islam and europe and ultimately call for the emergence of  a black european islam.  From analysing their 

aesthetic take of  afrocentric islam in their work and how they create bridges between rastafarianism and islam, I  

can argue that a Performance of  islam and the artistic Performance are interconnected, they viabilise each other.  

This is not only about an expression of  religiosity using artistic means or da'wa through music but the originality of  

their musical Performance rests on the use of  islamic imagery and concepts. This element of  analysis will become 

more obvious in my next chapter, modesty is the new cool, where I explicate Performances of  muslim womanhood 

in Poetic Pilgrimage's artistic persona and work in relation to the ideal of  modesty. 
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modesty is the new cool

religion, Performance (arts) and gender

In this chapter, I turn to show how Poetic Pilgrimage shape Empowerment by naming their muslim womanhood 

on their own terms. For that, I discuss the concept of  modesty as it is developed in literature on muslim women in  

general and in particular how this concept of  modesty can or cannot be reconciled with the status of  islam and 

muslim women in relation to performing arts and hip hop, and vice versa. Here I take on autobiographical analyses  

of  Amina Wadud, Gwendolynn Zoharah Simmons, on womanism defined by Carol B. Duncan, islamic womanism 

as defined by Debra Majeed, and the theories of  improvisation zones of  Anaya Mcmurray who writes about the  

position of  black muslim women in hip hop. I put these theories against the theories and ethnographic findings of  

authors who write about muslim womanhood and modesty in the context of  leadership (Saba Mahmood, Lila Abu-

Lughod, Sherine Hafez) and performing arts (Miriam Gazzah/Karin Van Nieuwkerk) in predominantly middle 

eastern and arab (diasporic) spaces and contexts. Apart from Poetic Pilgrimage's statements on facebook and in 

interview to me, I attend at their embodiment of  modesty in their voices in the Performance of  the song ”Modern  

Day Marys” and in their bodies in the Performance of  the video of  the song ”Unlikely Emcees”. 

which modesty 

[…] at the end of  the day Allah doesn't say he admits to paradise those with the most amount of  thobes or jubbas from Yemen or  

Kuwait but those with the soundest hearts, and if  it were the case that we were judged by our wardrobe corrupt saudi 'sheikhs' would  

be admitted to paradise hands down!  For sisters its different because we have clear guidance for our protection, modesty and dignity  

which is not monolithic but can still be adapted to climate, tastes and society and I feel that there is reward for us dressing in a way that  
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Allah wants us too because it is better for us, but for brothers the case is slightly different - its not a commandment its a choice.

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 20th April 2011, my underlining91

Interesting to read all your comments and like Jo I also heard the statistic that most rape happens with families and by people the  

victims know. I kinda want to show solidarity with victims of  rape but am unsure of  the Slut Walk is the ide...al way particularly  

because of  the connotations. Although I agree that no woman deserves to be raped under any circumstances it is important to consider  

the fact that we live in a heavily sexualised society where heightened sexual images are pushed upon everyone and I do feel women should  

be conscious of  that. Sometimes I see young girls with very little clothes on, heavily drunk and I feel vulnerable for them, indeed everyone  

has the right to choose how they dress in this society but women need to dress with intelligence too. 

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 7th June 201192

The strings in me that hold some feminist consciousness were tickled to high degrees of  provocation when I read 

Poetic Pilgrimage promote the idea that modesty is a requirement especially for women, as they say directly in the 

first quote and subliminally in the second one.  An allergic reaction to my own conservative christian upbringing, I 

was tested as I read their defence of  female modesty in different occasions in their facebook profile (as here) and in 

their songs (like “Modern Day Marys” and “Unlikely Emcees”, to be analysed later in this chapter).

Modesty is more often than not discussed in literature on women in islamic contexts as indeed a requirement 

particular to women. Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons refers to Sura 24:31 that states, Women cover your adornments, as a 

text that has been used to justify ideas of  modesty by islamic scholars and muslim believers at large. In many cases, it serves also the  

purpose of  imposing certain codes of  dress to muslim women. (Simmons 2000:207). In a different note, Saba Mahmood 

declares al-haya or shyness, diffidence or modesty as one of  the most feminine of  Islamic virtues (Mahmood 2005:155). Among 

the women of  the mosque movement (islamist movement) she studied in Cairo, al-haya was considered to be the 

91 This statement is a follow-up comment to the following post they published on the same date (20th April 2011): I feel that Black converts  
should travel to the USA to see how people 'Live Islam' without erasing their identity. So many converts leave their legacy at the door and adopt other peoples  
cultures in thinking it's Islam and don't care about the problems in their own communities instead they sit in a Mosque with a Thobe on chewing Miswaak  
becoming irrelevant. Islam is about Activism and won't change here until we do. In chapter “black european islam”, I imbricated this statement with 
spiritual activism and a Performance of  Empowerment rooted in afrocentric islam. 
92 This comment appeared in their post from 6th June2011 where they ask people's opinions about the “Slut Walk”. The Slut Walk is a 
march, a global initiative to counter rape culture that started in toronto, ontario, canada, on the 13th April 2011, after an incident where a 
police officer blamed the rape victim for dressing like a “slut”. 
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most important quality to attain piety and they struggled with their secular life style (urban life) to achieve and 

maintain this required modesty. Modesty in this context is interpreted as strictly shyness, diffidence. And so is both the 

mainstream  and  scholarly  interpretation  of  modesty.  In  the  Encyclopedia  of  Women  and  Islamic  Studies  (2003-

2007(2013)93, under “Modesty Discourses: Overview”, Lila Abu-Lughod states: 

Across the Muslim world, in a variety of  social settings, women's  modesty, whether expressed as respectful comportment; the sexual  

propriety that circumscribes interactions between men and women in public; dress that conceals bodily contours, hair, and sometimes the  

face; or the emotions of  shyness or embarrassment, is a fundamental component of  a gendered social morality.

A modest person is thus quiet, humble, submissive, away from the spotlights, knowing her own place which can be 

performed both by caring about how she dresses, where she goes, with whom, what she does and how she does it.  

Unsurprisingly then, we may argue, Poetic Pilgrimage refer to modesty as a predicament particular to women. They  

refer to both dress codes and forms of  behaviour. Although their comment allows for a degree of  flexibility in 

interpreting modesty according to climate, taste and society, modesty remains, they think, a commandment for women 

for our own protection and dignity. A commandment which grants women rewards of  a direct spiritual kind, a way that  

Allah wants and that is better for us, and of  a societal kind, the protection from abuse and rape in a heavily sexualised  

society  where  heightened  sexual  images  are  pushed  upon everyone.  This last  statement  comes from the second quote,  a 

comment about Poetic Pilgrimage's idea of  the Slut Walk where modesty is not mentioned directly but as I perceive 

it, indirectly with the wording women should be conscious of  that [sexualised society] and women need to dress with intelligence  

too.  From a religious  commandment,  hence a law to be followed,  Poetic  Pilgrimage frame modesty  here  as  a 

strategic, conscious and intelligent choice for women. Muneera commented on this thread on the 8 th June 2011 

questioning society's and our sick (sic) expectations towards women's bodies: 

If  a women wearing less clothes is raped even if  we don't say it, somewhere in our subconscious there is something leaning towards she  

should dress more appropriately. How sick are we!!  

In this sense, Muneera recognises that the real expectations towards women's handling of  their bodies are unfair 

and wrong and that we all participate in such judgements. Acting with  intelligence  by practising modesty here is a 

survival technique, rather than disciplined religious behaviour that so often in the west (and in the rest of  the world 

93 Abu-Lughod 2013. 
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via coloniality) is interpreted as false consciousness94. Modesty reflects here intelligence and a sense of  opportunity. 

Intelligence is  widely  perceived  as  belonging to the  realm of  reason and rationality.  Thus  modesty  is  framed 

rationally. The spiritual being attends to rational thinking which counters mainstream ideas that religious people are 

altogether  irrational  and  driven  by  illogical  impractical  choices,  or  even  that  religious  arguments  for  a  given  

behaviour  are  always  to  be  suspected  as  hijacking  the  “real”  for  some  supranatural  mambo  jambo.  In  my 

perception, Poetic Pilgrimage are here very grounded in the real (circumstances in) women's lives. The separation 

between religion and secularism and inference of  emotion to religious experience in general and the “other” global 

southerner in particular, and  reason to secular life in general and the western “one” in particular appears here as 

artificial. This is in line with an initial reflection by Sherine Hafez in her recent study of  religion and secularism 

among muslim women movements in egypt: 

Liberal modernist discourses continue to make normative the distinctions between secularism and religion. Secularism persists as the  

defining factor of  modernization, together with the assumption that further religion enters the public sphere, the less modernization  

propagates. Hafez 2011:15 

The women she writes about confuse this distinction by engaging in both discourses and strategies. I perceive 

Poetic Pilgrimage's take on modesty here as contradicting this simple dichotomy of  religion/secularism as well.  

Months of  interaction with Poetic Pilgrimage in diverse channels and ways had not prepared me to bring modesty 

into my picture of  them. This is partly due to my liberal feminist education that modesty is contrary to women's  

Empowerment, partly due to the rather closed semantics of  the concept of  modesty, in particular in religious 

spaces. This semantic does not allow for open possibilities of  meaning played in the Performance of  modesty. My 

text  concerns  itself  with  modalities  of  Empowerment  that  I  have  been  calling  strategies  or  paths  of  

Empowerment, those processes and actions that shape the Empowerment of  Poetic Pilgrimage as exposed in their  

artwork and artistic persona. When I define Empowerment as learning to Love yourself  and others in positive  

ways, I call here for a reflection situated in the particular context of  black women. Modesty is generally associated  

with a person's  constricted behaviour according to the normative  understanding of  positionality  of  the given 

94 As I do not claim that “consciousness” is irrelevant for Poetic Pilgrimage and expositions of  Empowerment, this is a good example of  
why I have avoided making it central to my analysis of  strategies of  Empowerment. 
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context where the action takes place. In other words, know your place and adjust. Considering that for young black 

british women with (connection to) a jamaican background, knowing their place and adjusting would mean to shut 

off  their needs, their potential and adjust to the low expectations put on them (unemployment and criminality  

being some of  them95), achieving an empowered self  steps right on the idea of  “knowing your place” as defined 

(by outsiders and assimilated by them) to discipline them. Note that adopting islam was in some degree a strategy  

for their black women's Empowerment and they made clear that it was not their intention to nullify their identities  

as women and black when embracing islam. Also, in a context where being black and muslim are no advantages 

(privileges)  as  these  are  rather  vilified  categories  in  western  societies,  modesty  as  uncritical  adjustment  and  

submissiveness  is  potentially  suicidal.  Jan  Nederveen  Pieterse  words  in  White  on  Black further  help  my 

argumentation:  Emancipatory movements are concerned not just with changing social realities but also changing representations . 

(Pieterse  1992:11).  The bodies  of  the  historical  and contemporary  black  women are  played  on as  ahistorical  

primitive caricatures that range from violent savage to docile animal or to paraphrase Duncan, from desexualised,  

docile mammies, hypersexual jezebels,  [to] castrating, angry sapphires96. As we have seen in chapter black european islam, 

Poetic Pilgrimage (in Sukina's voice) expose society's low expectations on poor black women97. 

The public/political implications of  asserting an image of  submissiveness are dangerous here. Poetic Pilgrimage 

express the urgency in challenging stereotypes not only  of  muslim women but also of  black women. In this 

context, the ideal of  modesty is reinterpreted and recanonised as they perform it. Saba Mahmood applies indeed a  

methodology of  analysis  that  highlights  the  ritual  Performance of  piety  and modesty  as  it's  particular  female 

exponent, though tied to an arab islamic context (Mahmood 2005).

95 A recent report (2012) in the UK puts the unemployment rate of  black women at double that of  white women, a percentage that has 
been stable since 1972, except during the 1980's when it was worse. The report further concludes that islamophobic attitudes accentuates 
the chances that muslim women will be denied jobs and entry into programmes (studies, apprenticeship etc). Cf. APPG Race and 
Community meeting on Black, Pakistani and Bangladeshi female unemployment, 2012. Also, control of  black women's bodies by practices 
of  eugenics are no novelty which in itself  that speaks to the low expectations there are regarding the place of  black people in society in 
general and black women in particular: “'Civil rights' doesn't mean anything without a right to life!” declared Hunter. He and the other marchers were  
protesting the disproportionately high number of  abortions in the black community. The high number is no accident. Many Americans—black and white—are  
unaware of  Planned Parenthood founder Margaret Sanger's Negro Project. Sanger created this program in 1939, after the organization changed its name from  
the American Birth Control League (ABCL) to the Birth Control Federation of  America (BCFA).1 Cf. Green. 
96 When discussing representation in her essay about womanism, Carol B. Duncan summarises the dominant cultural representations of  black  
women as either desexualised, docile mammies, hypersexual jezebels, or castrating, angry sapphires. Cf. Duncan 2006:36. 
97 As a black female from inner city Bristol raised solely by a wonderful mother – me getting my education from a private school and choosing to pursue a degree,  
a masters degree and eventually a PhD means that I have already broken a stereotype and can not be added to governmental statistics about the low achievement  
of  inner city black people from single-parent backgrounds (my underlining). This is from  Sukina's supporting statement for a master degree that 
Muneera posted on Poetic Pilgrimage's facebook profile on 18th September 2011.
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Thus in “modesty is the new cool”, I try to trace strategies of  Empowerment in the way Poetic Pilgrimage perform  

muslim womanhood in relation to a widely debated notion of  modesty as a special requirement for muslim women. 

My analysis keeps on drawing from my experience of  their construction of  a public artistic persona and elaborates 

on the performativity of  their statements on social media coupled with bodily Performance of  their art in the vocal  

interpretation of  the song “Modern Day Marys” and the bodily interpretation of  “Unlikely Emcees”. It is in this  

performative light that my perception of  the words of  the lyrics is to be assessed. I aim at finding out also whether  

their particular locations in the african diaspora and musical world sets different standards or other possibilities of  

performing muslim womanhood than an analysis with overarching middle eastern and arab/diasporic settings in 

the background. For this, it is imperative to discuss literature on islamic women's activism and the (mis)place of  the  

black muslim woman body in it. This will help complicate the reading of  quotes such as the ones opening this 

chapter and locate modesty in a space of  Performance. 

Questions of  women's leadership (Bano and Kalmbach 2012) and women artists (Van Nieuwkerk 2008, Gazzah 

2007,  2008)  in  islamic  contexts  have  recently  gained  momentum,  while  the  discussion  more  often  than  not 

highlights a controversial or paradigmatic relationship between proper muslim womanhood and leadership roles 

and/or involvement in the performing arts. Rhetorically, Poetic Pilgrimage, as many muslim women in the west and 

beyond discuss modesty as a muslim woman's attribute, so I find it relevant to set the discussion from that concept  

and examine how they perform “modesty” and by it redefine it. I consider this a strategy of  Empowerment. In 

part as reformulation of  a traditional idea on proper female behaviour from within, acknowledging it, challenging it  

but never refusing it. 

It  was challenging to define  when/how they are performing leadership and when/how they are Performance 

artists.  The artistic  Performance is an action of  (religious)  leadership,  as  the statements on facebook engaged 

directly  with the political-religious are Performances of  their  complex artistic  persona preoccupied with social  

justice, of  which spiritual enhancement is an inherent part. Far from binaries, (religious) leadership and performing  

arts  are  intertwined.  So  are  textual  reflections  and  artistic  performative  endeavours  in  fact  volatile  and  

interdependent: what they say and what they do is interconnected and it  is  undesirable to take as a given the  

artificial analytical border we place between them. Performance creates narratives. Nonetheless, I found it useful to  
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divide this analysis in two sections, whereas the statements on facebook and the interview I conducted with them  

are central pieces for the analytical category of  modest leadership and the videos and songs are main basis for the  

analytical category of  modest artist. 

1. a modest leader 

Sisters I want to set up a Muslim Women's Rights action and lobby group that challenges and champions rights for Muslim women  

within our community. Instead of  debating about injustices on FB Lets work together on a national and international level to learn,  

lobby and discuss issues from Mosques with no space for women through to divorce rights and more. What do you think?

 Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook Profile, 7th June 2011

My intentions to do an MA are based upon so many reasons, Islam as a way of  life makes it incumbent upon its adherents to seek  

knowledge so on one level I am fulfilling that duty. On another level I am not aware of  any Black British Female scholars within Islam  

and therefore feel there is a gap for me and others like me to understand and be understood and I would like to change that.”

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook Profile, 18th September 201198

The above statements of  Poetic Pilgrimage do not mention modesty. I selected them to argue that modesty and 

leadership are not opposites because we have established earlier in this chapter that Poetic Pilgrimage and  muslims 

in general, regard modesty as a requirement especially for women. Considering islam for a moment as a complete way  

of  life ideally guiding all spheres of  a muslim person's life (Reddie 2009:16) means that modesty is a quality to be 

cultivated at all times. This is suggested by Poetic Pilgrimage themselves when they set modesty in the opening  

quotes in this chapter as a commandment for women. At the same time, leaders and performing artists are highly  

visible  and mobile,  qualities  that  seem to  be  irreconcilable  with  the  vision  of  a  modest  woman.  Aspects  of  

leadership such as charismatic command and of  performing arts such as bodily affection (visibility and sensuality)  

98 This is taken from Sukina's supporting statement to a master degree in islamic studies and posted by Muneera. Cf. note 96. 
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do not match with a modesty as  strictly shyness and diffidence, as suggested by the context of  studies conducted by 

Saba Mahmood (2005) and others (Van Nieuwkerk 2008; Gazzah 2008; Hafez 2003). 

Poetic  Pilgrimage's  above  statements  coincide  with  two  moments  defined  in  Empowerment  theories  (Hur 

2006:529) when the leader expresses the desire to be a leader, Black British Female Scholar, and calls for the reunion 

of  people alike to spread awareness about their marginality and discuss strategies to improve their situation and 

gain more rights in society, Muslim Women's Rights Group, all the while raising awareness for the particular issues that 

pertain to being a woman and black in islam in the uk, and beyond. The centrality of  social justice and women's 

leadership in islam shapes the ideal of  modesty of  Poetic Pilgrimage. After all, Islam is […] activism, reads in their 

facebook profile.99 This goes in line with how they ascribe to muslims the obligation to speak out their truth (song 

“Modern Day Marys”) and fight injustice when they see it (song “Silence is Consent”). They consciously search for  

historical and contemporary women scholars and have the goal to become muslim women scholars themselves, so 

that the voices of  women in islam can be effectively heard and affect the interpretations of  the islamic sources and  

the organisation of  space and opportunities for women in sacred spaces. The call for action to form a muslim 

women's  rights  group came chronologically  in their  facebook profile  right after  their  reporting of  a series of  

incidents in london and brighton, where they tried to perform prayer in mosques, and either found no space for  

women or the space was closed. In those occasions, they expressed their opinion that a woman has the exact same  

rights to occupy the sacred space as a man, and provisions should be made to make that possible. They denounced  

this with indignation as a rather common situation in mosques they have visited in the uk. They later formed a  

group and started lobbying within the community, having held a speech in July 2011 at the “national conference for  

mosques and imams”.

Poetic Pilgrimage construct the concept of  modesty encompassing public visibility and political and social activism  

alongside their  roles as nurturers that as we can see in the following statement, they understand as inherently  

feminine: 

In addition my achievements will not only bring pride to my family but will also inspire my younger relatives and siblings to see that  

99 Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 20th April 2011. The full quote reads: I feel that Black converts should travel to the USA to see how people  
'Live Islam' without erasing their identity. So many converts leave their legacy at the door and adopt other peoples cultures in thinking it's Islam and don't care  
about the problems in their own communities instead they sit in a Mosque with a Thobe on chewing Miswaak becoming irrelevant. Islam is about Activism and  
won't change here until we do.
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they can achieve whatever they wish, another contribution to the uplift of  the nation. Furthermore as a married woman with plans to  

start my own family someday soon, my children will be born from a woman with aspirations and an education – providing them with a  

foundation of  self  esteem and an example that many of  our youth today lack. This in turn will lead them to be high achievers and  

contributors to your idea of  a nation, if  God wills.100

Their  Performance  seems  to  complicate  the  controversy  around  the  feminist  subject  on  whether  a  woman's 

Empowerment goes through visible political power or strategic social power: muslim women can have it both. Why 

is there a theorisation of  muslim women's Empowerment that suggests that they cannot have it both, sometimes  

not even aspire to it?  This brings me to the next section of  this chapter, when I find vital to discuss the state of  

the art of  theories on muslim women's activism and the (mis)place of  the black woman's body in it.  

muslim women activism and the black woman's body

Over the decades spent in the various movements of  my time (civil rights, peace, and women's), I have engaged in a deprogramming  

process, an unlearning of  all the internalized oppressions ingested since my childhood. Little by little l have been able to stand tall and  

take my place as a full-fledged human being at life's table. This has meant divesting myself  from racist and sexist images of  divinely  

decreed inferiority. I had thrown of  much of  the internalized racism and sexism before becoming a Muslim in the mid-1970s. Clearly,  

I had no desire to reoppress myself  as a woman in the name of  religion. I found unacceptable the notion that woman is a secondary  

creation made for man's use. Therefore, my relationship with my chosen religion, Islam, has been wrought with ambivalence and tension.  

My biggest problem has been with the traditional depiction of  women and our role in both the religion and in society. You may ask how  

I came to be a Muslim given the above brief  biographical account and given the stereotypical depiction in the West of  Islam as the most  

misogynist of  the three Abrahamic Traditions. (Simmons 2000:201)

Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons describes her experiences as a black woman in the usa who has fought in the civil 

rights movement and who was an active member in the black panther movement before converting to islam. She  

100 This is taken from Sukina's supporting statement to a master degree in islamic studies and posted by Muneera on Poetic Pilgrimage's 
facebook profile on 18th September 2011. I have reflected on this quote earlier in the chapter “black european islam”  to exemplify their 
intention to be positive mirrors as role models in their community. 
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highlights her particular path of  Empowerment as a black person and a woman in a racial apartheid that involved a  

process similar to what I describe as learning to Love herself  in positive ways. She recalls having achieved this by 

joining political movements of  liberation where racist and sexist ideas were destroyed by the evidence that black 

people  and women can organise political  movements for change.  She entered islam by a door of  justice and 

equality, understood in an absolute sense, that is to say, an idea that included people from every walk of  life and  

background.  She  was  seduced  by  the  islam  preached  by  sufi  teacher  sheikh  Muhammad  Raheem  Bawa 

Muhaiyadeen or as he is known, Bawa. Bawa created a fellowship in the usa where he taught an islam of  justice,  

peace and equality. His theological standpoint matched his practises, as women occupied positions of  leadership 

and men and women shared tasks regardless of  traditionally understandings of  gender roles. Simmons mentions 

how she was first challenged by misogynist notions when stepping outside her religious group in the wider context  

of  islamic groups in the usa and in the middle east, both within the african american muslim community and the 

migrant (mainly arab and south asian) muslim community. Particularly striking in her account is how she believes 

that black men have used provincial notions of  islam to regain control over black women and fully participate in  

patriarchy, which had been impossible before as both men and women participated equally in the horrors of  a life  

as a slave. Even though she often refers to the muslim world by giving examples from the middle east and arab 

countries (which she sometimes confuses in one block), her narrative gives an impressive example of  what it means 

for a black woman to be a muslim in terms of  continuing in the historical and personal path of  Empowerment, of  

learning to Love oneself  and others in positive ways. Her story echoes the experiences of  other black muslim 

women in the usa such as Amina Wadud (1997), (the women researched by) Jamillah Karim (2009, 2010), Debra 

Majeed (2006), Anaya McMurray (2008), Aminah McCloud (1995) among others. All refer to their path to islam, as 

inseparable from their path in Empowerment of  the self  as black women and the community they historically  

belong to. Poetic Pilgrimage follow the same pattern of  positioning within islam and reaffirm often the importance  

of  women as  leaders,  the  crucial  role  women take in  activism for  change.  They challenge black women who 

radically assimilate to a type of  cultural islam fashioned in arabic terms and contexts. This is evident in the opening  

quote of  this thesis: 

We have no LOVE OF SELF! Coming to Islam hating ourselves will only make us overly love other cultures more. Islam does not  
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equal Arab - Allah made us nations and tribes, he made you Black! you have to deal with that and learn your roots   

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile 24th April 2011

As others before me (Wadud 1997, Simmons 2000, Majeed 2006, McMurray 2008), I question the over-emphasis 

of  the experiences of  middle eastern and arab women in theories of  muslim women activism and muslim women  

strategies of  Empowerment.  These are not to be taken universally  in the attempts to sum up an overarching  

framework for women's Empowerment in islamic contexts,  be it  under the name of  islamic feminism, islamic 

women's activism, muslim women's activism or muslim women studies. 

Remembering Muneera's statement about why she wanted to pursue a master in islamic studies,  she seems to 

understand islam there as a practical way of  life. To achieve the ideal of  an islamic way of  life, she asserts the 

centrality of  knowledge. Acquiring knowledge to become a good muslim is for her an islamic requirement 101. Not 

merely seeking knowledge but  producing knowledge as a woman who is also british and black. Poetic Pilgrimage 

embody here  Knowledge is power,  as they do by frequently wearing t-shirts with this slogan on stage. A message 

originally from the civil rights movement in the usa, it was immediately translated by african american converts to  

islam that interpreted their path of  Empowerment in seeking islamic knowledge that could set them free from 

“mental slavery”102. Amina Wadud expresses her attraction to the message of  islam as a liberating message that  

focus on justice and equality.103  Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons wrote about her entry into islam, [c]learly, I had no  

desire to reoppress as a woman in the name of  religion . Many black women converts preferred to adjust to traditionalist 

migrant  versions of  Islam concerning mosque attendance, clothing, work patterns and gender roles for instance 

and  address  this  accommodation  to  a  certain  type  of  mainstream  islam  in  the  usa  as  a  necessary  spiritual  

transformation (Karim 2010:122-123). Like Wadud and Simmons though, Poetic Pilgrimage stress  the need not to 

obliterate  one's  identity  and home belongings  while  engaging  with  islamic  ideals  and practises.  Their  muslim 

101 Similar attitudes are to be found among the women studied by Saba Mahmood (2005) and Anna Piela (2012). 
102 This is a very common pan african and afrocentric type of  discourse to name the need of  decolonising the mind. 
103 The Islamic code of  justice requires the true believer to use any means necessary or possible to get rid of  injustice and oppression. Fourteen centuries ago, the  
Prophet Muhammad said, 'If  you see a wrong, you should stop it with your hand, if  you cannot, then you should speak out against it, if  not that, then at least  
condemn it in your heart, that being the weakest form of  faith. […] So the attraction that Islam has for so many African Americans is at the very core of  our  
survival and movement into excellence – spiritual activism.[...]Spiritual activism is not sensational. It is a process that aims for spiritual excellence and implements  
whatever actions lead toward gaining human dignity. Wadud 1997:142-143.
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identity is intersected, gendered and racialised:

Sisters in Islam we need to stand UP today! We need to reclaim the Islam that our Prophet left for us and not allow our identity and  

destiny to be defined by Men. We need to study, learn, read, write, fight, scream, pray and march until our voices our heard! If  not then  

we'll never to justice to the legacy of  our Spiritual Mothers. The time is NOW!

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 3rd June 2011

Concomitant to Simmons and Wadud referred above, Poetic Pilgrimage reject misogyny and assert the need for  

women's voices not only to be heard and taken seriously within islam but to formulate the terms of  islam, as they  

confirm their legitimacy coming straight from the prophet and their spiritual mothers (as muslim women scholars).

Not only they want to contest male hegemony in the production of  islamic knowledge by acquiring and producing 

it but they also affirm, as Simmons and Wadud, the need to contextualise the experiences of  islam. Home is London, 

they  admit  to  me  as  I  suggest  we  discuss  “home”  to  start  our  first  interview.  This  context  of  islam  is  a  

cosmopolitan one. Our Afro-Caribbean roots are very important to us. (interview 29th August 2011). This context of  islam 

is an ethnic-cultural one. As we have previously discussed in chapter “black european islam”, they show afrocentric

104 tendencies that can be seen as reconciling cosmopolitan experiences of  islam with their black attachments to a  

cultural, geographical, symbolic and real africa and the african diaspora. The repetition of  these conclusions are  

directed towards elucidating the intersected gendered and racialised Performance of  Poetic Pilgrimage's muslim 

identity. Indeed, they cannot easily be sectioned and are better conceived and explained in terms of  intersection. 

Miriam Cooke's  theory of  islamic feminism (Cooke 2002) is an example of  the promotion of  arabia-centredness.  

"Arabia-centredness" is meant by her both as emulating the geographical region historically known as "arabia" and 

the closest regions where arabic is spoken. In my opinion, this functions as a type of  white arab supremacy, as  

104 The combined idea of  cosmopolitanism and  africa gave birth to afropolitanism, a concept introduced by Achille Mbembe in 2007 in  
his  article  “Afropolitanism”.  He  defines  afropolitanism as an aesthetic  and artistic  movement  of  cosmopolitan  african  citizens  that 
dynamically travel inbetween african and (mainly western) world  metropolis and languages. He defines it as a particular poetic of  the 
world (Mbembe 2007:28).With afropolitanism, Mbembe aims at sectioning african cultural and philosophical life from pan africanism and 
(according to him) its obsession with authenticity and origins, or the nativistic reflexion in african nationalisms (ibidem). Because of  this, I 
chose not to use this concept, since afrocentrism seems more appropriate for the phase of  Poetic Pilgrimage's artistic work and persona I  
came in contact with. Their Performance of  Empowerment relies heavily on connections to a “home africa”, as well as ideas of  a black 
africa. 
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black african areas where arabic is spoken are not invited into her framework of  "arabia-centredness". My critique 

of  the centrality of  middle eastern and arab/diasporic spaces and terms engulfs those regions in the middle east 

where arabic is not a majoritarian language, like iran and turkey since they match the over-emphasis of  middle  

eastern and arab environments by proximity.  

Miriam Cooke then theorises islamic feminism with the arching concept of  multiple critique from which women can 

engage and critique the diverse communities they belong to and allegiances they have. Her concept of  multiple  

critique is based on double critique branded by moroccan cultural critic Abdelkebir Khatibi and multiple consciousness 

created by african american sociologist Deborah K. King (Cooke 2002:142). Cooke argues that separatism is not an 

option for muslim women. Muslim women want to find a balance where their multiple identities, including the religious  

can  coexist  in  safety  and  dignity (ibidem:143).  This  perspective  of  multiple  critique  draws  on  some aspects  of  the 

postcolonial subject drama and matches it  with theories on black women’s experiences. Cooke’s  multiple  critique 

explains how muslim women can work from their supposed marginality (or victimhood) and raise their voices 

transnationally while remaining loyal to national, ethnic or other allegiances back home. But since it is meant for the 

postcolonial arab woman, it fails to acknowledge there are other women in islam, this arabia-centred vision does  

not suit all muslim women, even though a tradition of  genealogy of  Prophet Muhammad is practised all over the 

world as a means of  prestige among muslim elites, as she points out. This arabia-centredness that Cooke argues adds 

the transnational touch to the islamic identity  goes along with the essentialistic  tendency in the creation of  a  

muslim woman (stereo)type as the veiled arab woman. She shapes her multiple critique with the aid of  theories of  

black multiple consciousness but stepping outside of  the experiences of  black women, since she argues that slavery  

shaped their lives in ways that it did not to muslim women. Cooke opposed the experience of  being a black woman 

in terms of  visibility and mobility: black women were central to the economy of  slavery, being subject to violence  

from both white men and black men. They were a workforce, a visible presence in slave trade which also means, 

highly mobile. On the other hand, arab women, she argues, remained sacred and secret, away from the eye, preyed 

upon, dreamt of  exactly because lack of  visibility was equated with purity. Muslim women then were the sacred 

keepers  (haram) of  authentic  arab  muslim culture.  The immobility  raised by  the  safeguarded position of  the 

muslim woman was understood by colonisers  and neo-imperialists  as a symbol of  backwardness,  thus literally 
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unveiling the arab woman (like the horrific french parade in algeria105) meant to unveil arab culture in order to 

modify it and exercise power over it. At this point, Miriam Cooke claims islam as inherently arab. The intended 

separation of  *muslim* and *black* woman's bodies as imagined by Miriam Cooke does not hold in the face of  the 

reality of  millions of  black muslim women in africa and the african diaspora, arab and non-arab, pre- and post-

contact with the white colonialist christian man. Many of  them were enslaved and transported across the globe and 

according to Marable and Aidi in Black Routes to Islam (2009), some of  them kept their muslim faith106.  

Islamic feminism thus and any theoretical framework referring to women rights in islam should be referred to as 

arab islamic feminism if  the subjects the theory draws its experience inhabit arab/ic poetics of  the world. Women 

worldwide can relate to the arab context by virtue of  the sacred nature of  the arabic language in islam and the  

historical geographies of  islam in the arabian peninsula, and not the least because mecca and medina, two sacred  

cities for muslims worldwide are located there. A self-evident remark is that given the multitude of  muslim women 

and their experiences across the globe, an equal multitude of  practises and interpretations surfaces, many of  them  

dear to their local contexts, to their national and ethnic identifications. Every time I open a book or article about  

muslim women activism, and in particular islamic feminism, the authors mentioned and the women they write 

about are middle eastern and/or arab (inclusive its diasporas). Those popular authors are for instance Leila Ahmed,  

Lila  Abu-Lughod,  Saba  Mahmood,  Margot  Badran107 and  Fatima  Mernissi.  Chapters  in  doctoral  thesises  and 

monographies on muslim women that discuss muslim women activism also refer quasi exclusively to middle eastern 

realities and authors. Examples of  such are studies on muslim women activism like Sherine Hafez's  The terms of  

Empowerment: Islamic Women Activists in Egypt (2003) and  An Islam of  her own. Reconsidering religion and secularism in  

women's  islamic movements (2011),  Anna Piela's Muslim Women Online (2012), or Saba Mahmood's Politics of  Piety: the  

Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject  (2005).  A recent interdisciplinary peer-reviewed encyclopedia on women and 

105 On 16th May 1954, four years before algeria became independent, french generals gathered muslim men and women on a square in  
algiers and had the muslim women unveiled by french women in an act to prove colonial loyalty. Cf. Abu-Lughod, 2002:784-785. 
106 It was long considered improbable that the African slaves in America may have been Muslim, and even more unlikely that they continued to practice their  
faith and transmitted their culture to their children in the New World. [...]But scholarship over the last two decades, inspired in part by the debate over Roots  
[popular american TV series about enslaved Kunta Kinta, based on homonymous book] has revealed a “subtle Muslim presence” in America since  
the early 1500s. Historians have unearthed texts written by Muslim slaves in English and Arabic, shedding light on a far-flung population of  Muslim Africans  
enslaved throughout the New World, many of  whom were distinguished by their literacy, and who struggled to maintain their faith through rituals and naming  
practices, by reading the Koran and writing Arabic, sometimes even launching jihads against their overlords. Marable and Aidi 2009:2. 
107 Margot Badran has recently edited an interdisciplinary volume Gender and Islam in Africa (2011), though I have not found it quoted in 
scholarly studies on “muslim women”, nor have I had access to its contents. 
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islam, the Encyclopedia of  women and Islamic studies (2003-2007(2013)108 reproduces this problematic. Even though the 

effort to be inclusive is much higher than in most general studies on muslim women, since there are contextual  

studies on east africa, west africa, south africa, south asia, china, jamaica, african american islam, etc, the general 

framework in it is symptomatic of  my argument. To exemplify this, in the overall analysis of  female modesty in  

islamic spaces as an introduction to the section “Modesty discourses” written by Lila Abu-Lughod and that also  

frames context entries  for west  africa and east  africa (and all  the other regions in the entries),  the contextual  

examples (that shape the epistemological framing of  discussions of  modesty here) are predominantly named in  

middle eastern contexts: Lila Abu-Lughod, Saba Mahmood, Huda Lutfi  and Shaykh Muhammad Mutawalli  al-

Sha rawi writing onʿ  Egypt, Anne Meneley and Huda Seif  writing on Yemen, Deniz Kandiyoti and Ayşe Parla 

writing on Turkey, Afsaneh Najmabadi writing on Iran; there are two exceptions, namely south asia (bengali writer 

Rokeya Sakhawat Husain) and India (deobandi reformer Maulana Ashraf  Ali Thanawi's) (cf. Abu-Lughod 2013).ʿ  

Abu-Lughod  mentions africa in general without pointing to studies or specific geo-cultural enclaves, personalities  

or scholars:  Ethnographers of  everyday life  in various Muslim communities  from Africa to Asia have noted that whatever its  

functions and meanings, the discourse of  modesty is context-sensitive. (Abu-Lughod 2013). 

The problem with formulating muslim women activism from a predominantly middle eastern and arab/diasporic 

perspectives is that particular notions of  muslim womanhood are depending on historical-cultural dynamics and 

become so devoid of  the diversity and variation that stays outside this overarching space. This is the case of  the  

understanding of  modesty rooted in the conception of  women's natural or expected submissiveness, shyness and 

necessary respect of  male primacy. In this sense, Empowerment of  muslim women falls inevitably on the binary  

relationship between resistance to norms and accommodation to norms, even when seen as combined practises 

(Mahmood 2005), even when modesty is seen an enabling condition of  Empowerment (Mahmood 2005; Deniz 

Kandiyoti 1991; Afsaneh Najmabadi 1991) by adjustment to popular expectations of  muslim womanhood that can 

grant women respect while they became mobile and visible in their activities in urban spaces, as religious leaders,  

charity workers etc. 

The problem with the over-emphasis of  middle eastern and arab women and their experiences and histories in the  

108 Abu-Lughod 2013. 
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delimitation of  muslim womanhood and muslim women's activism is not just a question of  universal claims but 

also of  (in)visibility. The tendency to refer to middle eastern and arab/diasporic contexts even within the academic  

labour follows the mainstream stereotype that an authentic muslim woman looks like a veiled “arab”, the simplified  

symbol for “middle eastern”. To paraphrase Anaya McMurray: 

When comparing images of  Erykah Badu, Eve, and myself  with popular images of  Muslim women, a vast difference is apparent.  

The most prevalent images of  Muslim women are of  covered Middle Eastern women. While Badu often wears a head wrap, it is often  

worn in an Afrocentric style, standing tall on her head like a crown. In addition, Badu wears a variety of  clothing styles, usually  

dresses, high heels, tight pants, and sleeveless shirts. I have never seen Eve adorned in any head covering other than a hat. In addition,  

Eve is often scantly clad, showing off  the paw-print tattoos on her chest and her long legs. I have not worn a traditional hijab or Islamic  

head covering in years,  and I often wear short  sleeves  and skirts  that do not completely  cover my legs.  Our images challenge the  

misrepresentation that all Muslim women are Middle Eastern and/or that Muslim women cover at all times, and don't have the  

freedom to pursue careers in music and entertainment. In addition, we challenge the assumption that women who are not visibly marked  

as belonging to another faith are by default Christian. (McMurray 2008:85-86)

Historically, islamic studies have been placed in western academia in subject areas of  arabic language and culture.  

Despite the abundance of  studies conducted on african women and african diasporic women 109, these studies are 

not source of  discussions of  “muslim womanhood” per se but regarded as regional developments and provincial 

practises of  islam. Moreover, analysis naming race and racism are overwhelmingly absent from studies on muslim  

women, also in the middle east, in communities where african descendants, for instance, still face marginalised 

conditions for reason of  their phenotypical (black african) appearance and ancestry embedded in the histories of  

their socio-economic, cultural and political disprivilege (african iranians, african turkish, african yemeni, etc)110. This 

is in spite of  the fact that, and if  talking about western spaces, the largest muslim community in the usa is african  

american (Wadud, in Safari 2007) and the beginning of  islam in the usa is traced to the african american community  

where enslaved africans were the first muslims to set foot in america (Marable and Aidi 2009:1). Furthermore,  

Richard Reddie asserts that islam is the fastest growing religion among black people in the uk (Reddie 2009:7) . In 

109 Some examples are: Mack 2004 (nigeria), Rosander 2011 (senegal) and Nageeb 2004 (sudan).
110 The project “Afro-Iranians Lives” by Dr. Behnaz Mirzai (2007) is talking back to this phenomenon of  erasing race and whiteness 
from formulations of  middle eastern belonging, in this case, iranian national identity. She has traced the presence, histories and identities  
of  iranians of  black african descent. This project resulted in a documentary of  the same name.
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jamaica, to broaden the discussion to a space to which Poetic Pilgrimage have primordial connections, the first  

muslims were andalusian travellers that arrived to the area with Christopher Columbus, while the massive entry of  

islam and muslims came when west africans were enslaved and imported to jamaica (Afroz 2013). Moreover, young 

women are the biggest group of  converts to islam in the uk (Zebiri 2008:43) and black people account for one  

third of  convertions there (Zebiri 2008:99), making black women in terms of  numbers and visibility  a logical 

contender in defining what islam can be and how muslim womanhood can be performed. 

With the exception of  Amina Wadud who enjoyed mediatic attention with her leading of  khutba (friday prayer) in  

2005 at a predominantly indopakistani congregation in new york111, who are the black (both african and african 

diasporic)  women scholars  who enjoy a significant  status in  disciplines  of  islamic  studies  and muslim women 

studies? A question that deserves some close reflection foremost within disciplines of  the studies of  religion and 

islamic studies.. Moreover, where are the voices of  muslim women from africa? Where are the stories of  the lives 

and individual and joint struggles of  muslim women in nigeria, senegal, gambia, ghana, kenya, somalia, sudan, to  

mention just a few majoritarian muslim african countries? This is a similar  question to the one posed by Poetic 

Pilgrimage when they  challenge arabia-centredness in general and the lack of  attention given to african spaces  

within the islamic community, as analysed above (p.62) The marginality of  african academic circles in relation to 

western academia  and the minority  status of  african languages  are  certainly  some aspects  responsible  for  the  

invisibility of  muslim women's voices from africa. On an ethnographic level, the very centrality of  the written word 

in hegemonic productions of  knowledge in comparison with alternative and bodily expressions, like dance, music 

and spoken word (sources of  knowledge in oral societies, colonial and postcolonial, diasporic societies) poses a  

problem for  referring  to  practises  and  not  texts  as  legitimate  definers  of  religion,  history,  philosophy,  albeit  

frequent source for anthropological study. The absence of  women as subjects of  academic work on african islamic 

religious horizon is demonstrated like this by Davide Ogungbile who studied nigerian yoruba islam: 

It is regretable that although there is a significant presence of  Muslim women in Nigerian Islam, no serious academic focus has been  

given to their significance and relevance on Nigerian religious community. While it is true that early Islamic view on women on the one  

side, and African cultural patriarchal sentiment on the other side, are still influential to the treatment of  women in general and Muslim  

111 Cf. study by Julianne Hammer of  this particular 2005 woman-led prayer in Hammer 2010. 
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women in particular, there is a strong evidence that Muslim women are making more than the domestic and aesthetic impact on, not  

only the Muslim religious life, but also the society where such women operate. Ogungbile 2004:118

Joseph Hill notes a similar gap or quasi absence in academic writings of  african muslim women leaders, in the case  

of  his research, he reflects on modesty and leadership on sufi leadership and muslim womanhood in senegal (Hill  

2010112). He argues that leadership among (sufi) taalibe bay women is considered a natural woman's vocation, given 

their specific gendered development of  nurturing qualities as mothers (ibidem:2). According to him, they travel 

constantly from practising interiority (that they explain as a specific requirement in sufism in general, concealed or  

hidden  knowledge  and  for  women  in  particular)  and  spiritual  guidance  and  leadership  which  imparts  in 

communicating their knowledge and move in public arenas (ibidem:5). 

Finally, Debra Mubashshir Majeed (Majeed 2006:38-53) illustrates this tension of  (in)visibility in this case of  african  

american muslim women as she introduces muslim womanist  philosophy.  Majeed formulated  Muslim Womanist  

Philosophy to address a 

threefold allegiance: to Islam, as an essential part of  self-determination and identity for Muslim women, men and children; to the  

Qur'an, as a source of  teachings about Allah and about human creation, ontology, sexuality, and marital relationships that challenge  

sexual inequality and patriarchy; and to African American Muslim women, whose struggles and triumphs have largely been ignored in  

global and local explorations of  Muslim women. Majeed 2006:43 [all text underlined in the original]

She  further  explains  that  muslim  womanist  philosophy  is  not  islamic  feminism  because  islamic  feminism is, 

according to her, closed identified with western white feminism, and informed both by class, and white female privilege, as  

it is by secularism (Majeed 2006:49), having come from the pen of  educated, privileged women from the 19 th century 

onwards. Debra Majeed affirms African-American Muslim women and their experiences as “inherently valuable” and secures 

that [f]or most of  them, race and religion are codependent variables that cannot easily be separated. […] Nor can the categories of  

gender and race be placed in a hierarchical stratum with gender on top, especially in the absence of  concern for the health of  the  

community.  Majeed 2006:49 

112 Much of  the considerable body of  scholarship on Islam in Senegal has focused on the Senegalese state’s ‘exceptional’ political arrangement (Villalon 1995;  
Cruise O’Brien 1996), wherein high-profile Sufi leaders mediate between the secular state and blocs of  disciples, thereby contributing to the state’s unusual stability  
(Behrman 1970; Cruise O’Brien 1971; Copans 1980; Coulon 1981; Villalon 1995). Focusing on high-profile male (and overwhelmingly Murid) religious  
personalities and their implications for governance, this literature’s scant mention of  women scarcely goes beyond general discussions of  marriage and other customs  
relating to them (for example Monteil 1980). Hill 2010:4. 
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As much as she acknowledges the contemporary diversity within islamic feminism that can include from a burqa-

wearing radical feminist in Kashmir to a Muslim feminist and cowgirl in America, she also points out that 

[t]he attempts of  Muslim women feminists  to be inclusive  can on occasion be exclusive,  ultimately  racist  and manifest  issues of  

domination and oppression – particularly in light of  the continued tensions between “immigrant”  and  “American-born”  Muslims.  

Majeed 2006:49  

Her conceptualisation of  muslim womanist philosophy makes central enterprise to actualise the Qur'anic mandate of  

social justice and, concomitantly, survive in a racist and patriarchal society. (Majeed 2006:38). As I have argued earlier in this 

chapter, this islamic framework is the performative mindset of  Poetic Pilgrimage. Before embarking on a travel  

around their Performance of  modesty in the songs "Modern Day Marys" and "Unlikely Emcees", I suggest we  

reflect  on  muslim womanhood  in/and performing  arts  which  will  inform the  context  of  Poetic  Pilgrimage's 

embodiment of  modesty in the Performance of  those songs. 

2. a modest artist

Many authors write about the problematic relationship between music and islam, relationship particular difficult in 

spaces of  Performance as  the association with immoral  activities  like sexual  and romantic  affairs  and alcohol 

consumption becomes strong (Gazzah 2008; Van Nieuwkerk 1995).

Throughout history, islamic scholars have been discussing the compatibility of  music and islam by referring to 

islamic jurisprudence (qur'an, hadith), social norms and spiritual value as to judge of  the benefits of  music, whether 

it  is  halal  or  haram,  and in which  spaces  and who can  be involved  in  musical  production,  Performance and  

consumption  (Viitamäki  2009).  In  simple  terms,  the  same  argument  is  interpreted  in  opposite  directions  by 

detractors and supporters of  music and Performance in islam: there is no clear mention of  it in the qur'an. Ibn  

Taymiyya and at-Tabari profess this as a sign that god does not approve of  music and Performance, while al-

Ghazali argues the opposite, that it means it is not a relevant islamic subject of  discussion and it is up to the  

believer to engage in performing arts, particularly if  they do not distract from the worship of  god (Viitamäki 2009).  
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To add to this theological debate on the legitimacy of  music and performing arts, muslim environments do not 

escape the general reputation of  performing arts in many societies: arts are considered a dead end occupation that  

provides no security.

 

Again, several representative studies on music and islam in contemporary times have a focus on middle eastern and 

arab contexts (and it's  diaspora)  where the creation of  cultural  Performances of  religious practises is  located.  

(Solomon 2006, 2011; Van Nieuwkerk 1995, Otterbeck 2004 , Levine 2008, Gazzah 2007, 2008; Swedenburg 2001, 

though here he also analyses uk based south asian hip hop sound). Exceptions are to be found in some studies of  

hip hop in islamic contexts (Swedenburg 1997,  Miyakawa 2005,  McMurray 2008) and regional musical traditions 

like somali songs (Kapteijns 2009) and chishti sufi Performances (Viitamäki 2009). To take notice of  the particular 

contextualisation  again  is  relevant  when  the  main  problems  associated  with  music  in  islam  are  related  to 

performative aspects such as the mobility and visibility of  bodies (including voices), women's bodies in particular  

seen as the sensual sexual body per se and the type of  performing arts and themes deemed pious or halal. 

Music has an undeniable place in islamic societies and practises. This may take the shape of  traditionally defined 

religious ritualistic sound (voice of  the muezzin and sufi chants) or the type of  artistic sound like the one I am 

mostly concerned with here. This sound has been named halal music, islamic music, halal hip hop, muslim hip hop,  

islamic pop, islamic hip hop, halal pop, god hop, progressive music, whereas the styles performed by muslim artists  

like Poetic Pilgrimage, Yusuf  Islam, Native Deen, Sami Yusuf, Natacha Atlas, Public Enemy, Pearls of  Islam, Liza 

Garza and Miss Understood, among others, range from rap to reggae, spoken word, pop and nasheed (hymns). 

Poetic Pilgrimage is a musical duo composed of  two british converts with jamaican roots. They do not belong to  

one clearly defined islamic community (neither born muslims, nor islamic community with primordial links to a  

majoritarian muslim country, nor one single specific islamic community in the diaspora) to which social, cultural 

and religious norms they might feel the need to comply to. They strive to connect with black experiences of  islam 

and there are reasons to believe that their connection with traditions that valorise their profession and vocation as 

performers of  poetry and music is not coincidental.  In this sense, it  is unsurprising that they should associate 

themselves with a west african sufi tariqa, tariqa tijaniyya. In a statement on facebook, they express their relief  and  
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happiness to have been welcomed in a concert in morocco sharing the stage with local sufi women artists (and  

traditional wedding singers), even if  their act was rather different: 

We just arrived home after a show in Essaouira where we performed inside a beautiful Riyadh within the Medina. The other acts were  

a traditional Sufi women's ensemble and traditional Moroccan wedding singers, we were unsure how our  sound would go down but  

Hamdullilah it worked and although a very stressful day it was an experience we'll remember forever . Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook 

profile, 22nd June 2011

Referring to sufi traditions and environments seems to be a natural (even if  unconscious) step as to confirm the 

legitimacy of  their musical careers in islamic contexts. This relation is connected with how music has an undeniable 

central place in sufi beliefs and rituals as a path to god. They have been poets and performing artists since decades,  

associating themselves with sufism can be a path of  their Empowerment, learning to Love themselves and others 

positively by accepting in this case their artistic vocation and finding thus those spaces that enable them to live out 

their poetic call. 

Gender and type of  musical Performance are two important categories that shape the ways of  the discussion of  

how Poetic Pilgrimage perform their art within islamic contexts. These ways are also concomitant with challenges  

to and strategies of  their Empowerment as young black muslim women artists. 

women's bodies and voices: haram?

Theological debates about women's bodies in islam highlight al-Ghazali's ideas that a woman's body and voice are 

'awra or impure and sensual (Van Nieuwkerk 1998:28 and 1995: 166-167, in Gazzah 2008:172-173). According to 

Fatima Mernissi, a woman's body in islam is a sexual body  per se and the male body only becomes sexual in the 

presence of  a woman (Mernissi 1985: 44, in Gazzah 2008:173). For a performer, public exposure of  her body or 

body parts like her voice is unavoidable. At the same time, detractors of  music use the reference to music and  

poetry as idle activity to condemn the production and consumption of  music in islam (Viitamäki 2009; Otterbeck 

2004). Taking this into account, the combination of  performing with it's necessary exposure of  body and devotion 

to idle practise of  artistic Performance, a woman performer faces more challenges than her male counterparts  

(Gazzah 2008:172). Her reputation as a modest good woman is challenged. The heightened visibility and mobility  
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that comes with her profession (performing in public, different locations and at night) puts the muslim woman  

performer certainly in arab/diasporic islamic contexts under easy attack by detractors of  music and defenders of  

woman's modesty in terms of  constricted behaviour.  The possibility to mix with people from the opposite gender,  

arousal  of  romantic  and sexual  feelings  and consumption of  alcohol  makes  the  profession  and activities  of  

performing arts particular vulnerable to accusations of  immoral,  immodest and un-islamic conduct. Karin Van 

Nieuwkerk adds an element to the challenging situation of  women performers in arab islamic contexts: the fact  

that performers are paid for their artistic services in dubious spaces of  Performance makes detractors of  women  

performers equate them to prostitutes as they are  de facto selling their bodies through exposure of  bodily parts, 

including their voice (Van Nieuwkerk 1995: 29-30). 

It is interesting to note that Poetic Pilgrimage have been criticised for performing in such mixed gendered places at  

night and where there is alcohol available. In interview to me, they explained how meeting a drunk woman who  

was inspired to learn about islam after watching them perform certainly balances those negative comments they get  

from people. If  we can spread the message and attract people to islam, we would have made a difference already , they told me. 

Also, and as we will see, in their songs, such as “Unlikely Emcees”, they reaffirm the legitimacy of  their artistic  

Performance as it is a means for them to pay the bills and live for free. This shows that even though they are not bound 

to arabic islamic practises and terms of  conduct, they are not free from these notions of  modesty as propriety, as  

there are expectations towards them in this sense as well. 

In middle eastern and arab/diasporic islamic context, the immorality of  public exposure of  a female body relates  

directly  to its potential  to create  fitna,  an islamic concept associated with  disorder (Fatima Mernissi  1985:44,  in 

Gazzah 2008:173). The mobility of  women performers is both a cause and effect of  negative judgement, as they go 

to the street to sing or dance because of  their low social status and the act of  singing per se and singing in front of  a 

male audience makes them and the act immoral. Dancing in public is considered haram, as the use of  the female  

body creates sexual  stimulation (Willy  Janssen and Van Nieuwkerk,  in  Gazzah 2007:3).  Female  performers  in  

middle eastern and arab/diasporic islamic contexts are considered indecent because they are mobile and mobile 

because they are indecent (ibidem). According to Gazzah, the potential of  the female body to create  fitna is the 

reason many orthodox muslims defend the segregation of  sexes (Gazzah 2008:175). 
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Sherine Hafez observes in her study of  muslim women activists in Cairo that they actively and consciously embody  

the ideal of  a muslim woman by disciplining their bodies with practises that refer to a modest behaviour and attire 

(Hafez 2003).  Miriam Gazzah succeeds  in  showcasing  the  power of  normative  notions  of  women's  modesty  

among arab-dutch youngsters. Her case study (Gazzah 2007) of  two arab-dutch women performers shows that  

their individual relationship with the arab-dutch ideal of  a woman refer to islamic notions of  good womanhood  

and go from adjustment to repeal of  these notions while according to Gazzah, even rebellious attitudes cannot  

escape referring to the norm (Gazzah 2007:38).  At the same time, if  we move away from the distinction of  

orthodox/progressive and from arab/diasporic islamic contexts, mixed gender gatherings will be present in events 

in societies and musical traditions that held for progressive minds, rather conservative understandings. This is the  

case of  sufi women performers of  “deba” which are sufi songs and dance performed by the women of  mayotte 

(comoros island)113,  as  well  as sufi  performers in zanzibar like the late Bi Kidude and her dancers 114.   Similar 

tendencies can be observed in the participation of  muslim women in performing arts connected to hip hop, such 

as rap and spoken word, the art forms performed by Poetic Pilgrimage. 

 

hip hop and islam 

Poetic Pilgrimage redefine muslim womanhood when they take on hip hop and their black identity to the stage.  

The performative effect of  their spoken word and hip hop is of  fierce outspoken women who are emotionally, 

intellectually and financially independent. The message reproduces black slogans in islamic tones: stand up for your 

rights, raise awareness, knowledge is power, take pride in who you are and in your community and your history. 

'Spitting fire' in conscious rap and conscious reggae allows them to keep within the borders of  normative islamic 

modesty  while  engaging  in  a  culture  that  is  now  plagued  by bling  bling  gangsta  rap. Their style  has  been 

113 Deba (or debaa), synonymous of  qasîda in the comoros islands, is a term used for the singing of  mystical poetry. Deba was originally  
the family name of  Abdurahman ibn ‘Ali al-Dayba’ or al-Dayba’i, famous in the 15th century, as a historian and writer. He was born in  
yemen  on  the  4th  of  Muharram,  866  (8th October  1461  AD).  Al-Dayba’i  was  especially  well-known  in  the  indian  ocean  for  his 
compilations of  poems and his writing of  mawlid, mystic accounts of  the prophet Muhammad's birth and other events associated with his  
life. Cf. Website of  the agent of  women's deba performers.  
114 Fatuma binti Baraka, aka Bi Kidude was a zanzibari-born tanzanian singer, considered the undisputed queen of  taarab and unyago 
music, musical genres particularly popular in tanzania and kenya and sung in arabic. Curiously, taarab comes from the arabic root tariba  
which means “having joy with music”. Unyago is the name given to rituals of  passage for girls (coming of  age) in zanzibar and the music 
and/or dances performed during such rituals. Bi Kidude performed until her recent death (she lived over 100 years) across spaces (hotels, 
concert halls, streets) and places and used her musical art for engagement in social activism, such as raising awareness among women  
against  abuse and gender violence.  She was a highly respected and commemorated artist  in her  homeland,  in africa in general  and  
internationally. Cf. documentary about her life. 
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denominated halal hip hop, muslim hip hop, islamic pop, islamic hip hop, halal pop, god hop, progressive rap. Hip 

hop is not limited to rap music and rap artists, rather it is a broad cultural movement of  a generation born in the  

1960's and 1970's and who came of  age during the 1980's and 1990's, branded the  hip hop generation by hip hop 

scholar Kitwana (2002). The origins of  the hip hop culture in 1980's new york is closely tied to social protest  

against the decaying state of  urban lives of  black youths. Moreover, hip hop has been intertwined with islam from 

it's beginning (Chan-Malik 2013115). Referring to black islamic groups in the usa, Chan-Malik points out that

Blended with  elements  of  Christian  mysticism and freemasonry,  and in the  case  of  the  NOI  [Nation of  Islam],  steeped  in  

philosophies of  Black nationalism, these early twentieth century incarnations of  Islam strongly appealed to African American migrants  

to expanding industrial centers in the northern United States such as Chicago, Detroit and New York. In the broadest sense, the  

various manifestations of  Islam in groups like the MST [Moorish Science Temple], NOI and AMI [Ahmadiyyat Movement 

in Islam] – while very different – shared a common theme: all rejected pervasive white supremacist Christian ideologies of  Black  

inferiority, and provided ethical, moral, and spiritual frameworks for individual and community uplift. As Black American Islamic  

studies scholar Sherman Jackson has argued, the basis of  Black American Islam is the “thoroughly American phenomenon of  ‘Black  

Religion,’  essentially a pragmatic, folk-oriented, holy protest against anti-black racism” (Jackson 2005, 4).  (Chan-Malik 2013). 

This means that black liberation ideologies that tackled directly the problems faced by black communities in the usa  

have had an islamic framing and a widespread diffusion through youth popular culture like hip hop. The nation of  

islam and the later “five percent nation of  gods and earths” break out group have had a tremendous impact on hip  

hop (Miyakawa 2005, Chan-Malik 2013): artists associated with these islamic groups had commercial success and 

critical acclaim, like Rakim Allah (of  Eric B and Rakim), Big Daddy Kane, Poor Righteous Teachers, Busta Rhymes, 

Leaders of  the New School, Guru, Pete Rock, Mobb Deep, Queen Latifah, Erykah Badu, and members of  the 

groups Wu Tang Clan and Digable Planets. Despite being considered by mainstream islam (mostly sunni islam) as 

heretical and non-islamic, journalist Naeem Mohaimen argues:

From the very beginning, the 5 Percenter sect was particularly skilled at creating iconography that appealed to inner-city youth [...] 

Rappers, beatboxers, and DJs became preachers, spreading the theology at the speed of  music. 

115 Since its inception in the urban landscapes of  the Bronx and other New York neighborhoods in the early 1970s, various forms of  Islamic ideology and  
discourse have deeply informed the construction and evolution of  Hip Hop, concurrently as musical genre, political ideology, and global cultural phenomenon. Cf. 
Chan-Malik 2013. 
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Mohaimen 2008, in Chan-Malik 2013.  

This is an important point that we will come back to when looking at Poetic Pilgrimage's artwork, insomuch as  

da'wa is a result of  their style of  Performance and message. Artists associated with sunni islam have also received 

acclaimed and international coverage: Mos Def, Q-Tip, Ali Shaheed Muhammad of  A Tribe Called Quest and Lupe 

Fiasco. Erykah Badu and Laureen Hill of  The Fugees have also islamically-inspired notes in their music. Public 

Enemy, often considered as the greatest Hip Hop act of  all time (Chan-Malik 2013) is also composed of  muslim artists 

who  expose  islamic  black  nationalist  ideology.  Besides  these  influences  in  transnational  hip  hop  movements,  

Swedenburg attests for an islamic consciousness among some of  the hip hop scene in europe, including the uk 

(Swedenburg 2001). 

In this way, gender roles discussed in hip hop have a direct framing of  islamic inspired discourses and practises.  

Chan-Malik argues that  Islamic archetypes of  dominant, powerful  male heads-of-households and modest, submissive, nurturing  

women  have  long  been  explicitly  and  implicitly  present  in  the  sphere  of  Hip  Hop  culture.  As an  example  she  discusses 

theological ideas of  the five percenters that men are gods and divine and women are earths or queens circulating  

around  their  men  and  called  muslims  in  contrary  to  their  men  as  they  recognise  that  their  men  are  Allah.  

(Swedenburg 1997 in/and Chan-Malik 2013). Also few women succeed in hip hop, as their voices are according to  

Tricia Rose pushed away from public discourse; though those that do, she further concludes, use it as a safe zone to 

express their ideas and  questions of  sexual power, the reality of  truncated economic opportunity, and the pain of  racism and  

sexism. (Rose 1994:146, in Chan-Malik 2013). 

I am reluctant to see patriarchal notions of  gender roles in hip hop only connected to islamic ideals of  women's  

modest-submissive  behaviour,  as  Chan-Malik.  Rather,  patriarchal  ideas  both  emanate  from  the  wider  social  

expectations  of  american  society  and  african  american  needs.  These  patriarchal  gender  expectations  can  

nevertheless  exist  in  social  milieu  and  be  expressed  with  islamic  discourse,  instead  of  being  created  by  this  

discourse. A timely reminder also is the fact that many african american women, both churched and muslim do not  

necessarily consider gender complementarity and conservative gender roles in their families as a sign of  patriarchal 

violence but rather an opportunity to have a family, since slavery and consequent oppression and exploitation of  

black peoples as animals and now second class citizens had and have destroyed their african family units and denied 
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them to have functional families, to be mothers (and fathers) in full (see also Karim 2010:127-128). As Tricia Rose  

also refers in this last quote, women who manage to enter the rather male spheres of  hip hop converse on issues of  

sexual  power,  economic opportunities,  racism and sexism, themes that  do not  seem to match their  supposed  

submissive and retrieved place in society, the conventional understanding of  woman's modesty. 

Chan-Malik argues that after 9/11, 

Hip Hop, thus, has become a lingua franca with many seizing upon the Black American history of  Islam as a legacy within which to  

root and link their struggles. For Muslim American women, it is also a discursive terrain upon which they may enact multiple critiques  

that express the distinct nature of  their subject positionings in relation to traditional interpretations of  Islam, gender relations within  

their specific  racial-ethnic communities, Western feminist discourse,  etc.  For some, though not all,  their work as Hip Hop artists  

functions as a form of  da‘wa, or the preaching of  Islam of  sorts through which young Muslim Americans facilitate intra-ethnic and  

cross-cultural discussions. Chan-Malik 2013

Indeed after 9/11, a diversity of  muslim hip hop artists appeared. Artists such as Native Deen from DC and 

Remarkable  Current  (hip  hop collective  from the bay  area),  featuring  DJ and producer  Anas  Canon (Dj  and 

producer),  rappers Tyson, Kumasi,  and Doc Zhivago, and spoken word artist  and rapper Baraka Blue. As for  

women artists that also received critical acclaim, we have african american rapper Miss Undastood, bay area based 

spoken word artists Calligraphy of  Thought (of  south asian descent), palestinian american poet Suheir Hammad,  

latina spoken word artist, vocalist and designer (of  islamic orientated jewellery) Liza Garza and asian american DJ  

Raichous, singer, rapper and poet african american Ms. Latifah. On european soil, we encounter african caribbean  

Pearls of  Islam (uk), poet Samira Musa(uk), spoken word rapper, rapper Melissa Melodee (uk), spoken word artist 

Muslimah  Shire/Warsane  Shine  (uk/somalia),  spoken  word  artist  Sana  al-Yemen  aka  Sanasino  (yemen/uk),  

palestinian rapper and activist Shadia Mansour (uk), dutch moroccan Bad Brya (morocco/nl), among others. Poetic  

Pilgrimage is part of  this new wave of  muslim women performing artists of  hip hop. Many of  them have come 

together in projects  like  danish based initiative Missing  Voices (ongoing since  2009),  and norwegian Deeyah's  

mixtape Sisterhood (ongoing since 2008) that gathered muslim women voices in hip hop from the usa and europe. 

Despite the transglobal prominence of  hip hop, it is still regarded as a lesser performing art. A quick browse of  

islamic hip hop videos on youtube and the site muslim hip hop (muslimhiphop.com) will show discussions on the 
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permissibiity of  such a musical style (and music in general). Michael Mumisa argues that the denigration of  hip hop 

among islamic communities is connected with antiblack racism, since hip hop is historically a style in/of  black 

popular culture (Mumisa 2006).

I would like to reflect here with the material, on how Poetic Pilgrimage artistic Performance comes from a place of  

blackness performed here in hip hop, sufi and womanist tongues making their interpretation of  a modest muslim  

woman artist connect to those spaces of  Performance and reconsider notions of  modesty related to the supposed  

problematic relationship of  visible and mobile bodies and voices.

2.1. a modest voice: embodiment of  modesty in the symbolic and physical voices in the song “Modern 

Day Marys” 

In “The Girl’s Voice in Turkish Rap:Gender and Subjectivity in the Life and Music of  Ayben”, Thomas Solomon 

(2010) explores the development of  this turkish rapper's voice both on a metaphorical and literal level, hence not  

just the expression of  women's agency, autonomy, authority but also the very physical dimensions of  the voice. I  

will attempt this as well, while researching Poetic Pilgrimage Performance of  modesty as a path of  empowerment 

in their symbolic and physical voices in the song “Modern Day Marys”. 

The stormy cutting rap style initiates the listener into Poetic Pilgrimage's chosen priorities in life and in music: to  

represent piety,  as they announce in the beginning of  this song “Modern Day Marys” .  To a fearless and outspoken 

singing style, they ascribe to walk in the footsteps of  Mary, the mother of  Jesus Christ: they see themselves as her  

legitimate  contemporary  descendants,  principally  because  her  behaviour  and her  life  example  in  the  historical  

circumstances she lived in equals a type of  spiritual revolution or revolutionary spirituality of  contemporary times.  

In Mary's biography, they highlight her piety and leadership by example, she was pious but proudy. The figure of  Jesus 

is also reclaimed as their specific islamic heritage as they refer to him throughout the song as Jesus, Issa (arabic  
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translation) and Christ. 

The song levitates around the idea of  modesty as leadership, as they discursively stress concepts related to both 

attributes side by side, repeatedly until the end. This type of  circular argumentation, instead of  linear progressive  

argumentation is common in poetic styles (including spoken word and hip hop) and works brilliantly to slowly but 

surely involve the audience into assessing the concepts in interconnection.

The concept of  piety appears here in intimate connection with the ideal of  a modest muslim woman. This ideal is  

symbolised in three actions (by order of  appearance):

1. Taking the  shahadat or profession of  faith where muslims profess “la ilaha illa allah wa muhammad rasul  

allah” or translated “there is no god but god and muhammad is his prophet”. 

2. Soldiers defenders of  the faith 

3. Embodiment  of  a  dresscode,  aesthetics  and  body  language:  hijab,  jalbab,  arabic  calligraphy,  to  walk  

christlike, Mary as the symbol or ideal for their own lives

1. Shahadat

The  shahadat is claimed by many as a basic step to become a muslim. As converts, Poetic Pilgrimage begin by 

affirming here their inherent value and equality in relation to born muslims by conferring the act of  taking the  

shahadat a central status in their definition of  an ideal muslim woman. 

2.  Soldiers defenders of  the [islamic] faith

The song is filled with verbs indicating action or imminent action. Examples of  such verbs are stepping, defend (of  

your deen), represent (piety), following (the steps of  those who came before me), walking (upright), form (regiments), walk (christlike),  

rocking (a hijab), spitting (fire), stand (tall) and walk (with no fear), (rhyme is supposed to) protrude (the minds of  those).  The 

discursive discussion of  piety and modesty in this song is performative by the high concentration of  verbs of  

action. The voice is a part of  the body and influences bodily affects. The psychological and neurological effects of  
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music are well documented and imply the construction of  a communal sense of  identity (Gazzah 2008:74). A 

further possible psychological effect of  repetitive listening of  this song is incitement to action or embodiment of  

an image of  an empowered self  who already takes action by assuming a given identity pertained to modesty and 

leadership. Repeating the empowering words of  “Modern Day Marys” can infuse a very physical sentiment. For 

both the performative moment of  audition of  the song and the remembrance of  the song, listeners can embody 

the pride expressed in it, the qualities inherent to modest attire and behaviour as expressed in it. This embodiment  

might include an immediate or progressive type of  upright walk, straightening the back and elevating the head, as  

stimulated by Poetic Pilgrimage calls for action: walking upright, walk with no fear, we muslimahs stand tall.   

In the footsteps of  Mary, who was pious but proudy, piety or the quality of  following islamic precepts comes along 

with fierce and physical defence of  the faith. A modest woman in islam here takes action, leads by example, is  

strong enough to defend the faith and physically engenders and protects the sacred (in this case, a prophet, Jesus).  

Their metaphor we form regiments of  faithful believers indicates that in terms of  numbers, strength and piety (spiritual 

trust in god and model example), women constitute a force of  a close to invincible nature. Sherine Hafez found a  

similar metaphor when one of  the women of  the women's islamist movement in Cairo referred to the group's  

activities as a spiritual empire: 

You have to imagine how far our connections can reach and how intricately tied to each other our organizations are and how carefully  

run. Sherine, we are an empire!  Hafez 2005:63

           3. Embodiment of  a modest modern islamic dresscode, aesthetics and body language

Learning to Love oneself  and others in positive ways, or Empowerment is here achieved by reclaiming honoured  

historical  personalities  sacred  in  several  religious  traditions  like  Mary  and  Christ/Jesus/Issa.  The  harassment 

muslim women in the west  suffer from donning the veil  is  dealt  with as they learn and therefore teach their 

audiences to Love themselves, by interpreting the use of  the veil into a symbol of  courage, revolutionary impetus 

against islamophobic stereotypes, fight for justice (defend their spiritual values and their relationship with god), 

alongside the usual significant of  women's modest behaviour symbolised by attire that covers the body. Amina 

Wadud exposes similar revolutionary sentiments in her explanation of  her dress code: 
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The actual impetus behind my dress was in contradistinction to the experience of  African slave women who were stripped off  their  

garments before the leacherous eyes of  slave auctioneers and masters. In fact, I covered my hair and wore long dresses before I accepted  

Islam.  Wadud 1997:140

This revolutionary interpretation of  the donning of  the veil and defence of  islamic spiritual values could be also  

placed as  a  sign in their  path of  Empowerment  as  black women and in their  position of  converts  to islam.  

According to Kate Zebiri and Richard Reddie, conversion to islam in uk of  the 2000's acquired a dimension of  

counter-cultural action or rebellion against the mainstream society (Zebiri 2008:193,249; Reddie 2009:83). In this 

song “Modern Day Marys”, Poetic Pilgrimage confront the expectations for women's bodies in western societies:  

material for sexual consumption symbolised in their opposition to barbies in we do not aim to be like barbies. A modest 

attire reflects for them a refusal to accept the openly overtly sexualised abuse of  women's bodies, practised by  

babylon. Babylon is a rastafari term to designated the western society that they often use116, though here in this song 

they use the term intoxicating abyss, as a world driven by materialism, instead of  spirituality, by egoist use of  people, 

instead of  mutual understanding and connectedness through reverence of  god. A connection between this  babylon 

and non-islamic spaces can be hinted at. Islamic spaces becoming thus (as rastafari) an escape from  babylon within 

its borders.

I understand the metaphor of  following the footsteps  and walk christlike primarily as a christian metaphor or at least, in 

common use in christian discourse of  ideal behaviour of  a believer in Christ. They do profess the goal to make  

music for everyone, not just muslims. In this sense, this could be an interesting case of  da'wa, as they could be  

directing this message to a (western) christian audience. 

The repetition of  listen in several occasions throughout the song is a common technique in rap and hip hop. As 

listen draws the attention of  the audience to be attentive to the message, where exactly in the song  listen is reminded 

to us is symptomatic of  the overarching theme of  modesty and leadership in “Modern Day Marys”. After an 

introduction that makes clear what kind of  message that will be, an islamic one, with a common opening in muslim 

hip hop bismillah ar-rahman ar-rahim, Muneera calls for the audience to listen to how they are new age shahadats that 

116 They congratulate a friend who moves to africa: Ahhhh love, I'm well happy for you! Don't come back to Babylon stay where you are ♥. Poetic 
Pilgrimage, facebook profile 14th September 2011.
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decided to rather represent piety when they became muslims. Rather can indicate that they did not represent piety before. 

In fact, their name Poetic Pilgrimage is a pre-conversion artistic name. They explained to me in interview how they  

were  on a general  spiritual  journey and understood the importance of  the spiritual  connection to islam after  

reading  Malcom X's  experiences  and his  longing for  a  spirituality  that  was  missing  in  his  intensively  political 

revolutionary path. Rather could also refer to the fact that prior to getting to know islam, like in a Love relationship,  

they  had a hate  relationship to islam. They told me of  how they were  part  of  the  nuwaubian that  explicitly  

preached against islam, Muhammad and muslims. If  so, the piety they represent post-conversion is associated with 

islamic precepts and ideals. And since they do not nominally define piety, as in “this piety” or “a piety”, it hears as 

if  the islamic piety is the “true” one, at least for them. Muneera repeats listen shortly after in the second strophe to 

raise our awareness to the fact that despite being new to islam (new age shahadats), they [follow] the steps of  those that  

came before [them]. Listen opens the stage  to the theme of  the song, to discuss the example of  Mary as their ideal for  

modern muslim women. This is a song of  islamic authoritative ancestry with a purely matrilineal lineage, one could 

suggest. This is about women's contributions in the past as source of  Empowerment for the present and future. I  

write “future” because they sing about the profession of  faith or shahadat as being intended at children who were yet to  

come. Matrilineal is not completely out of  place here, as they ask the audience to revere the wombs that bore you, which 

can mean that the example of  courage, piety and determination of  women of  the past and their position in god's  

favours should make women and men alike revere, show deference or reverence to all women.  So, Muneera asks us 

to listen to an example of  a woman who is considered a priori an ideal of  modesty and purity, and in her first words,  

she describes her as a soldier in allah's right hand soldier. The right hand is a metaphoric indication of  leadership. Those 

who stand on the right  hand of  god are granted his  Love and a position of  high esteem, responsibility  and 

command.

The title “Modern Day Marys” hints at the reality that they live in a different historical (chronological) world, in a 

present  world,  their  contemporary  times.  One  strategic  move  to  reclaim  the  image  of  Mary  to  their  own 

understanding of  an ideal woman and incorporating it to their acquired islamic spirituality and identity and the  

present and pressing dealing of  their bodies and minds in europe. 
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The very words they put emphasis on while singing (performative emphasis) can be a demonstration of  what is  

most relevant in their message of  Modern Day Marys. To my ears, these words are (in order of  appearance and 

throughout the song): 

listen (throughout the song)/ deen /piety/ hail mother mary /righteous soldier/ one

la illah ila allah / intoxicating / upright/ hijabis/ barbies/ form regiments/ faithful believers/ pilgrim

influence /mustakim /hail mother mary/ mother issa /spiritual señorita/ trust in allah/ dust-must

proudy /womb-Tomb/ rocking a hijab /humility/ smelling a mosque/ spitting fire/ la illah ila allah 

ready for action/ any means / arahman arahim

If  you listen closely, the majority of  the words emphasized in their Performance of  this song are concomitant with 

the overarching theme of  modesty and/as leadership. Modesty as a symbol of  piety constructed together with a  

position of  active stand as a symbol of  leadership. A song that voices modest leadership. 

It is important to mention that the performative emphasis of  certain words create meaning beyond the possibilities 

of  a written text that is silently read, that is to say, mentally read by individuals separately. When silently reading, as  

we do not have the power of  reading each other's minds, we put the stress where we want and construct meaning 

in more individual/interior  manners.  The words emphasised in the Performance by the  performers stress  the 

conscious  or  unconscious  goal  of  the  message and guide the  listener  within understandings  of  the  message.  

Individual interpretation and embodiment of  the sounds and words and themes are inevitable and make part of  

the individual reception of  art.  These are connected with factors such as subjective memories forming with the  

utterance of  one word that transports the listener to their inner world, made of  remembrance of  an event, a smell,  

a colour, a touch, an attitude, a hope, a dream.  

A rare scholarly study on black muslim women and hip hop is an article by Anaya McMurray (McMurray 2008) 

where she sustains the thesis that islam is a boundary object that has enough integrity to travel across geographies  

and bodies with some recognised structure while at the same time remaining an object of  (re)formulation with 

those encounters (McMurray 2008:75-76117). A case study of  hip hop artists Erykah Badu, Eve118 and McMurray 

117 Treating Islam as a boundary object that must travel through contested meanings, political histories, and various communities draws attention to the presence  
and power of  people as agents who shape the faith within particular cultures. Despite very rigid definitions of  Islam and hip-hop circulating in the U.S. public  
imaginary,  black  Muslim  women  exercise  agency,  creating  new  meanings  and  interesting  spaces  of  resistance  through  mixing  faith  and  hip-hop  culture.  
McMurray 2008:75-76
118 McMurray considers Erykah Badu and Eve Muslims (McMurray 2008:82), while Chan-Malik does not, defining their connection to  
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herself,  she  argues  that  black  muslim women who engage  in  hip  hop  create  through  their  music,  spaces  of  

resistance in  improvisation zones  (ibidem:75). Be it by espousing their religious beliefs, identities, political agendas, 

their  particular  experiences,  they  create  space  for  other  black  muslim  women  to  engage  and  be  otherwise 

represented in hip  hop.  This  is  not  just  about  hip  hop music  but  also about  how black muslim women are  

represented and which roles they can occupy in the hip hop generation and multiple communities they are affiliated 

(McMurray 2008:91-92); they create contended examples of  women who set themselves as visible leaders, definers 

of  islam, in relation to how they manage family ideals and the position of  women in society at large (usa in the case 

of  the artists McMurray writes about) and the muslim communities in particular. She attends to the complexity of  

being a black muslim women in hip hop, as the expectations towards their bodies run from the hip hop industry,  

muslim communities and general society. McMurray argues that the roles generally assigned to and expected from 

muslim women in society and black women in hip hop are irreconcilable opposites: muslim women are expected to 

be submissive and tied to a home while black women in rap music are expected to perform hyper sexualised roles.  

McMurray denies these stereotypical places arranged for black muslim women showing examples of  the lyrical  

work of  the women hip hop artists mentioned above including herself, where they challenge traditional female  

roles, behaviour and attire that are connected to modesty as shyness and diffidence, and clothing style that covers  

the body (Erykah Badu), the position of  revolutionary muslim women voices in hip hop (McMurray herself) and  

the double standards practised by the muslim/hip hop communities: while vilifying Eve for her past as a stripper 

that  she  mentions  she  had  been  liberated  from  by  allah119,  in  comparison  with  the  common  or  occasional 

engagement  of  muslim  male  hip  hop  performers  in  materialistic,  misogynist  and  sexual  themes  while  being  

considered good spokespersons for the muslim community; McMurray gives the example of  Busta Rhymes with 

songs like Ms.FatBooty. 

Poetic  Pilgrimage fit  this  analysis  of  muslim women artists  insomuch as they  perform mostly  what  has  been 

described as islamic or muslim hip hop. They have been called hip hop hijabis, and accept the label as showed in their 

endorsement of  the documentary that Mette Reitzel is shooting about their lives, named exactly,  Hip Hop Hijabis 

islam by virtue of  uses of  islamically-inclined notes in their music (Chan-Malik 2013).
119  I keep “god” in my text when referring to the divine entity worshipped by muslims, though in this case, McMurray makes a case in  

defining Eve as muslim based on Eve's use in her music of  islamic terms like allah, so not “god-talk” but “allah-talk”. Cf. McMurray  
2008:82. 
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(cf. Reitzel). Artists that engage in islamic or muslim hip hop like to include themselves in conscious rap styles. The 

original rap was conscious and opposes itself  now to commercial rap born later in the west coast that focuses in  

materialism, violence and misogyny. Conscious rap opposes commercial rap by engaging in political and social  

activism, raising awareness towards war, social injustice, youth problems like drug abuse, among other thematics120. 

What distinguishes islamic or muslim hip hop from mainstream conscious rap is the focus on islamic imagery, 

islamic values and muslim-ness, islamic communities and issues relevant to these. Pro-palestine and pro-kashmir 

and more recently pro-arab spring are big rethorical resources of  a discourse that seeks to be revolutionary in  

islamic tones. Poetic Pilgrimage indeed have engaged in these trends, with songs like Silence is Consent, Beautiful  

etc. Certain themes make islamic or muslim hip hop more acceptable for some muslims. The existence of  this 

musical bubble helps to fill a gap among muslim young people that seek to engage in musical styles and youth  

culture  while  maintaining  islamic  values.  Simultaneously,  and  as  exposed  earlier  from  the  analysis  of  Anaya 

McMurray, this engagement with conscious rap also facilitates a space for muslim women hip hop artists like Poetic 

Pilgrimage  where  their  bodies  are  neither  mere  sexual  objects,  nor  submissive  actresses.  In  a  discussion  on 

facebook about discrimination of  a shia artist (Ibrahim Sincere) in a muslim artistic event, Poetic Pilgrimage and  

hip hop artist Anas Canon discuss race, gender and performing arts, namely the fact that black muslims artists and 

women are so often unwelcome in muslim artistic venues: 

Anas Canon: I thought Muslims only hated women being on stage. Their list seems to grow longer each year. By this time next year  

there will be a "No Nigger" sign by the stage entrabce.

Poetic Pilgrimage: Oh Anas, you didn't see that sign up already?

Anas Canon: I saw it. i snuck by it and told them i was Saudi. Then stepped off  stage collected my check and kept it moving. I only  

see one color when it comes to doing business with Muslims. Green. (or pink for all you in the UK)

120 Felicia M. Miyakama in her study of  five percenter rap argues that  in the 1980's, conscious rap appeared as rappers took on black 
nationalism, pan africanism, islamic doctrine, education, political empowerment and other social causes as their themes. Many conscious 
rappers of  the 1980's and 1990's have nominal ties to islamic doctrine: Queen Latifah, Public Enemy, Brand Nubian, Poor Righteous 
Teachers, Nas, Wu-Tan Clan, Busta Rhymes,  KRS-One, etc. Several rap artists are associated with nation of  islam and five percenters. Cf. 
Miyakawa, 2005:4. As of  today, Anders Ackfeldt writes that [a]tt vara muslim inom hip hop I USA idag symboliserar ett avstångstagande från många  
av de negativa aspekterna inom kulturen, så som sexism, droger och våld. Ackfeldt 2005:77.
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Poetic Pilgrimage: hehehehe - I tried that but they told me I was an Abyssinian slave and threw me of  the stage and told me to leave, so  

now I perform in foreign lands, get paid in Euro's and Dirhams and keep it moving! 

Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 30th June 2011

This dialogue suggests that black artists suffer racism in muslim artistic venues and black women artists have a yet 

harder position, as they cannot assert their rights in the same manner as black male artists. This can be connected 

to the intersected oppression that being black and woman in muslim contexts entails, in particular when it comes to 

perform artistically, as the expectations towards a black woman's body throws her out of  the stage. Racism here is  

both  open  exclusion  and  expulsion  from  venues  of  Performance  and  offensive  racist  language  inspired  in 

stereotypical ideas of  black african people as historical slaves. This type of  treatment can generate a muslim exile  

within the muslim community, as suggested by how Poetic Pilgrimage decided to perform in foreign lands then.

By reclaiming the image of  Mary in the song “Modern Day Marys” as an example of  modest leadership for muslim 

women as we have seen above, they are engaging in taking the definition of  muslim (black) woman in hip hop  

culture and muslim communities, as McMurray, Eve and Erykah Badu, and by it, forging a space for them to exist 

and perform on their own terms, which relates directly to my question of  how their Performance is a means of  

their Empowerment. 

2.2.  a modest body:  embodiment of  modesty in the bodily Performance of  the song “Unlikely 

Emcees” 121

[Sukina:] Good evening guys, so how are you doing? We're Poetic Pilgrimage and we're from London. Our parents are from Jamaica  

but we are from London. Ready to dance and party with us? Are you ready to party with us? [Low commotion in the audience] 

[Muneera:] You don't sound like party people to me, are you ready to party with us?  [High commotion in the audience] 

[Muneera:] The first thing you have to do in order to party is to come a little forward. We don't bite. We might spit, just a little bit,  

but we don't bite. [Sukina:]This track is about the fact that  people when we come to perform, think that because we wear headscarf  

121 It is important to note that this interpretation is connected with the type of  music style they are performing, in particular, the beat. 
We move differently according to sound. I mean to say that they move their bodies differently if  the song is reggae or funk, or rap, and 
what kind of  rap beat it is. This is true to their spoken word Performances as well, where body movement is tendentiously less. 
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and long clothes, we are there to pray for them, but, no, we are here to rap. [Electonic music and voice repeating:] We came to  

party! We came to party! We came to party! [Poetic Pilgrimage start rapping:]

We go by the name of  Poetic Pilgrimage. 

And they call us, Unlikely Emcees, yeah, uhum

Listen/This is something you were not expecting/ Muslim chicks with the microphone rapping/

Unconventional /Interventional/ I see the tension in your jaw [...]122

 

Poetic Pilgrimage introduce this song in a concert they gave in austria and explain that it came about as a result of  

the common expectations of  the audiences when they see them ready to perform. They say that the audiences 

expect them to pray and preach since they have marked islamic bodies with their headscarves and long covering  

clothes; they say that they reassure the audiences that they are there to rap. To give a short contextualisation of  this  

song, they claim that performing is not contradictory with their devotion as muslims, and that they sing to support  

themselves financially, pay our bills and be free. Freedom here can be interpreted as economic independence and art 

as a means for free self-expression, so an Empowerment on an economic level as much as nurturing Love for  

themselves, their ideals and goals. 

It appears so to the audiences as unconventional that a muslim woman raps, and Poetic Pilgrimage allude to this by  

creating a counter-narrative, exercising a type of  improvisation zones as Anaya McMurray (2008) theorises (using 

Erykah Badu, Eve and herself  as reference models). As she demonstrates in her case study, this reaction to muslim 

women performers is related to nonsensical expectations towards their bodies (either modest as submissive or  

sexual objects). In line with McMurray reasoning, I would like to argue here that Poetic Pilgrimage neither express a 

modesty as submissiveness or diffidence, nor engage pornographically with their Performance. They continue to 

assert themselves as modest leaders and modest performers. 

The choreographic mood of  their Performance is limited to sections of  the song where they interact with each  

other. With this statement, I mean that even though I cannot be certain where in the Performance and how they 

122 Opening words of  the concert and lyrics of  “Unlikely Emcees” as of  the youtube video posted on Poetic Pilgrimage's profile (could 
not retrieve specific date due to changes in facebook format to facebook timeline and subsequent elimination through selection of  many 
posts, though this post is from 2011). The video was uploaded on youtube by someone who attended the concert. This concert happened 
in “werkstatt”, gasthof  zur post, ottensheim (austria)
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choreographed their movements and gestures and interactions, it seems that their movements and interactions are  

basically  spontaneous  or  hyperconscious  spontaneous  Performances  after  numerous  past  Performances  and 

rehearsals;  similar  movements  are  integrated  in  each  Performance,  while  these  become  their  own  artistic  

performative trademark. Richard Schechner (1988) writes about a type of  hyperconscious state in his  Performance  

Theory. While evaluating theories of  mechanic and emotional Performance (in theater and dance), he concludes that 

practise,  rehearsal  and numerous Performances make even painful  movements become second nature and the 

performer enters fuses with the character/played emotion with precise spontaneity (Schechner 1988:270,273). The 

Performance style he engages with to explain this is based on the “natyasastra” (a detailed manual with facial and 

bodily  expressions for indian classical  dance-theater) and other mechanic Performance styles.  Mechanic means 

practise of  muscular Performance, in contrast with emotional Performance or 

the relieving of  a past emotional experience is the classic acting exercise from the turn of  the century called “emotion memory” or  

“affection memory” by the Russian theater director Konstantin Stanislavski  […] the same exercise  [...] is practised today by many  

actors following the Method of  Lee Strasberg and his Actors Studio in New York. (Schechner 1988:263). As professional and 

everyday life performers, Poetic Pilgrimage then engages in this hyperconscious spontaneous Performance both 

because they are playing themselves and have mastered the performative steps after numerous rehearsals and events 

of  Performance. Yet, the level of  de facto spontaneous non-choreographed Performance is higher with them than 

actors/dancers of  classical indian dance, as they have no strictly defined script to go by. 

This particular Performance took place in a rather small and intimate space, which means that they had little space 

to move around freely. Judging from other Performances in big stages (like the one I attended on 29 th August 2011 

in malmö festivalen), it is so that they mostly perform in the central area of  the stage close to each other. They 

keep the communication between them close and strong, interacting with the audience as a duo, complementing 

each other. An example from the beginning of  the Performance, this being the first song, when Sukina introduces 

the act and as the reaction from the audience is not as they expect, Muneera jumps to confirm what Sukina said  

and foster the interaction as to create the relationship between them and the audience for that Performance. This is 

a good strategy to make the audience relate to their message, art and Performance while keeping the tight bond 

between the performers. They interact quite a lot with each other, converse with each other even while facing each 
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other which I interpret together with the narrative of  the song: we are performing our truth for us, we set a  

standard, an image, a positive mirror that reflects a Love of  self, while you observe and bear witness. 

Singing  about  contesting  and  sensitive  issues  like  here,  the  acceptance  of  their  artistic  selves  and  supposed 

contradiction of  their muslim women identity with it, they still keep playful throughout the Performance, both with 

facial  expressions,  gestures  and  interaction  with  each  other  and  the  audience.  They  are  entertaining  and 

interventional, performing art coming close to Performance art that aims at making people think and have fun as  

well. I see parallels with other artistic Performances in islamic settings, such as the Performance of  deba, sufi songs  

and dance by the women of  mayotte (comoros island) and the way they describe what they do: Pas des hommes, que  

des femmes. Pour l'occasion de l'Hajj, marriage et d'autres fêtes...On est lá pour s'amuser, pour se faire du bien, voilá  (“No men, this 

is only for women. At the time of  Hajj, during marriages and other celebrations. We do this to have fun, to do  

good to ourselves”)123.  There seems to be no contradictions between performing religious rituals  or ritualised 

Performances with religious themes and sensual  entertainment  (poetry,  singing,  dance,  whereas the distinction 

between what is religious ritual and what is pure entertainment is not only hard to define but mostly an artificial 

division, albeit effective among religious groups and practising individuals). 

Common of  hip hop dance moves, they bounce their heads, they swing their legs alternatively to the beat, while  

they perform an abundance of  upper body movements with focus on the arms and hands, typical of  a performing 

art that is in its basis talking and arguing on top of  records (rap). Connected with an overall open body movement,  

this suggests direct and outspoken outward communication. They do not come off  as shy, interior and controlled 

as  the  common definition of  “modest” goes,  rather  the  opposite  is  true.  Their  hands follow and carry  their  

statements to each other and the audience. Open body movement does not mean here that they have uncontrolled 

free gestures, nor excessively expansive moves. They keep their arms and hands on an eye level, it is all about direct  

and outward communication and interaction;  which can also be confrontational,  particularly  if  the message is  

controversial or their very existence as muslim women performing artists is a shock for the audience. Open body  

movement here means that they move their whole body while performing. They do not take over the space in 

expansive ways, they remain more or less in the same place which contributes to setting the attention on the  

123 They perform professionally for mixed gendered audiences though. Cf. video of  them posted on the website of  their musical agent. 
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message of  the lyrics, in contrast with a more expansive bodily Performance where the focus is shifted to the  

choreographed aesthetics, where the attention can be more easily distracted from the message of  the lyrics to the 

message of  the moving body. 

I want to argue that this Performance is not devoid of  sensuality. Not only because the performing bodies are in  

motion but particularly because the motion involves bodies that swing to round circling movements, to a hip hop  

style, and maybe most importantly because of  the joy expressed in their bodies to the sound and words professed.  

Sensuality  can  also  be  experienced  in  their  clothing  style.  Indeed,  they  wear  for  this  concert  (and  this  is  

representative of  many other events) long skirts and head covers, though in a way that lets their body shapes shine  

through the dancing moves. Both fashion skirts and t-shirts without layers (though Sukina also has a thin jacket)  

which aesthetically separates upper and lower body. Muneera accentuates this by sporting a wide belt that makes  

her breast more evident. Colourful headscarves that barely cover neck and do not cover shoulders and big earrings  

complete the picture, conceding an exotic (and afrocentric) touch to it.  

As for the type of  space of  the Performance of  this song, this was a mixed gendered environment. As mentioned 

earlier, they perform in mostly mixed gender gatherings and in all types of  spaces, from islamic associations (like  

rumi cave in london), islamic festivals (muslim and proud), hip hop festivals (Malcolm X tour), and other different  

types  of  festivals,  clubs  and cafés open to anyone (malmö festivalen,  berlin  carnival  of  cultures).  During my 

interview, Poetic Pilgrimage took the initiative to discuss the type of  criticism they encounter in relation to their 

Performance. Some have accused them of  not being pious for performing in mixed gender, mixed religious clubs 

at night where alcohol is available. They argue that this is what they have been doing since ever, it is a part of  them,  

they earn a living like this. They also recalled occasions where people are inspire to listen to islamic messages, show  

interest in learning more about islam and even convert, or in the case of  muslim women, decide to take on the veil  

and pay more attention to piety in their lives. As far as thematics in their work, they embrace as I have mentioned 

before conscious type of  music. In reply to my question on whether they consult a spiritual guide when they feel  

there is some subject or issue in their poetry that might be controversial, they said that they could never censor 

their artistic process. In my perception, everyone practices different degrees and types of  self-censorship. Poetic 
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Pilgrimage say  though that  they  do not  let  external  influences censor  their  artistic  process in  so direct  ways.  

Perhaps creating "halal" art depends on what they feel is good and suitable. 

How can you be a modest woman and engage in rap music with this type of  performative aspects: outspoken,  

confrontational,  sensual?  I  have  opened  this  chapter  with  some  statements  by  Poetic  Pilgrimage  that  define  

modesty as a particular muslim women's business, while contextualising the possible interpretations of  modesty: it  

is flexible and dependant on geographical, ethnic-racial and cultural settings and individual preferences. Indeed, 

there must not be any contradiction between being modest and outspoken, confrontational and sensual. In the 

appropriation of  Alice Walker's definition of  womanist by Carol B. Duncan, a womanist is a woman who is the  

opposite of  girlish, frivolous and irresponsible, thus a womanist is serious, contemplative and responsible (Duncan  

2006:34). This concept is meaningful to my analysis here because Poetic Pilgrimage have a caribbean background 

and Walker's  definition of  womanist  is  derived from the term “womanish”,  which is  a  common word in the 

caribbean societies (and it's diaspora) to describe and discipline the girl who is too inquisitive and outspoken when 

girls by definition are supposed to be tamed and disciplined into silence (Duncan 2006:30-31). Duncan continues,

In many senses, this sentiment lies in stark contrast to black girlhood as represented in contemporary popular cultural images which  

feature rappers such as Li'l Kim and Foxy Brown and R'n'B and pop music divas such as Ashanti and Beyoncé Knowles as highly  

eroticized and hypersexualized products of  the cultural marketplace endlessly playing out mixed race brown/black girl images of  

Jezebel  in a celluloid fantasy world.  […] Though inherently  critical  of  objectifying images of  black female subjectivity,  Walker's  

definition, however, is not anti-erotic or anti-sexual. In fact, it is explicitly affirming of  sensuality and embodiment for the third part of  

the  definition notes  that a  womanist  “[l]oves  music.  Loves  dance.  Loves  the  moon.  Loves  the  spirit.  Loves  Love  and food and  

roundness. Loves struggle. Loves the Folk. Loves herself. Regardless.”  The coda, “regardless”  signals the centrality of  valuing the  

sensual, erotic, and aesthetic aspects of  black cultures in spite of  these aspects of  black experiences being the fodder of  racialised  

stereotypes which situate black folk as “naturally” rhythmic, musical people who are good dancers and who like food and eating, the  

womanist still dares to embrace these parts of  herself. This statement is radical in its embrace of  the artistic and cultural productions  

of  black people which are linked with the spiritual, even in spite of  criticism from dominant cultural perspectives which devalue them  

and/or use distorted representations as the basis of  stereotyping.   Duncan 2006:35
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Poetic Pilgrimage themselves refer to the grudge existing among muslims against hip hop and rap music as being  

based on racism against black culture, not problems with music 124. They do not see a contradiction between being 

a performer of  this style that I define as outspoken, confrontational and sensual with islamic teachings. 

concluding remarks

It may seem nonsensical to complicate the notion of  modesty by referring to the supposed opposite characteristics, 

like proud, outspoken, confrontational and sensual behaviour. Theories of  muslim women Empowerment since 

Saba Mahmood (2005) displace agency from the crossroads between resistance and accommodation. Mahmood 

exposes agency as entailing both; her analysis was inspired in the foucaultian ideal that the conditions for agency  

imply adjustment to a norm (disciplining body to a norm). This theorising of  agency is nonetheless still using  

reminiscences of  this binary relationship, as this agency talks to this binary relationship by acknowledging and 

reinforcing  it,  an action either  is  seen as part  of  the semantic  world of  resistance or  the  semantic  world of  

accommodation, which makes modesty semantically and symbolically remain in the realm of  accommodation in 

itself  (even if  as means for survival and achievement of  other goals of  Empowerment, spiritual Empowerment,  

social mobility, socio-economic Empowerment). Authors talk about the tension between security and autonomy 

(Gazzah 2007, 2008; Haga 2011), and describe the contradictions in how muslim women express their need for  

autonomy and their  need for  security,  security  through modest  behaviour  or  adjustment,  to be  good muslim  

women. In the case of  the women artists interviewed by Miriam Gazzah (2007, 2008), the conflictual nature of  this 

relationship is particularly strong. I do not experience any struggle or tension in Poetic Pilgrimage definition of  

themselves or of  a modest woman in relation to being performing artists or (religious) leaders. The tensions come 

from the outside, not from how they perceive themselves, islam, muslim womanhood and how they perform it.  

This might be connected with their particular location as african diasporic black women in the west with strong 

124 Sukina explained to Michael Mumisa in interview:  It is important that we highlight the way that Hip Hop and Rap music is viewed by some  
Muslims. There are Muslims who believe that if  you are a Muslim and you Rap then you are imitating the Kuffar (infidels). This means that they equate Black  
culture with the Kuffar. However, if  it is music about "ya habibi habibi," somehow that is accepted and accommodated as part of  the Muslim culture. Black  
culture is very popular among the youth of  the world at the moment. It has always been a culture of  the voiceless and the oppressed who have nowhere to go and  
that is why you find that Palestinian youngsters are resorting to Hip Hop and Rap to tell their stories. The views that some people have against Hip Hop are  
motivated by racism and not Islamic teachings. Mumisa 2006. 
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afrocentric  inspirations.  Womanism  has  been  a  resourceful  tool  in  my  reflections  on  Empowerment  and 

Performance since these type of  dynamics appear as natural in womanist scholarship rooted in the practise of  

african american womanhood (and girlhood, without the necessary connection to mature wombs, motherhood). 

Modesty hence is not naturally bound to constrictive,  shy and diffident behaviour here. Modesty seems to be  

interpreted in Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance as the ideal of  womanist: serious, responsible and contemplative,  

without erasing the sensual and the erotic. At the same time, this ideal does not separate the spiritual (mental) from  

the sensual (physical), rather allows these normally defined as separate spheres to exist in one dimension. 

A word of  caution in this interpretation of  muslim woman modesty on the back of  womanism comes directly 

from Poetic Pilgrimage's words and actions:

I Love how you fixed your scarf, Muneera compliments me as we approach each other in malmö in 29 th August 2011, 

ready for our first interview.  Even before starting the interview, Sukina's attempst to fix her head cover were met  

by Muneera's criticism, as her dreadlocks were exposed in the process.  Muneera suggested to Sukina that she  

should go to the public toilet of  the cafeteria we were sitting to fix it properly, which she did.

On a latter occasion, Poetic Pilgrimage posted on facebook a statement by yemeni nobel laureate Tawakul Karman:

“Man in the early times was almost naked, and as his intellect evolved he started wearing clothes. What I am today and what I’m  

wearing represents the highest level of  thought and civilization that man has achieved, and is not regressive. It’s the removal of  clothes  

again that is regressive back to ancient times”

- Noble Laurette from Yemen, Tawakul Karman when asked about wearing Hijaab ♥ 

 Poetic Pilgrimage, facebook profile, 16th December 2011

With these anecdotes, I aim at reflecting on the fact that they do perform modesty within certain boundaries that  

do involve discretion at a certain level. During the interview, I discussed with them how in one Performance of  

spoken word I have seen of  them125, they have typical arabic style of  clothing, black jalabyias and headscarves. 

They reflected on this and told me that in the beginning after converting, they were unsure and seeking legitimacy.  

125 On a video posted on youtube of  a spoken word Performance of  “Modern Day Marys” they gave in milton keyes (uk) for eid -ul-
adha party on 23rd December 2007. 
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They were the first women to perform at eid celebrations in 2006 in trafalgar square in london and were afraid of  

the  reactions,  inclusively  of  being  physically  harmed  during  or  after  the  Performance.  So  they  tried  to  

accommodate as much as possible to normative stereotypical ideas of  “muslim women” that in the uk is rooted in 

the  cultures  of  the  middle  east  and south  asia,  but  according  to  them as  we  have  seen,  in  arab  cultures  in  

particularly.  They  also  explained  that  as  they  grew into  the  faith,  they  became  more  comfortable  and  more  

confident to express their muslimness in their own style and with their own identity.  So, they recognise that to be a  

woman and performing artist is not devoid of  controversy in muslim communities. They strive to perform their 

way and open a space for others who identify with it.

 

Despite  acknowledging diversity  within islam,  the  type of  muslim womanhood they promote is  connected to 

making hijabi femininity cool: we try to make hijab appear the coolest thing in the world to our young fans,  they told me on 

interview. And they continue, 

We have received a number of  emails from a lot of  young girls in the UK, USA, and Canada telling us that they did not like putting  

on hijab until they listened to our Rap music about hijab and the way we Rap about it. We tell them in our music that hijab is cool  

and they should not be ashamed of  it. 126 

What I want to conclude with this is that Poetic Pilgrimage affirm with their Performance of  muslim womanhood 

that ”modesty is the new cool”. Woman's modesty in islam is generally defined with relating to middle eastern and 

arab/diasporic spaces (at best south and central asian places), the spaces that geopolitics have put on the academic 

map. Modesty hence becomes defined as shyness, diffidence and evokes the control of  women's bodies visibility 

and mobility.  Now, in  the case  of  some african diasporic  communities  and some african societies,  the  sexual  

connotations  of  the  visible  and  even  naked  body  are  not  the  same.  Among  african  americans  and  african  

caribbeans, the ghost of  slavery has given way to at least two rather different strategies of  women's Empowerment  

within islam. One is adjustment to a dresscode that covers the body and traditional family and gender values,  

embodiment of  nurturing styles, as enslavement had robbed black women from just being *human* *women* and 

*mothers*. Black women have traditionally and majoritarily sought this adjustments in the black churches, though 

126From Michael Mumisa's piece on islamic hip hop and interview to them. Mumisa 2006. 
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there is a crescent number of  black women converting to islam in the usa and in the uk. Another strategy of  

women's  Empowerment  in  this  group  is  a  more  womanist  ideal  of  revolutionary  activism,  leadership  and 

consequent  public  visibility  and heightened mobility.  As  I  have shown earlier,  womanist  behaviour  rejects  the 

pornographic abuse of  black women's bodies, though does exclude the erotic and the sensual. I do not mean to 

argue here that these two strategies of  women's Empowerment happen isolated from each other. Different women 

in different groups and spaces make use and perform elements from both, creating as many women's subjectivities  

as there are women, which is a deep womanist mantra (Duncan 2006:36). The different histories of  representation 

and control of  black women's bodies and non-black women's bodies are a necessary frame to understand the  

dynamics of  muslim women's Empowerment. Modesty as the most islamic female virtue is reinterpreted as women 

perform it. As for Poetic Pilgrimage and numerous other african diasporic women that I quoted in this chapter, 

modesty is not necessary impeachment to (religious) leadership and performing arts, outspoken social and political  

activism, or mixed gendered associations, modesty is not directly connected to curtailment of  their visibility and 

mobility. Modesty in the darkest of  islam as an ideology of  inclusive social justice, modesty as they perform it  

comes closer to the ideal expressed in its definition in the Encyclopedia of  the Modern Islamic world:  Modesty: freedom 

from vanity (al-tawadu') is a central concept in Islam, directly connected to the concept of  tawhid.[...] Any Muslim who engages in vain  

and arrogant behaviour, such as adopting an attitude of  racial, gender, or class superiority, is embracing Satanic logic . al-Hibri 1995: 

126-7 

This ideal praises a simple and humble conduct to all muslims, regardless of  location. It does not infer in defining a  

proper behaviour especially for women, an attitude of  submissiveness and shyness. 

Poetic Pilgrimage turn modesty into the new cool by favouring it in their artistic products and expression of  their  

public artistic persona. ”New” since it is an interesting development within youth culture like hip hop plagued by  

pornographic  images  of  women,  but  also  ”new”  as  in  my understanding  they  take  the  concept  beyond  the 

common symbolism of  constricted,  shy and diffident behaviour. Attending to this perspective of  making something 

”cool” that has been seen as highly uncool, because it relates to their validation of  their own choices as black  

muslim women artists in europe,  I call then this process a Performance of  Empowerment. 
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concluding discussion 

My dancing image reflected in the mirror in a room in fryshuset (stockholm) where I went to learn some ghanaian  

dance steps. It daunted on me that the intentions can be quite different from the embodiment and frame the 

experience,  both mine and the others observing me, in distinct  ways. In my mind, my body was moving and  

looking totally different from what the mirror was telling me. The intentions in my mind were distinct from the  

performative effect as seen, heard, experienced by others and by me in a self-reflexive modus, provided by this  

wide dance studio type of  mirror. Which brings me to think that the unique moment of  Performance defines the  

Performance and the possible results of  it in a dialogical dance between inner and outer perception, both mine and 

of  those exposed to me. The movement in and out of  Performance materialities (effects, what is experienced, how 

and by whom) troubles musings on consciousness. Is embodiment of  Empowerment then mainly on the eyes, ears 

and  overall  body  of  the  beholder?  I  express  and  experience  empowered  bodies,  you  perceive  brainwashed 

submissive souls? 

The chaotic and overwhelming performative nature of  Performance theory like what I have attempted with this 

case study, disenfranchising  doing from any script or structure, from strict boundaries and fixed definitions and 

going further  into  experiencing everything  as  Performance,  including texts  and declarations  (as  enactment  of  

Performance),  expressing  a  messiness  that  aims  at  imitating  life  closely  can  be  misleading  and  fall  into  

commodification and banality (cf. also Ahmed 2004). I must not do anything, I can simply say or write it and I 

perform. Soon, suffice to think it and Performance happens, which would be a curious theological twist. I was  

educated in a christian way to believe that if  it happens in my mind, it IS happening. If  I engage in sinful thoughts,  

I sin because god is all knowing, we are transparent to god. Most humans are not all knowing and transparent.  

Performance depends on a degree of  awareness, a knowing that is evident to others, we live in relation to others (in  

lato sensu, humans, animals, things, all perceptions of  time and space, death and life). If  Empowerment is to mean 

anything, it must go beyond words and declarations of  performativity into actions of  Performance (ibidem): from 
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"I say, therefore I do" to "I do, therefore I say". What evidence is there that we walk our talk? And if  there is no 

way to address the efficacy of  Performance in Empowerment, what is the relevance of  analysing a process per se,  

the doing? 

The consequence of  such performative approach is to realise that anything is possible, everything is valid which is  

both  disconcerting  and  comforting.  The  politics  of  Empowerment  lose  in  this  openness.  The  poetics  of  

Empowerment gain with this openness. When poetics can inflame politics, there might be more spread gain. An 

Empowerment that would takes us closer to the desired myth or possible vision of  paradisical liberation for all, to  

live and let live. In this thesis, I have avoided explorations of  where Empowerment is and where it takes us to. I  

have discussed paths of  Empowerment, rather than paths to Empowerment. 

Em-power-ment has power within. Claiming power is an acknowledgement of  inherent power that needs to be 

made visible and viable. A power that is and has always been but impends approval from forces that are deemed 

higher but are in fact just stronger. Like this, claiming power is not a manifestation of  hate towards others more  

privileged or that do not share our wounds and fates, claiming power like this is not usurpation but a labour of  

Love of  self  and others in positive ways. So I have defined Empowerment as learning to Love yourself  and others  

in  positive  ways.  Albeit  simply  sound,  this  Goliath-like  venture  is  a  response to loud politics  and poetics  of  

Empowerment that centre gaining power in economic and political achievements without a personal that is an 

individual and subjective Performance, instead of  a systemic and commodified recipe dictated by organised and  

professional bodies of  social justice. 

Walking through paths of  Empowerment presumes that the subjects of  it are in need of  Empowerment and/or 

are indeed in a state of  empowered self  and I merely need to bear witness to how they got or are getting there. I  

have  shown in my thesis  how this  assumption is  based on the available  material,  what  Poetic  Pilgrimage are 

expressing and foremost how I interpret and recreate their meanings, their doings. 

Learning to Love self  and others in positive ways is vital since many of  us have been disciplined into hating self  to  

the  point  that  the  self  is  threatened by  extinction  or  is  no  more.  Poetic  Pilgrimage are  among those  whose 

individuality is threatened by a mythical norm that defines standards for all and establishes the rules of  inclusion and 

exclusion we set from. Their individuality as young british black muslim women artists is not of  an isolated nature,  
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it  is  rooted  in  communities  that  historically  and  contemporaneously  have  been  set  apart  and  systematically 

marginalised. Like black africans in africa and its' diaspora, muslims in majoritarian non-muslim spaces, women in 

their own bedrooms. 

There are strategic and real consequences of  underestimating relations of  power by highlighting only exchange,  

interdependency and a sea of  possibilities,  instead of  attending to particular relations of  usurpation of  power 

(taking all the space) and damage of  others in the process (negate others, cut them off  from possibilities of  access  

to resources and even more from equal control of  resources). Throughout my thesis, one element is constant, the 

critique of  whiteness and arabia-centredness as part of  that mythical norm to which Poetic Pilgrimage and other 

black muslims and black muslim women in particular do not have access to belong to, nor necessarily feel inclined 

to oblige to. This affirmation spurs out of  Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance of  those categories of  identification as  

a  strategy  of  Empowerment:  how  they  shape  their  artistic  persona  and  artwork  with  afrocentric  islam  by 

recognising racism against black people, by forging positive mirrors in role models such as themselves and other 

black african  and muslim personalities;  and by  using  african/diasporic  ideas  (spiritual  activism) and aesthetics 

(rastafarianism). The consequence of  theorising power as always fluid and possible everywhere is that dynamics of  

inequality remain active albeit unspoken and whiteness and arabia-centredness persist as invisible norm. Another 

consequence is the normalisation of  relations of  subjugation and alienation and closing a door to possibilities of  

Empowerment  Suggesting that a fred slave desires captivity and enslavement and should be left to her desire is a  

symptom of  this.  Suggesting that modesty is  cut from a trench of  a tapestry where the embbeded integrated 

submissive and diffident patterns are is another symptom of  such negations of  power imbalances and affirmation 

that anything is agency [or that agency is any modality of  action (Mahmood 2005)].

I  come to perceive my analysis  of  Poetic  Pilgrimage's  Performance of  Empowerment  as  talking indirectly  to  

stereotypes on black women and thus talking to power, in this case, whiteness and arabia-centredness. I emphasise  

style, material and bodies on individuals that have historically and contemporaneously been associated with only 

those spheres on a double lens, as black people and as women. Attitudes that expect black people to only excel in  

sports, music, dance; or black women to be the strongest that endure any physical hardship. Their exclusion from 

the realm of  thinking minds has been a stable element in their oppression. My performative focus in the analysis of  
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songs  and videos I  selected to illustrate their  Empowerment  and Performance,  ”Land Far  Away”,  ”Silence is 

Consent”, ”Modern Day Marys” and ”Unlikely Emcees” reflect this idea that stylistic, material and aesthetic value  

is at the core of  black life, today as yesterday. Central antithesis to white and arab norms in this thesis has been the 

elaboration on how Poetic Pilgrimage perform, how and what they do, how they create their own interpretations.  

In line with this,  white norms of  intellectualism were challenged by exploring style in ”Land Far Away”, how  

material and intellectual connect beyond dualities, and creative interpretation of  diverse religious traditions (islam  

and rastafarianism) in the stylistic  and aesthetic  appropriation of  that song.  Unwillingly,  my analysis  sectioned 

intellectual  and material  more than I would have liked,  whereas I notice retrospectively,  a tendency to initiate 

discussions on the level of  discursive and intellectual analysis, even if  my goal is to play with the performative 

elements of  written and spoken words. Nevertheless, this has enabled me to present intellectual and discursive  

labour in their art and persona, which is of  vital importance for them. It also contributes to negate essentialistic  

and stereotypical ideas that that black people can only have an inclination to that that is material and bodily. This is  

thus intrinsic part of  Empowerment as labour of  Love of  self  and others in positive ways. A strategy to counter  

arab norms was  to elaborate on the  notion of  modesty  and how a performative  and positive  affirmation of  

sensuality  and confrontation, visibility and mobility  in Poetic Pilgrimage's recreation of  modesty through their  

Performance of  it in their voices (analysed in ”Modern Day Marys”) and bodies (analysed in ”Unlikely Emcees”). 

The strategies of  Empowerment pursued by Poetic Pilgrimage are not exclusively to black muslims. I have had a  

particular focus on explaining their location, situation and identifications within the black african diaspora. This  

was my way to avoid essentialising race and racial belongings, to expose an islam as dreamed and lived by a sizeable 

group,  black  muslims,  as  well  as  counter  the  tendencies  to  universalise  the  experiences  of  some  muslim 

communities and imposing it on everyone as the legitimate allah-talk.  One common consequence of  this specific 

approach is to alienate universal  discussions and create a sinuous path when it comes to using this perspective on a 

wider context, on other related contexts, or even on ontological and epistemological discussions. As I do not claim 

universality  here,  I  do not  shy away from discussing  how this  approach can and cannot  be  applied to other 

contexts. After all, normative invisible white and arab paradigms (to keep within the mythical norm I explicated 

above) have been applied at ease to any context. 
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Privileging  the  concept  of  Empowerment  in  my  theoretical  framework  helped  me  understand  the  work  of  

connectedness woven in Poetic Pilgrimage's Performance. Empowerment also bridges the dots of  their multiple  

identities that for most part intersect, rather than act separately. Having Empowerment as a guideline for the thesis  

has nevertheless distanced myself  from a type of  analysis of  Performance, and utilising Performance analytically  

contributed  to  distance  myself  from  a  type  of  analysis  of  .Empowerment   Empowerment  is  regulated  by 

systematic analysis that aim at extracting consistencies, continuities and patterns. Frequent conceptualisations of  

Empowerment describe it as a process composed of  series of  linear progressive steps like conscientising, moving  

to inspiring others and ending in liberating, resulting in a state or condition of  liberating self  and paradisical post-  

apocalyptic community living.  As for Performance, the search for patterns and structures that could isolate what  

can constitute what type of  Performance, such as artistic, religious and everyday life has not been a preoccupation  

in my thesis. Hence elements such as repetition of  performative tempos (how they start and finish concerts, for  

instance) that could suggest a structured event of  Performance are not identified as such. I take notice of  religious 

imagery, discourse and aesthetics in the creation of  Poetic Pilgrimage's image and diverse identifications in an  

attempt to highlight the integrated and interconnected nature of  their  Performance, not as a means to define  

different Performance types. 

I would like to think of  Empowerment here in terms of  the ways and processes that can individually, cyclically  

and/or  punctually  inspire  a  processual  and  continuous  learning  of  positive  Love  of  self  and  others.  And 

Performance as that  unique acting that makes this process possible by (re)creating it. 

And since we are all potential audience and meanings are continuously recreated when we appropriate what has  

been created,  this  conclusion will  optimally  include the meanings an audience creates of  this  thesis,  both the 

academic audience that will discuss it and the very subjects of  it, Poetic Pilgrimage. 
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